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Introduction 

1. ADP Ltd are instructed by Mersea Homes Ltd [Mersea Homes] to make 

representations on their behalf in response to the publication by Tendring District 

Council of their submission draft local plan [local plan] under Regulation 20 of the 

Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 [the 

Regulations]. These representations relate to our client’s concerns that the 

proposed local plan is not sound for specific reasons set out in the attached 

representations along with recommendations to the Inspector as to the steps 

which should be taken in order to make the plan sound. This planning statement 

sets out the context for Mersea Homes’ concerns over the local plan’s failure to 

address the social and economic objectives of the National Planning Policy 

Framework [NPPF]. 

 

2. Executive summary 

• Mersea Homes have been promoting land on the eastern fringe of Colchester 

as a broad location for residential, community and economic growth since 

2005. The proposed development is policy led and favourably considered 

among key stakeholders. 

• The emerging new local plan has not undergone consultation; people have 

not had a fair chance to have their say, or a genuine opportunity to take part 

in the decision making process. 

• Key aspects of the required evidence base have not been produced with the 

proposed submission draft local plan making meaningful consultation 

impossible. Mersea Homes ask that when the required robust and objective 

evidence is adduced then an opportunity should be granted to make 

comment on it, and the plan in the light of it. 

• The Council have not justified their annualised housing trajectory figure of 400 

houses. 

• The proposed backdated plan period is too short to facilitate key aspects of 

the NPPF or to provide certainty for the development industry, confidence for 

funders and a reasonable opportunity for statutory providers to deliver key 

infrastructure.  
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• The Council have not provided a strategy for growth to replace the previous 

regional economic strategy. Their plan lacks vigour in planning for growth and 

instead proposes a ‘wait and see’ approach. The clear-cut advice in the 

Council’s employment study evidence to promote the ‘golden’ option of 

combined port growth in Harwich and creative industry growth with the 

University in the Colchester Fringe should be implemented. 

 

Background 

3. Tendring District Council [the Council] published a previous submission draft Core 

Strategy in 2010 (now withdrawn) under Regulation 27 of the previous local plan 

regulations. Mersea Homes’ response was that the Core Strategy was unsound 

for several reasons, but in particular that there was insufficient housing allocated 

to meet the need identified in the Regional Plan and no effective economic 

strategy to meet regional growth targets. Mersea Homes’ recommendation to 

the Inspector was that land under their control in the west of the District adjacent 

to the boundary with Colchester [the ‘Colchester Fringe’] should have been 

identified as a broad location for growth which was capable of meeting both 

housing needs and economic growth in association with university based 

commercial development. This recommendation broadly reflected the evidence 

contained in the Council’s Employment Study part 1 (Roger Tym & Partners, May 

2009) [Employment Strategy]. In essence Mersea Homes’ position remains the 

same with regard to the new plan prepared by the Council but their 

recommendations to the Inspector in relation to the current submission draft 

make special reference to the provisions of the Localism Act 2012 and the NPPF. 

 

Consultation  

4. In the proposed local plan’s “preparing the Local Plan” section [page 12 

Paragraph 1.8] the Council set out the various stages of consultation. Stage 3 is 

entitled “Consultation on LDF Core Strategy and Development Plan policies (21st 

October 2010 to 6th December 2010)”. The supporting text describes the 
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consultation document as containing “broad brush proposals for the distribution 

of new development for the period up to 2031”. In reality this document was a 

Regulation 27 publication of the Core Strategy and as a consequence gave the 

public no opportunity to express views on the proposals or any alternative 

suggestions; there was no opportunity for the public to influence the contents of 

the plan during its formation. It was a significantly different local plan to the one 

currently being published; the current submission draft local plan contains a 

different plan period, a new housing distribution strategy and previously un-

consulted site allocations. The Council’s stage 4 consultation (September 2011 to 

31st October 2011) simply asked local people for their personal opinion on the 

number of houses needed over a 20 year plan period, and for suggestions of 

where they should go. The results cannot reasonably be considered as being 

‘objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements’ as required 

throughout the NPPF, and specifically in its paragraph 182’s ‘soundness tests’. 

Whilst expressing subjective opinions local people were not given the opportunity 

to comment on consequent decisions before they became enshrined in the 

submission draft plan.  The consultation’s results have been recently published by 

the Council and showed that most responses came from people living in Clacton 

indicating a preference that housing should be located somewhere else. In 

locations where there were no previous allocations only a few representations 

were made. For these reasons ask the Inspector to seek additional focussed 

consultations to allow local people to genuinely have an opportunity to 

influence plan proposals before they are submitted to examination. 

 

Evidence base 

5. Whilst having sympathy with the Council’s efforts to produce a local plan as soon 

as possible there is a significant weight of missing evidence without which it is not 

possible to make an informed response as to the soundness of the plan. Key 

missing elements are: 
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a. A statement setting out how the Council fulfilled its duty to co-

operate as set out in section 110 of the Localism Act with particular 

reference to the following strategic issues: 

i. The current and potential impact of Essex University’s 

£2,000,000 annual economy on Colchester and Tendring. 

ii. The high level of existing outward commuting from Tendring 

to Colchester. 

iii. The implications for Colchester Borough Council if Tendring 

District Council fails to provide for, or deliver, sufficient 

housing to meet need within is boundary. 

iv. The impact on Infrastructure provision in Colchester 

necessary to deal with works related commuting from 

Tendring. 

v. The Essex County Council’s Integrated County Strategy. 

vi. Development of the Colchester Fringe advocated in the 

Council’s Employment Study Part 1. 

b. An economic strategy to replace the 2008 regional strategy and 

deliver growth in the district as required by the NPPF. 

c. An up-to-date SHMA detailing objectively assessed housing need  

[both private and affordable] reflecting the most recent Office for 

National Statistics [ONS] projections. 

d. Evidence to demonstrate whether a 5% or 20% surplus is required for 

the 5-year land supply. 

e. Up to date evidence of the 5-year land supply setting out which 

sites are included, their anticipated annual housing delivery rate 

and their viability assessment. 

f. Evidence to show why a full 15-year plan period is not possible to 

achieve. 

g. Details of housing which has been, or will, be built in the years since 

the end of the last plan and the adoption of the new one to 

indicate if they are categorised as windfall sites or land allocated in 

the last plan but not completed within it. 
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h. An up to date strategic housing land availability assessment 

[SHLAA] with a detailed annualised trajectory showing each site’s 

contribution. If an economic recovery has been assumed in order 

to increase delivery rates achieved since 2009, then evidence to 

justify this assumption should be given. 

i. Details of the backlog of affordable housing need referred to within 

the 2011 Annual Monitoring Report [AMR] page 9, which refers to 

an “overwhelming need for affordable housing in Tendring as 

identified ion the strategic Housing Market Assessment [SHMA] 2008 

and update in 2009. 

j. Viability appraisals of both the full plan including infrastructure 

provision and for each individual site allocation. 

 

If the Council produces further evidence it would be necessary for the public to 

have an opportunity to comment on it during a focussed consultation period. 

 

Plan period 

6. The Council have, without previous consultation, proposed a backdated 10 year 

local plan period from 2011 to 2021. Mersea Homes question the efficacy of a 

backdated plan. It would leave a number of years early in the plan period where 

no polices could have applied or been implemented. Also it is likely there will be 

a requirement for some consultation over focussed changes, this will set back the 

plan adoption date to 2014 which will effectively mean the plan period will only 

be 7 years. The NPPF’s recommendation is for a 15 year period from the date of 

adoption containing three stages of planned land supply for housing. The 

proposed effective 7-year period cannot accommodate either a 6 – 10 or 10 – 

15 year supply denying the opportunity for strategic thinking and would cause 

uncertainty for both the development industry and infrastructure providers. It 

would also discourage investment and disrupt regeneration crucially delaying 

the point when a properly considered plan could be implemented. The Council 

have justified its strategy on a ‘wait and see’ approach to economic growth, this 
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is contrary to the fundamental objective of the NPPF to stimulate growth without 

delay. However, such a strategy would inflict unfair hardship for local people 

who are waiting for jobs and homes. Mersea Homes believe effective economic 

growth and housing provision can only be planned and delivered by a 15 year 

plan period starting at the date of the plan’s adoption, and that housing 

trajectories should take account of the housing backlog created in the 

intervening years since the finish of the last plan to avoid a shortfall. 

Economic growth  

7. The East of England Economic Strategy [2008] will have lapsed with the final 

revocation of the Regional Plan anticipated on January 3rd 2013. This leaves the 

Council with the responsibility of developing its own economic strategy and, in 

particular, to meet the requirements of paragraph 20 of the NPPF whereby 

planning authorities “should plan proactively to meet the development needs of 

business and support an economy fit for the 21st century”. The Council’s 

Employment Study gives a clear indication that the best possibility for economic 

growth involves the Colchester Fringe and ties with the economically successful 

sub-regional town of Colchester. On page 76 the study sets out its “Shimmering 

Golden Pond” scenario of a two-pronged approach dependent on a ‘gateway 

to the world’ via Bathside Bay [container port development] and via 

collaboration with Colchester Council and Essex University on a ‘gateway to a 

global knowledge based economy’ by development of the Colchester Fringe. At 

the time of writing the Employment Study its authors considered this strategy had 

a sustainability disadvantage if Clacton was to be the major location for housing 

in Tendring. The new local plan no longer sees Clacton’s role as a strategic 

location for housing growth thus removing the only sustainability objection, yet 

the evidence based ‘Simmering Golden Pond’ strategy involving the Colchester 

Fringe has not been pursued. Mersea Homes agree that housing and 

employment should not be separated, but is aware of Clacton’s historic inability 

to generate sufficient employment to meet local need. Clacton is therefore most 

unlikely to be able to accommodate the lion’s share of housing delivery as 

envisaged by the previous submission draft local plan. The Colchester Fringe 
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broad location is capable of delivering both employment and housing. It is 

therefore the most sustainable option for a growth location in association with 

appropriate regeneration and growth in the Coastal Towns. 

 

8. Bathside Bay is a preferred location for container port development to meet the 

UK’s continued growth in container freight [House of Commons Transport 

Committee ‘The Ports Industry in England and Wales’ 2007]. However, 

development has already started at the London Gateway Terminal and that 

location is likely to meet new demand in the short to medium term. Bathside Bay 

will be required in the future due to its location near the main shipping routes and 

will be developed in due course. It would be short sighted to abandon the 

‘Shimmering Golden Pond' duel strategy for a ‘wait and see’ port only 

development at Bathside Bay. This is because of uncertainty of when the port will 

begin operation and the Employment Study foresaw the need for the Port and 

Colchester Fringe to deliver strong economic growth. Mersea Homes therefore 

feels the emerging local plan should encompass an evidence based economic 

strategy within a proactive 15 year plan, initially addressing coastal town 

regeneration but planning for port and Colchester Fringe based growth within 

the later stages of the plan period. 

 

The Colchester Fringe 

9. Land promoted by Mersea Homes and identified as the Colchester Fringe in 

Council documents, and as the Haven Growth Area [HGA] by Mersea 

Homes, is shown edged red in addendum 1, Appendix 1. The total site is in 

excess of 300 hectares, of which approximately 110ha are in Colchester 

Borough and 220ha are within Tendring District; the proposal is that this site 

becomes a broad location for growth straddling Colchester and Tendring. 

The land was the subject of a sustainability appraisal, which formed part of 

the previous Regulation 28 response to the Council’s first submission draft Core 

Strategy. Since that time the Council has undertaken its own sustainability 

appraisal of all alternative housing and employment sites [November 2012]. 
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Site 7.1 [page 73]’ land between A133 and A120, Elmstead market / Ardleigh’ 

is the Colchester Fringe, and on page 79 the Council’s appraisal concludes 

the site is sustainable.  

 

10. Representations were made by Mersea Homes to key stakeholders in 2011 

and 2012. The objective was to structure a broad consensus of agreement, 

the stakeholders were: 

  
a. The South East local Enterprise Partnership 

b. The Haven Gateway 

c. Essex County Council 

d. Tendring District Council 

e. Colchester Borough Council 

f. Essex University 

 

11. Addendum 1 to this Planning Statement includes a Briefing Note which was 

prepared specifically for each Council, but also distributed amongst other 

stakeholders, these notes contained the following documents attached as 

appendices: 

Appendix 1.The site location plan showing key features 

Appendix 2. A summary sheet identifying the key proposals 

Appendix 3. A policy evolution note showing how the proposal is policy 

driven 

Appendix 4. Web pages from the Norwich Research Park, the 

Cambridge Science Park and the Essex University Knowledge Gateway 

Addendum 2 shows a timeline that compares the production of local plan 

documents with submissions made in relation to the Colchester Fringe. 

Addendum 3 is the minutes of a meeting between Mersea Homes and the 

Vice Chancellor of Essex University. 
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Addendum 4 is the minutes of a joint meeting with both Colchester and 

Tendring Councils that was called by Mersea Homes to explore ways of 

establishing cross-boundary working for the Colchester Fringe. 

Addendum 5 is a slideshow presentation entitled ‘Building Prosperous 

communities intended to pre-brief each Council prior to the joint meeting. 

Conclusion 

12. The development of the Colchester Fringe is supported by national & regional 

policy, the Council’s own evidence and the key stakeholders. The location would 

become a key area for growth able to deliver better paid jobs in emerging 

business sectors capable of supporting a ripple effect across the coastal towns 

and villages of Tendring. The supporting housing delivery within new 

neighbourhoods will be locations where people will want to live. These key 

attributes offer a way forward for Tendring and its poor record of social 

achievement, unemployment and deprivation whereas the currently proposed 

local plan accepts under achievement as inevitable. For these reasons Mersea 

Homes consider it timely for the Council to take a proactive approach to 

planning for real growth within their district. They should introduce a plan period 

that is sufficiently long to implement the objectives of the NPPF and begin work 

with their partners across district boundaries to resolve strategic matters as 

required by the Localism Act. Mersea Homes is objecting to the currently 

proposed plan because it is incomplete and unsound, but they believe with their 

proposed changes the plan can become sound. 
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Ref: NLP002311   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 12:28:59 PM 
Chapter: 1. Introduction  Section: Characteristics of Tendring 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr Stuart Cock  
Consultee Job Title: Managing Director 
Consultee Organisation: Mersea Homes Ltd 
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Brian Morgan 
Agent Job Title: Planning Director 
Agent Organisation: ADPLTD 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Attention is drawn to the attached Planning Statement and addenda 1 - 5 which set 
the context for Mersea Homes' Regulation 20 responses and gives evidence in support of its 
recommendations. On page 18 of the proposed plan a schedule of technical evidence is produced 
many aspects of which are either out of date, unsound or missing, they are: 1.1. A statement 
showing how the Council fulfilled its duty to co-operate as set out in section 110 of the Localism 
Act with particular reference to the following strategic issues: 1.1.1. The current and potential 
impact of Essex University’s £2,000,000 annual economy on Colchester and Tendring. 1.1.2. The 
high level of existing outward commuting from Tendring to Colchester. 1.1.3. The implications for 
Colchester Borough Council if Tendring District Council fails to provide for, or deliver, sufficient 
housing to meet need within is boundary. 1.1.4. The impact on Infrastructure provision in 
Colchester necessary to deal with work related commuting out from Tendring. 1.1.5. The Essex 
County Council’s Integrated County Strategy. 1.1.6. Development of the Colchester Fringe 
advocated in the Council’s Employment Study Part 1. 1.2. An economic strategy to replace the 
2008 regional strategy and deliver growth in the district as required by the NPPF. 1.3. An up-to-
date SHMA detailing objectively assessed housing need reflecting the most recent Office for 
National Statistics [ONS] projections. 1.4. Evidence to demonstrate whether a 5% or 20% surplus 
is required for the 5-year land supply. 1.5. Up to date evidence of a 5-year land supply setting out 
which sites are included, their anticipated annual housing delivery rate and their viability 
assessment. 1.6. Evidence to show why a full 15 year plan period is not possible to achieve. 1.7. 
Details of housing which has been, or will, be built in the years since the end of the last plan and 
the adoption of the new one to indicate if they are categorised as windfall sites or land allocated in 
the last plan but not completed within it. 1.8. An up to date strategic housing land availability 
assessment [SHLAA] with a detailed annualised trajectory showing each site’s contribution. If an 
economic recovery has been assumed in order to increase delivery rates achieved since 2009, 
then evidence to justify this assumption should be given. 1.9. Details of the backlog of affordable 
housing need referred to within the 2011 Annual Monitoring Report [AMR] page 9, which refers to 
an “overwhelming need for affordable housing in Tendring as identified ion the strategic Housing 
Market Assessment [SHMA] 2008 and update in 2009. 1.10. Viability appraisals of both the full 
plan including infrastructure provision and for each individual site allocation. If the Council 
produces further evidence it would be necessary for the public to have an opportunity to comment 
on it during a focussed consultation period. In the proposed local plan’s “preparing the Local Plan” 
section [page 12 Paragraph 1.8] the Council set out the various stages of consultation. Stage 3 is 
entitled “Consultation on LDF Core Strategy and Development Plan policies (21st October 2010 to 
6th December 2010)”. The supporting text describes the consultation document as containing 
“broad brush proposals for the distribution of new development for the period up to 2031”. In reality 



this document was a Regulation 27 publication of the Core Strategy and as a consequence gave 
the public no opportunity to express views on the proposals or any alternative suggestions; there 
was no opportunity for the public to influence the contents of the plan during its formation. It was a 
significantly different local plan to the one currently being published; the current submission draft 
local plan contains a different plan period, a new housing distribution strategy and previously un-
consulted site allocations. The Council’s stage 4 consultation (September 2011 to 31st October 
2011) simply asked local people for their personal opinion on the number of houses needed over a 
longer plan period, and for suggestions of where they should go. The results cannot reasonably be 
considered as being ‘objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements’ as sought 
throughout the NPPF, and specifically in its paragraph 182’s ‘soundness tests’. Whilst expressing 
subjective opinions local people were not given the opportunity to comment on consequent 
decisions before they became enshrined in the submission draft plan.  The consultation’s results 
have been recently published by the Council and showed that most responses came from people 
living in Clacton indicating a preference that housing should be located somewhere else. In 
locations where there were no previous allocations only a few representations were made. 
Soundness In respect of an inadequate evidence base the plan in its current form is unsound on 
the grounds that it is not justified, not consistent with national policy and not effective on the basis 
of the absence of appropriate joint working with neighbouring councils.  The Plan is also not 
justified on the grounds that the community have not had a proper opportunity to bring forward 
reasonable alternatives to the new plan proposals.  Recommendations to make the plan sound For 
the plan to be made sound further evidence should be submitted and consulted on prior to the 
Examination in Public. A focussed change consultation is also required to allow proper consultation 
of new strategies and land releases now proposed.  On page 22 of the proposed plan details are 
given confirming an undersupply of housing since 2008 until now where the average annual 
delivery was 300. During that period the minimum RSS figure was 430 and the proposed [but 
unsubstantiated] allocation for the new plan period is 400.  Soundness The significant under supply 
of housing should trigger an additional 20% each year for the first 5-years of land supply to be 
deducted from the latter part of the plan period to comply with national policy  Recommendation to 
make the plan sound The Council should demonstrate a credible 5-year land supply to meet the 
full need for housing, with an additional 20% added for each of the first five years prior to the 
Examination in public with an opportunity for public consultation. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:00:54 PM 
Attachment: Y 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Summarised by GA 7 Jan 2013



Ref: NLP002313   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 12:42:50 PM 
Chapter: 2. Delivering Sustainable Development  Section: Presumption in Favour of Sustainable 
Development 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr Stuart Cock  
Consultee Job Title: Managing Director 
Consultee Organisation: Mersea Homes Ltd 
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Brian Morgan 
Agent Job Title: Planning Director 
Agent Organisation: ADPLTD 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email: b  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Attention is drawn to the attached Planning Statement and Addenda 1 - 5 The East 
of England Economic Strategy [2008] will have lapsed with the final revocation of the Regional 
Plan anticipated on January 3rd 2013. This will leave the Council with the responsibility of 
developing its own economic strategy and, in particular, to meet the requirements of paragraph 20 
of the NPPF whereby planning authorities “should plan proactively to meet the development needs 
of business and support an economy fit for the 21st century”. The Council’s Employment Study 
Part 1 (Roger Tym & Partners, May 2009) [Employment Strategy] gives a clear indication that the 
best possibility for economic growth involves the Colchester Fringe and takes advantage of the 
economically successful sub-regional town of Colchester. On page 76 the study sets out its 
“Shimmering Golden Pond” scenario of a duel approach dependent on a ‘gateway to the world’ via 
Bathside Bay [container port development] and via collaboration with Colchester Council and 
Essex University in a ‘gateway to a global knowledge based economy’ by development of the 
Colchester Fringe. At the time of writing the Employment Study its authors considered this strategy 
had a sustainability disadvantage if Clacton was to the major location for housing in Tendring. 
However, the new local plan no longer sees Clacton’s role as a strategic location for housing 
growth thus removing the only sustainability objection, yet the evidence based ‘Simmering Golden 
Pond’ strategy involving the Colchester Fringe has not been pursued. Mersea Homes agree that 
housing and employment should not be separated, but is aware of Clacton’s historic inability to 
generate sufficient employment to meet demand. Clacton is therefore most unlikely to be able to 
accommodate the lion’s share of housing delivery as envisaged by the previous submission draft 
local plan. The Colchester Fringe broad location is capable of delivering both employment and 
housing. It is therefore the most sustainable option for a growth location in association with 
appropriate regeneration in the Coastal Towns. Land promoted by Mersea Homes and identified as 
the Colchester Fringe in Council documents, and as the Haven Growth Area [HGA] by Mersea 
Homes, is shown edged red in addendum 1, Appendix 1. The total site is in excess of 300 
hectares, of which approximately 110ha are in Colchester Borough and 220ha are within Tendring 
District; the proposal is this site becomes a broad location for growth straddling Colchester and 
Tendring. The land was the subject of a sustainability appraisal, which formed part of the previous 
Regulation 28 response to the Council’s first submission draft Core Strategy. Since that time the 
Council has undertaken its own sustainability appraisal of all alternative housing and employment 
sites [November 2012]. Site 7.1 [page 73]’ land between A133 and A120, Elmstead market / 
Ardleigh’ is the Colchester Fringe, and on page 79 the Council’s appraisal concludes the site is 
sustainable as a development option.  Representations were made by Mersea Homes to key 
stakeholders in 2011 and 2012. The objective was to structure a broad consensus of agreement as 



a basis for cross-boundary co-operation, the stakeholders were:   1. The South East Local 
Enterprise Partnership 2. The Haven Gateway 3. Essex County Council 4. Tendring District 
Council 5. Colchester Borough Council 6. Essex University Addendum 1 to this Planning 
Statement includes a Briefing Note which was prepared specifically for each Council, but also 
distributed amongst other stakeholders, these notes contained the following documents attached 
as appendices: Appendix 1.The site location plan showing key features Appendix 2. A summary 
sheet identifying the key proposals Appendix 3. A policy evolution note showing how the proposal 
is policy driven Appendix 4. Web pages from the Norwich Research Park, the Cambridge Science 
Park and the Essex University Knowledge Gateway Addendum 2 shows a timeline that compares 
the production of local plan documents with submissions made in relation to the Colchester Fringe. 
Addendum 3 is the minutes of a meeting between Mersea Homes and the Vice Chancellor of 
Essex University. Addendum 4 is the minutes of a joint meeting with both Colchester and Tendring 
Councils that was called by Mersea Homes to explore ways of establishing cross-boundary 
working for the Colchester Fringe. Addendum 5 is a slideshow presentation entitled ‘Building 
Prosperous communities intended to pre-brief each Council prior to the joint meeting. The 
development of the Colchester Fringe is supported by national & regional policy, the Council’s own 
evidence and the key stakeholders. The location would become a key area for growth able to 
deliver better paid jobs in emerging business sectors capable of supporting a ripple effect across 
the coastal towns and villages of Tendring. The supporting housing delivery within new 
neighbourhoods would be locations where people will want to live and work. These key attributes 
offer a way forward for Tendring from its poor record of social achievement, unemployment and 
deprivation whereas the currently proposed local plan accepts under achievement as inevitable. 
For these reasons Mersea Homes consider it timely for the Council to take a proactive approach to 
planning for growth within their district. They should introduce a plan period that is sufficiently long 
to implement the objectives of the NPPF and begin work with their partners across district 
boundaries to resolve strategic matters as required by the Localism Act and National Policy.  
Soundness The plan is unsound because it has not been positively prepared so as to meet 
objectively assessed development requirements. It is not justified because without a robust 
economic strategy no proper consideration has been given to the reasonable alternative of 
adopting the recommendations within its Employment Study evidence base regarding development 
of the Colchester Fringe. Without a replacement to the Regional Economic Strategy 2008 the plan 
is unsound because it does not accord with national planning policy’s requirement to deliver 
sustainable development.  Recommendation to make the plan sound The Council should prepare a 
robust economic strategy capable of delivering the economic growth needed to boost the economy 
and support the full housing delivery prior to the Examination in public and this should have been 
the subject of public consultation. This strategy should accept the evidence based 
recommendations to include the Colchester Fringe as a broad location for growth [see attached 
Planning Statement addenda 1-5 for details of the Colchester Fringe economic strategy located in 
our response to Chapter 1. Located in the submission for Chapter 1]. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:00:41 PM 
Attachment: Y 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Summarised by GA 8 Jan 2013



Ref: NLP002315   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 1:02:49 PM 
Chapter: 3. Planning for Prosperity  Section: Employment Sites 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr Stuart Cock  
Consultee Job Title: Managing Director 
Consultee Organisation: Mersea Homes Ltd 
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Brian Morgan 
Agent Job Title: Planning Director 
Agent Organisation: ADPLTD 
Agent Address:  

 
 

 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Attention is drawn to the attached Planning Statement and Addenda 1 - 5 which set 
the context for Mersea Homes' case and gives evidence in support of its recommendations. 
Chapter 1 of the proposed local plan under the section heading ‘Characteristics of Tendring’ sets 
out a series of issues common to coastal towns in the UK; higher than average unemployment, 
high levels of out-commuting to work, lower than average income, lower than average academic 
achievement and a higher than average retired population. The Employment Study Part 1 (Roger 
Tym & Partners, May 2009) explains the need for the Council to undertake a bold strategy to break 
this cycle of deprivation with its ‘Golden Shimmering Pond’ scenario for achieving prosperity. It 
explains how a twin track approach of promoting container port development at Bathside Bay and 
creative / knowledge based hub in the Colchester Fringe around the university will deliver growth. 
This option is capable of producing the growth required to regenerate Tendring’s economy and 
create the wealth to enable the community to attain its own aspirations. The attached Planning 
Statement addenda 1-5 for details of the Colchester Fringe economic strategy [located in our 
response to Chapter 1]. Sets out the details of how the economic ripple effect can help to reach all 
parts of Tendring, and in particular new economic sectors to revive the Coastal Towns.  Bathside 
Bay is a preferred location for container port development to meet the UK’s continued growth in 
container freight [House of Commons Transport Committee ‘The Ports Industry in England and 
Wales’ 2007]. However, development has already started at the London Gateway Terminal and 
that location is likely to meet new demand in the short to medium term. Bathside Bay will be 
required in the future due to its location near the main shipping routes and will be developed in due 
course. It would be short sighted to abandon the ‘Shimmering Golden Pond' duel strategy for a 
‘wait and see’ port only development at Bathside Bay. This is because of uncertainty of when the 
port will begin operation and the Employment Study foresaw the need for both the Port and 
Colchester Fringe to deliver strong economic growth. Mersea Homes therefore feels the emerging 
local plan should encompass an evidence based economic strategy within a proactive 15 year 
plan, initially addressing coastal town regeneration but planning for port and Colchester Fringe 
based growth within the later stages of the plan period. Soundness The plan is unsound because it 
fails to adopt a positive approach to meet development requirements, instead adopting a ‘wait and 
see’ approach to growth. It will not be effective in being able to deliver growth over the plan period. 
It is not justified as it fails to properly consider the reasonable alternative for economic growth set 
out in its own evidence base. The plan fails to have a strategy to deliver the economic growth 
required in national planning policy.  Recommendations to make the plan sound The Council 
should adopt the full economic strategy contained in its Employment Study Part 1 (Roger Tym & 
Partners, May 2009) and include the Colchester Fringe as a broad location for growth in addition to 
the Bathside Bay container port. 
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Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Attention is drawn to the attached Planning Statement and Addenda 1  -5 which set 
the context for Mersea Homes' submission and gives evidence in support of its recommendations. 
The proposed plan does not contain a robust and object evidence base demonstrating the full need 
for housing including figures produced in co-operation with neighbouring authorities. In 
consequence it is not possible to do other than speculate on the adequacy of the proposed 
annualised provision of 400. We know this figure is 30 per year less than the minimum figure 
previously set by the RSS. We are also informed by the latest AMR that there is ‘an overwhelming 
need for affordable housing’, which may only be addressed via the release of market housing to 
provide funding. It is therefore likely that new and objective evidence will indicate the need to 
increase the annual housing trajectory.  The Council have, without previous consultation, proposed 
a backdated 10 year local plan period from 2011 to 2021. Mersea Homes question the efficacy of a 
backdated plan. It would leave a number of years early in the plan period where no polices could 
have applied or been implemented. Also it is likely there will be a requirement for some 
consultation over focussed changes this will set back the plan adoption date, possibly to 2014 
which will effectively mean the plan period will only be 7 years. The NPPF’s recommendation is for 
a 15 year period from adoption containing three stages of planned land supply for housing. The 
proposed effective 7-year period cannot accommodate either a 6 – 10 or 10 – 15 year supply, 
denying the opportunity for strategic thinking and causing uncertainty for both the development 
industry and infrastructure providers. It would also discourage investment and disrupt regeneration 
crucially delaying the point when a properly considered plan could be implemented. The Council 
have justified its strategy on a ‘wait and see’ approach to economic growth, this is contrary to the 
fundamental objective of the NPPF to stimulate growth without delay.  However, such a strategy 
would inflict unfair hardship for local people who are already waiting for jobs and homes. For these 
reasons Mersea Homes believe effective economic growth and housing provision can only be 
planned and delivered by a 15 year plan period starting at the date of the plan’s adoption, and that 
housing trajectories should take account of the housing backlog [including affordable housing] 
created in the intervening years since the finish of the last plan to avoid a shortfall.  The Council’s 
housing trajectory anticipates a boom in the housing market to deliver houses between 2014 & 
2018 at an approximate average of just under 600 per year which is nearly twice the rate as the 
period from 2008 – 2012. Whilst the Council offer no foreseeable prospect of significant economic 
growth within the proposed plan period it is not logical for them to anticipate such high housing 
delivery figures. Logically only strong economic growth around the District could support such an 
ambitious trajectory. Also the Council do not appear to have fully anticipated the delay in 
development from a ‘go ahead’ given by the adoption of the plan to an eventual start of site, 
especially for medium to large projects. The combination of; dealing with land options, preparing 



environmental assessment, infrastructure delivery, outline planning applications, reserved matters 
applications, S106 negotiations and finally building regulation approvals take, on average, between 
2 -4 years. Given the plan is already backdated the many projects will not even start until as little 
as 3 years before the end on the plan. This situation would lead to unsustainable rates of house 
sales and, as a consequence, the housing not being delivered within the plan period. Indeed 
housing allocated within the 2007 – 2011 plan period is still incomplete.  Soundness The plan is 
not positively prepared because it is not based on objectively assessed evidence of the full housing 
need. The plan is not effective because the backdated short plan period will adversely affect the 
ability of funders, developers and service providers to deliver growth. It will also prevent proper 
forward planning to achieve a regular supply of development sites for the future. The plan will also 
not be effective or consistent with national policy because insufficient regard has been taken of the 
lead-in time to prepare for development resulting in development not being delivered within the 
plan period. Lastly the plan is not effective because the Council have anticipated high annualised 
housing delivery within a period they predict will be economically difficult.  Recommendations  to 
make the plan sound The plan should run for the NPPF recommended 15 year period starting from 
the date of adoption and to include a 5-year land supply [+plus 20%], a 6 – 10 year supply and 
broad locations for 10 – 15 years. The plan should contain an economic strategy capable of 
delivering the conditions to support the full housing need. Housing trajectories and the SHLAA 
should take account of development delivery lead-in times. 
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Haven Growth Area briefing notes.  
30.12. 2011. 

 
Background 

An opportunity has been identified to strengthen the competitive advantages of North Essex as 

a strategic growth area within the wider context of an enhanced A120 business corridor and the 

regeneration of Coastal Towns. The proposal is to create a shared growth area located north of 

Essex University on land within both Colchester and Tendring Councils’ boundaries (see 

Appendix 1 for location plan). The principal economic driver would be Essex University’s 

capacity as a centre for research and innovation to serve as a launch pad for new business 

enterprises to match the competitive demands of the global economy. A supporting element of 

the strategy is to establish a business park on the A120 with improved links to both Harwich and 

Clacton; these new opportunities will be capable of retaining Essex born graduates and skilled 

workers in north Essex. Land within both Colchester and Tendring will be required for the strategy 

to reach its full potential, the key elements of which are set out in Appendix 2: ‘Strategic Growth 

Area Potential’. The strategy would deliver employment and supporting infrastructure as an 

immediate priority. Additional community or neighbourhood development would be delivered 

in the latter part of the emerging Core Strategies. 

 

Key elements of strategy: 

The project will need to be shaped by a stakeholder partnership which is likely to include: 

• The South East Local Enterprise Partnership 

• The Haven Gateway 

• Essex County Council 

• Tendring District Council 

• Colchester Borough Council 

• Essex University 

• Developers 

Proposals: 

1. A University based Research Park in addition to the existing Knowledge Gateway 

development currently being undertaken by the Carisbrooke-Essex Partnership (a 

partnership between the University of Essex, and the developer Carisbrooke Alliance). 

2. An A120 based Business Park as part of the County Council strategy to develop a 

business corridor across the County linking the Haven Gateway Towns of Clacton and 

Harwich with the West of Essex Sub-Region. 
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3. A strategic link road between the A120 and the A133 (see Appendix 1 for suggested 

alignment) opening up the University, linking the existing Knowledge Gateway and 

proposed Research Park to the strategic highway network. This new highway 

infrastructure is required to maximise the commercial opportunities as well as ensuring the 

quality of connectivity with the Coastal Towns and relieve traffic congestion along the 

A133 in Colchester. 

4. The potential for the growth area to accommodate new mixed use neighbourhoods to 

meet future growth in the later part of Tendring’s and Colchester’s emerging Core 

Strategy plan periods. 

 

Economic background 

It is now widely recognised that western economies face a prolonged period of financial 

difficulties meaning that in the medium term we are unlikely to witness a return to ‘boom 

economics’ fuelled by high levels of borrowing. In addition the rapidly emerging global 

economy is challenging our traditional manufacturing base and threatens the UK’s ability to 

retain a competitive edge in world markets. The Government is now encouraging new 

innovative competitive business sectors capable of delivering higher paid employment in a 

remodelling of our economy. 

 

Planning Background 

The shared growth area is a policy driven strategy and accords with key strategic policy 

objectives shown in Appendix 3 where relevant extracts are highlighted for easy reference. 

Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), Regional, Haven Gateway and County Council strategy 

have a series of shared approaches: 

• The identification of Colchester as a growth location 

• Focussing investment into priorities which will provide the greatest economic benefit. 

• Supporting the emergence of innovation and knowledge based business sectors. 

• The identification of further education establishments as potential economic growth 

generators. 

Updates 

In December 2010 Essex County Council launched its ‘Integrated County Strategy’ (ICS), 

quotes from which appear in Appendix 3. The ICS aims to identify the key strategic 
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projects which will provide the maximum return on investment and greatest benefits. It 

promotes Colchester as a centre for growth. 

 

The South East Local Enterprise Partnership published its ‘Vision statement’ on the 12th of 

December 2011 targeting the creation of more employment, improved prosperity for 

Coastal Towns, improving GVA per head of population and delivering investment for key 

infrastructure. The SELEP promotes Colchester as a centre for growth. 

 

In June 2011 an International conference was hosted by Tendring District Council entitled 

‘Opportunities and Challenges on the Coast’. Conference workshops discussed a range 

of key issues including the importance of area scale planning, the value of the LEP and 

the need for infrastructure funding. 

New policy and legislation 

The Localism Act now facilitates the end of the two tier planning system in April 2012. 

Regional planning bodies will no longer set economic and housing targets for local plans. 

The old system is to be replaced by a combination of LEPs and cross-boundary co-

operation agreements between both neighbouring planning authorities and the County 

Council. This new statutory duty to co-operate will facilitate shared strategies such as 

being proposed here. Also the emerging National Planning Policy Framework means 

both Colchester and Tendring Councils will now have a broadly similar Core Strategy 

programme allowing shared strategic policy and projects. This is an essential element of 

cross-boundary development. 

 

Why Research Parks? 

Research Park (also referred to as Science Park) development dates back to the early 

1950’s in America at Stamford University leading to what is now known as ‘Silicon Valley’. 

The concept has spread worldwide and in the UK we now have over 100 (identified in 

the United Kingdom Science Park Association website http://www.ukspa.org.uk/ ) 

covering a wide range of both size and organisational structure, typically they are closely 

related to both further education establishments and existing urban areas. Most are set in 

high quality, often parkland settings. They are principally concerned with future 

developments in science and technology and offer shared facilities. Partnerships with 
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existing major companies or new enterprises are common allowing research and 

innovation to be translated into the production of successful goods which are 

competitive within the global economy. 

Incubation and expanding Research Park based companies have an excellent survival 

record with a significant majority staying within the same region. Employment rates are 

high with an average additional 2.5 additional jobs being also created within the local 

economy for every employed person. 

Appendix 4 contains details of facilities in the Norwich Research Park and the Cambridge 

Science Park. It also has details of the current knowledge Gateway under construction at 

Essex University.  

Norwich Research Park (details taken from document in Appendix 4) 

“The Norwich Research Park (NRP) is a partnership between the research-

intensive University of East Anglia, three of the UK's eight Biotechnology and 

Biological Research Council (BBSRC) sponsored research Institutes - the John 

Innes Centre (JIC), the Institute of Food Research (IFR), and The Genome Analysis 

Centre - the independently funded Sainsbury Laboratory and the Norfolk and 

Norwich University Hospital. The park is also home to around 30 science and 

technology-based companies. The NRP office fosters interactions between the 

NRP and commercial partners. Over 11,000 people work on the NRP, including 

2,700 scientists and research oriented clinicians.” 

 

Cambridge Science Park (details taken from document in Appendix 4) 

“Established in 1970 by Trinity College, Cambridge Science Park is Europe's 

longest-serving and largest centre for commercial research and development. 

 

Key aims of the Cambridge Science Park are to:  

• provide and foster close links with the scientific excellence of Cambridge 
University  

• facilitate technology transfer  
• support R&D companies from start-up to floatation  
• foster and encourage the growth of biotechnology and high tech research 

and development clusters  
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• provide specialist facilities and technology transfer expertise to R&D 
companies across a range of sectors  

• provide high-quality, flexible laboratory and office buildings to a community 
of compatible neighbours also involved in scientific research and 
development  

• provide state-of-the-art conferencing facilities to support Science Park 
activity.” 

 

Potential advantages of the proposed strategy 

If Tendring and Colchester Council’s decide to investigate the long term strategy of a shared 

growth area the initial key advantages have been identified as follows: 

1. Shaping something that’s different; using intelligent development, not just to deliver 

houses and commercial floorspace, but to create a platform for the future economic 

strength of north Essex. 

2. Attracting inward investment because of the scale of benefits that can be achieved. In 

the future limited funds available will be attracted to the projects which achieve the 

most. Creating a shift in employment sectors, from those which will not be competitive 

within the global economy to those that are, will have far reaching implications for 

higher earnings and regeneration of the Coastal Towns. 

3. Income from research and business partnerships is set to grow and will help to support 

the future of Essex University. 

4. It will be necessary to release Greenfield land for future development, this proposal will 

contribute to meeting that demand, but will ‘shape something that’s different’ rather 

than simply creating building floor space. 

5. The Council’s will be required to work collaboratively with each other on strategic cross-

boundary issues as part of their Core Strategy preparation. This proposal will not only 

allow this to happen, but could also contribute a significant element of each Council’s 

economic policy which they will be required to produce as part of their emerging Core 

Strategies. 

6. The proposed scheme will have a high quality built environment with appropriate 

infrastructure, good accessibility and a wide range of locally available resources. These 

facilities will be able to attract national & international companies, government & NHS 

facilities and vibrant new small / medium companies to the area to stimulate 

employment and prosperity. 
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Outcomes if the shared growth area was not followed up by Colchester - 

It is probable that Colchester Borough Council would investigate the benefits of delivering a 

Research Park and associated development within its own Borough Boundary. This could help 

achieve a sector shift towards innovation based industry, and allow future University expansion. 

However it would not be possible to complete the A 120 – A133 link which is likely to significantly 

reduce the attractiveness of the location for major new companies. In addition the scale of the 

project would be so diminished that the prospect of external funding would be significantly 

reduced. 

 

Outcomes if the shared growth area was not followed up by Tendring - 

Tendring’s Employment Study Part 1 identified significant potential for job creation close to 

Colchester. However it is unlikely that Tendring would be able to pursue development on the 

boundary with Colchester without cross-boundary co-operation to resolve transport and other 

infrastructure issues which would otherwise cause harm within Colchester Borough. The East 

England Forecast Model used by Regional planners indicates that Tendring would suffer 

economically if ‘business as usual’ is maintained and the opportunity to participate in a shared 

Research Park is lost. This impact would further limit the potential to regenerate the Coastal 

towns via the ‘ripple effect’ and development of the A120 economic Corridor. 

 

How can we insure positive outcomes? 

It will be necessary for the stakeholder partners to set their combined agendas to ensure issues 

important to each are addressed. An evidence base will be required to inform the Councils’ 

strategy in relation to issues such as sustainability, infrastructure, prosperity, the global economy. 

New Planning Advisory Service guidance says “evidence in support of local plans will inform the 

plan and underpin its objectives’ and should be used ‘to establish a baseline for change”. It is 

therefore recommended that specialist evidence is undertaken targeted at formulating a brief 

and a technical background for the strategy so that the economic benefit can be evaluated. 

 
Appendices 

1 Location Plan 

2 Strategic Growth Area - note 

3 Haven Growth Area Policy Evolution - note 

4 Norwich Research Park, Cambridge Science Park and Essex University’s Knowledge Gateway – web site 
pages. 
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Haven Growth Area Location Plan 
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Strategic Growth Area - note 
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Haven Growth Area Policy Evolution - note 
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Haven Growth Area: Policy evolution 

Proposed strategic development focussed on the University of Essex implementing National, Regional, Haven 
Gateway and County Council policy 

Background 

The independent evolution of our East Colchester / West Tendring University based urban extension was founded on logical growth 
opportunities for the two Districts and was subsequently fed into the RSS 2008 ‘Call for Strategic Sites’. The planning logic being that 
development of this scale would be initiated by Regional Policy. 

The evolution of Regional and Sub-Regional Integrated Planning Strategies occurred between 2005 & 2010. Our proposal ran parallel 
with emerging strategic thinking. Since 2005 the importance of Integrated Strategies has changed from that of ‘sound planning’ to an 
‘essential strategy’ for the following reasons: 

• Acceleration of the speed and effects of globalisation has meant employment sector shift changed from being a future 
option to a current imperative for local economies wanting to prosper in the new world economy. 
 

• The acceleration in the rise in commodity & fuel costs and the impact of climate change has lent urgency to establishing new 
business sectors and new ways to conduct business. 
 

• The region’s relative decline both in economic performance and relatively low skills / qualifications has prompted a re-
examination of local economic strategy. 
 

• Recognition of the increasing importance of the housing crisis. 
 

• The short term budget deficit revealing long term problems caused by sovereign debt meaning: 
o There is little expectation of a boom led recovery to the previous status quo. 
o There will be long term shortages in investment funding. 
o A shrinking public sector. 
o The necessity to move from a philosophy of subsidy to self sufficiency. 
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Haven Growth Area: Policy evolution 

The effect of these changing circumstances has given greater prominence to the goal of delivering prosperous communities and the 
consequent need to plan positively for the right conditions them. This is a seed change from the former position whereby the 
assumption was that growth would occur naturally, albeit within relatively short term economic cycles. Our Proposals for what we 
have termed the ‘Haven Growth Area’ evolved separately from Strategic Planning, but is now entirely consistent with it. 

 

Policy evolution: Documents relating to the increasing importance of innovation and knowledge based 
employment sectors 

Source Document Key Points 
 

Central 
Government 

The Draft National 
Planning Policy 
Framework 

73. Investment in business should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements of planning 
policy expectations. Planning policies should recognise and seek to address potential barriers to 
investment, including poor environment or any lack of infrastructure, services or housing. In drawing up 
Local Plans, local planning authorities should ensure that they: 
 

• Set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area which positively and proactively 
encourages sustainable economic growth 
 
• Set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the strategy and 
to meet anticipated requirements over the plan period 
 
• Support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or contracting 
and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their area. 
Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate requirements not anticipated in the plan 
and to allow a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances 

 
• Positively plan for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of knowledge 
driven, creative or high technology industries. 
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Regional 
Assembly 
 
 

Regional Economic 
Strategy for the East 
of England 2008-
2031. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Eastern Regional growth rates are falling behind the UK average. 
 

• Difficult future challenges of surviving in the global economy. 
 

• The key economic drivers are skills & qualifications. 
 

• Knowledge, ideas and networks are the new currency as the global economy is being re-shaped. 
 

• Transforming into a low resource-use and low carbon economy & adapting to climate change are 
not only essential, but a major opportunity for business growth. 
 

• Growth in GVA per capita is a key target. 
 

• Improving business performance and a stronger culture of entrepreneurship. 
 

• Sector change is crucial; competing in the global economy on cost is not possible. 
 

• Innovation is the successful exploitation of new ideas & gives business a competitive edge. 
 

• Specialist R&D companies and Universities working with local and global business. 
 

• Universities are a critical part of the regional innovation. Close collaboration between universities, 
research institutes and business are key elements of a successful region. 
 

• Key priority: Strengthening clusters around leading private sector R&D companies and research 
intensive universities. 
 

• Digital economies are driving innovation and growth in business and revolutionising education, 
training and leisure. 
 

• A key priority will be to tackle the barriers to employment in the poorest 20% of the communities. 
 

• Developing a transport system that supports sustainable growth. 
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• The Haven Gateway is an engine for growth. 
 

• Cross border working will be vital to maximise economic benefits. 
 

• ‘Assets and opportunities in the Haven Gateway’: Essex University is a top 10 research University with 
international strengths. 
 

• The Haven Gateway say there is a potential lack of high-quality employment land availability 
particularly in and around Colchester. 
 

• The HG says one strategic ambition is to: Strengthen the research excellence and resultant 
commercialisation at the University of Essex through the development of Colchester Research Park 
and in increased knowledge gateway activity. 
 

• Improve underperforming coastal towns with regeneration. 
 

Local 
Enterprise 
Partnership 
 

‘Unlocking the 
Potential’, Proposal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Initial proposal for LEP. 
 

• Supporting innovation & sector change. 
 

• Colchester is a priority location growth area. 
 

• Promoting local partnerships. 
 
 
 

Haven 
Gateway 
 
 

Haven Gateway 
Integrated 
Development 
Programme [2008]. 
 

• Consistent with the objectives of the RES 2008. 
 

• Economic forecasts out of date. 
 
• ‘Knowledge Intensive Businesses tables’ [3.7 & 3.8] showing Colchester and Tendring slipping in UK 

rankings [2005]. 
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• The current University Knowledge Gateway will generate 2500 jobs with substantial benefits for East 

Colchester [para 4.36]. 
 

• Clacton has the lowest level of business investment in HG [July 2007]. 
 

• Knowledge based assets in the Haven Gateway need to be harnessed effectively. 
 

• Colchester to be promoted as a major regional employment centre based on high tech, knowledge 
based sectors, research institutions and creative industries. 
 

• Regeneration of East Colchester to go hand in hand with the development of the knowledge 
economy… not only in Colchester but across the wider haven Gateway. A tangible contribution to 
the development of higher value-added economic activity within the locality… all aspects should 
address identified weaknesses in the Colchester and Haven Gateway economies[paragraph 15.6] 
 

• Current package in East Colchester will deliver 3000 jobs up to 2021. 
 

 
Essex 
County 
Council 
 
 

Integrated County 
Strategy November 
2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Ambition to create a highly performing and competitive economy. 
 

• It considers how best to use key assets. 
 

• Key themes are: 
o Transforming Thames gateway 
o Promoting opportunities for key towns [Colchester named]. 
o Supporting a low carbon agenda and growth of associated industries. 

 
• Acknowledgement that future funding will only support projects which are most likely to support long 

term economic growth. 
 

• Local Investment Plans will set out priority for key local investments. 
 

• The importance of an Employment and skills strategy, linking skills to employment in key industries. 
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• Colchester is a Regional City and a key centre for future growth. 
 

• University of Essex is included in the key strengths analysis. 
 

• In the Essex part of the Haven Gateway Colchester is the dominant economic driver WITH THE LOCAL 
ECONOMIES OF COLCHESTER AND TENDRING BEING STRONGLY LINKED. THE MAJORITY OF FUTURE 
GROWTH IN THE HAVEN GATEWAY WILL BE FOCUSSED ON THE TOWN OF COLCHESTER. 
 

• In the Haven Gateway Clacton will be the focus of some additional growth, [Special ADP note 
major growth goes to Colchester additional growth to Clacton]. Coastal towns are the priority areas 
for regeneration [i.e. not major centres for growth]. 
 

• Future vision will strongly support key economic sectors and drivers. 
 

• The broad vision for ‘Haven Gateway Essex’ is creating a focus for growth for hi-tech, knowledge 
based employment with Colchester becoming a prestigious regional centre and a growth point for 
housing and economic development. This new growth will be delivered by large scale new urban 
extensions to create new sustainable neighbourhoods [no mention of Stanway]. 
 

• A key driver of change will be the growth of key sectors including working with investors and 
Universities to focus on innovation. 
 

• The importance of high speed Broadband is acknowledged as a key component of future 
prosperity. 
 

• There is a need to relate new jobs to housing & communities. 
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Norwich Research Park, Cambridge Science 
Park and Essex University’s Knowledge 

Gateway – web site pages 



Member Login Forgotten Password?  

 
Username

You are here > Home > Science Parks

Norwich Research Park 

Location 

NRP Innovation Centre, Norwich Research Park, Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7GJ 

 

Contact Details 

Contact: Alan Giles, Norwich Research Park 

Tel: 01603 456664 

Email: alan.giles@nrp.org.uk 

Website: http://www.nrp.org.uk/ 

 

Partners and Background 

The Norwich Research Park (NRP) is a partnership 

between the research-intensive University of East 

Anglia, three of the UK's eight Biotechnology and 

Biological Research Council (BBSRC) sponsored 

research Institutes - the John Innes Centre (JIC), the 

Institute of Food Research (IFR), and The Genome 

Analysis Centre - the independently funded Sainsbury 

Laboratory and the Norfolk and Norwich University 

Hospital. The park is also home to around 30 science 

and technology-based companies. The NRP office 

fosters interactions between the NRP and commercial 

partners. Over 11,000 people work on the NRP, 

including 2,700 scientists and research oriented clinicians. 

 

The NRP's wider stakeholder partners include the County (Norfolk), District (South Norfolk) and City 

(Norwich) Councils and the East of England Development Agency. Building development projects 

have also been funded on site by the John Innes Foundation, the DTI, the Wellcome Trust and 

BBSRC. 

 

With world leading expertise in the health, agri-food and environment sectors, underpinned by 

excellent IT, multi-disciplinarity is one of the NRP's key strengths, offering unique co-location 

benefits for companies wishing to access the knowledge base on site. The NRP offers high quality 

laboratory and office accommodation, undeveloped land with outline planning permission for new-

build to suit, excellent business support capabilities, with patent lawyers, IP and Trademark 

specialists on site. Regular surgeries are also held on site with accountancy and law firms and a 

major bank who offer advice and support for NRP members and tenants. The NRP is also a member 

of a number of networks which will help integrate companies into the local and regional business 

communities. The NRP offers opportunities for medical trials at the Clinical Trials Unit and the 

Human Nutrition Unit caters to companies wishing to undertake dietary studies with human 

volunteers. 

 

Together this provides excellent opportunities for new occupiers to locate to the Park in close 

proximity to the existing members. The East of England is one of the UK's major regions for 

innovation and technology. Within this, Norfolk offers excellent opportunities to recruit high-quality 

science graduates and post-graduates. Workers in Norfolk have the shortest average journey to 

work time in southern England, and companies in this area also enjoy the lowest rates of staff 

turnover. 

 

NRP partners are actively involved in numerous international collaborations, both within the EU and 

beyond. NRP researchers are participants or coordinators of €multi-million EU-funded projects as 

well as working on individual collaborations with researchers from academia and industry. 

 

Size 

The NRP occupies around 160 hectares, with a further 

55 hectares allocated for future development in the 

local authority plan for expansion of the Park to attract 

science-based companies to the NRP. The government 

recently announced a £26m capital investment for the 

NRP to create up to 5,000 new jobs in science and 

related activities over the next 10-15 years funded 

through the Department of Business, Innovation and 

Skills and BBSRC. 

 

In total, there are over 100,000 square metres of 

laboratory space, with over 6,000 square metres of 

conventional and containment glasshouses and nearly 

200 square metres of controlled environment suites. 

 

Accommodation 

Norwich BioIncubator  

High-spec laboratory and office accommodation is 

available in the Norwich Bio-Incubator, a 20,000 sq ft 

purpose-built facility. Here, there are 12 extremely well 

appointed laboratories ranging in size from 155 to 400 

sq ft, with attached office accommodation, and a range of communal facilities including meeting 

rooms and support laboratory. For further information, see http://www.norbio.com/. 

 

NRP Innovation Centre  

The newly refurbished and customised 43,000 sq ft three storey building containing over 30 high 

quality office and laboratory units was opened in autumn 2010. The new facility is designed to attract 

growing businesses from all over the world involved in scientific research and innovation. These new 

offices and laboratories also provide follow-on space for existing small bio-tech and other science 

related companies that need room to expand, see www.nrpic.com.  

 

Business Support and Advice Services 

News 
Norwich Research Park welcomes 

announcement of new £180m catalyst 

fund for the life sciences 

The Norwich Research Park has welcomed 

the announcement by the Prime Minister, 

David Cameron, of a new Life Sciences 

Strategy for the UK. 

View details  

Enterprise from innovation 

Norwich Research Park launches 'VENTA' 

angel initiative. 

View details  
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experienced looking to develop their business or change location. The park has a network of local 

corporate lawyers, accountants and tax advisers, marketing consultants, IT specialists, and bankers. 

Technology transfer at the John Innes Centre, Sainsbury Laboratory, and Institute of Food Research 

is generally managed through Plant Bioscience Limited (PBL) (http://www pbltechnology.com/). PBL 

is an independent technology management company specialising in life sciences, particularly green 

and white biotech, food technology and biomedical science. The University of East Anglia has a 

highly successful Research Enterprise and Engagement Office through which business can access 

a wide range of expertise through the UEA Enterprise Centre 

(http //www ueaenterprisecentre.com/). They also support collaborative research arrangements 

(including Knowledge Transfer Partnerships and student placements in industry). 

 

The Intellectual Property company ip21 (http //www.ip21.co.uk/) has a presence on the NRP and 

offers a full range of services including Patent, Trademark and Design Right services and a design 

innovation support consultancy. 

 

For the food sector FR Extra (http://www.ifrextra co uk/) undertakes short-term research work, 

consultancy and specialist analysis using the expertise and equipment of the Institute of Food 

Research. 

 

Technical Facilities and Services 

In addition to those named above, the NRP can offer: 

l Competitive purchasing options for scientific equipment, service contracts and consumables  

l Waste disposal (biological, chemical and radioactive)  

l Conference facilities with full catering, accommodating up to 320 delegates  

l Clinical trial facilities and support services  

l Genomics, proteomics and metabolomic services  

l Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting  

l Computing and IT support  

l Human Nutrition Unit for food-based trials using human volunteers  

l BioImaging suite for light, confocal and electron microscopy  

l Containment insectary, licensed to handle exotic insect species  

l Media support and scientific communication advice  

l Extensive scientific libraries with journals and books  

l Engineering and electrical workshops with trained staff  

l High-tech facilitated ‘iLab' for brainstorming and ideas generation  

l Managed field plots for crop trials  

l Containment glasshouses and controlled environment plant growth facilities. 

The University campus also offers a Sports Park (with an Olympic-sized swimming pool), banks and 

shops, as well as catering outlets across the site. The Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts is also based 

on the UEA campus. 

 

Location 

The NRP is based on the south-western outskirts of 

Norwich, the capital city of the East of England. The 

Park is located between the Norwich ring road, and the 

A47 Southern Bypass near to the junction with the A11. 

It is within 20 mins of Norwich International Airport - 

with several flights a day to Amsterdam, Manchester 

and Edinburgh for onward worldwide travel. There are 

twice-hourly trains to Cambridge and the rail journey to 

London takes less than 2 hours. By road, the NRP is 2 

hours from London, 3 hours from Birmingham and 1 

hour from Cambridge. 

 

Norwich is an accessible city which provides a great 

quality of life combined with the best elements of a 

modern city. The City Centre is one of the top 5 best 

retail centres in the UK has a wide variety of 

entertainment including three multiplex cinemas and an arts cinema, six theatres a large number of 

music venues and many restaurants. Norwich is one of the greenest cities in the U.K. with miles of 

riverside walks and cycle tracks, unique 1930's parks and acres of woodland running right into the 

city centre. The housing stock ranges from handsome Georgian and Victorian houses through 

1930s semis and city-centre waterfront apartments to a number of new affordable housing estates 

on the city outskirts . Outside the city are market towns, villages, and miles of beautiful countryside, 

the Norfolk Broads and East Anglia's stunning coastline all within easy reach. 

 

History and Objectives 

The NRP was first conceived in the early 1960s, with the building of the University, and the 

relocation of the former John Innes Institute to Norwich. The Institute of Food Research also moved 

to the site soon after, followed by the Sainsbury Laboratory in 1988. The John Innes Centre was 

formed after the relocation of scientists from the former plant Breeding Institute in Cambridge and 

researchers from the Nitrogen Fixation Unit in Sussex. In 2001 a new Hospital was built on the NRP, 

which has teaching status in association with the University's Faculty of Health and School of 

Pharmacy. 

 

More recent additions to the site include The Genome Analysis Centre which opened in July 2009, 

the Wellcome funded Biomedical Research Centre, the Clinical Trials building at UEA and the 

Norwich Energy Laboratories. 

 

The NRP is Europe's leading single-site cluster for plant, microbial, food, health and environmental 

research. The NRP aims to build on this by attracting new partners to the site to collaborate in its 

research and to develop its vision for the site. The international agenda-setting research in Norwich 

is expressed in the major cross-NRP collaborations: the Earth and Life Systems Alliance and the 

Food and Health Alliance. 

 

Companies on Norwich Research Park include  

Anglia DNA Bioservices Ltd 

AnSpec Consultancy 

Carbon Connections UK Ltd 

Chameleon Biosurfaces Ltd 

John Innes Enterprises 

Key Forensic Services Ltd 

London Pharma Ltd 

Low Carbon Innovation Centre Ltd 
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Econ 

GasPlas 

Genome Enterprise Ltd 

IDna Genetics 

IFR Extra 

InCrops Ltd 

Inspiralis Ltd 

Intelligent Fingerprinting 

International Development UEA 

ip21

Procarta Biosystems 

ProtoPharma Ltd 

Swedish Biomimetics 3000 

SYS Consulting Ltd 

Tridan 

Van Haren Publishing 

UEA Consulting Ltd 

UEA Enterprises Ltd 

Weatherquest 
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Cambridge Science Park 

Location 

Developed and Managed by: Bidwells, 

Trumpington Road, Cambridge CB2 9LD 

The Cambridge Science Park is at 

Milton Road, Cambridge 

 

Contact Details 

Contact: Jeremy Tuck, Property Management 

Tel: 01223 841841 Fax: 01223 840294 

Email: jeremy.tuck@bidwells.co.uk 

Website: http://www.cambridgesciencepark.co.uk/ 

 

Partners and Developers 

The Cambridge Science Park is owned and developed 

by Trinity College. 

 

History and Objectives 

Established in 1970 by Trinity College, Cambridge 

Science Park is Europe's longest-serving and largest 

centre for commercial research and development. 

 

Key aims of the Cambridge Science Park are to: 

l provide and foster close links with the scientific 

excellence of Cambridge University  

l facilitate technology transfer  

l support R&D companies from start-up to 

floatation  

l foster and encourage the growth of 

biotechnology and high tech research and 

development clusters  

l provide specialist facilities and technology 

transfer expertise to R&D companies across a 

range of sectors  

l provide high-quality, flexible laboratory and 

office buildings to a community of compatible 

neighbours also involved in scientific research 

and development  

l provide state-of-the-art conferencing facilities to support Science Park activity. 

Cambridge University Links 

l Cambridge University has an international reputation, particularly for science, engineering 

and medical research, and its facilities are available to tenants  

l many companies on the park have spun out of Cambridge University  

l the majority of the companies on the Cambridge Science Park have active links and 

research partnerships with the University  

l Cambridge Science Park fosters links between tenants and the University by hosting joint 

events with the Centre for Entrepreneurial Learning, the Corporate Liaison Office, 

Cambridge Enterprise, Cambridge Network and others  

l Cambridge Science Park sponsors University and other support and interest groups such as 

Biology in Business. 

User Clause 

To preserve the intrinsic nature of the Cambridge 

Science Park for the mutual benefit of all occupiers, the 

use of buildings is limited to the following: 

l scientific research associated with industrial 

production  

l light industrial production which is dependent 

upon regular consultation with the tenant's own 

research, development and design staff 

established in the Cambridge area, or the 

scientific staff of the University or of local 

scientific institutions  

l ancillary activities appropriate to a Science 

Park. 

Development of the Cambridge Science Park 

The Cambridge Science Park is built on 152 acres of land. The Park provides specialist facilities and 

services for a range of R&D sectors across a spectrum of sizes to facilitate the organic growth of 

companies from start-up to floatation: 

l 10,000 square foot innovation centre  

l individual innovation modules of 150 to 2,000 square feet  

l biology laboratories: over 100,000 square feet of purpose-designed and fitted biology 

laboratories  

l chemistry laboratories: over 300,000 square feet of purpose-designed and fitted chemistry 

laboratories  

l physics and photonics laboratories: over 100,000 square feet of purpose-designed and fitted 

physics and photonics laboratories  

l office space for office-based research companies and support services  

l prestigious Head Office buildings incorporating laboratory facilities/capability built by Trinity 

News 
Fairy Tale Ending for Gast Group 

Hurricane Order 

The GastGroup has secured an order worth 

over £150,000 to supply a bespoke version 

ofits Regenair Blower to the University of 

Western Ontario. 

View details  

all news

Vacant Property 
Cambridge Science Park: R&D Space 

Fully refurbished high specification 

office/R&D building on Cambridge Science 

Park 

View details  

Cambridge Science Park: 

Office/Laboratory Space 

Established in 1970 by Trinity College, 

Cambridge Science Park is Europe's 

longest-serving and largest centre for 

commercial research and development 

View details  
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l Trinity Centre on the Science Park provides conferencing facilities, a restaurant, bar and 

catering facilities, and meeting rooms  

l Health and Fitness Centre with gym, beauty treatments, sauna, spa, and squash courts  

l Trinity College has funded a 115 place Childcare Nursery for Park users  

l a number of venture capital funds and professional service providers are available to 

companies on the Cambridge Science Park both on and off-site. 

Project Management and Strategic Development 

The Cambridge Science Park has been managed by Bidwells since its inception in 1970. Bidwells 

provides a uniquely rounded management service, undertaking the strategic development, the 

project management, and the daily 'hands-on' management of the site. 

 

Companies on the Park

Abcam 

Accelrys 

Advanced Technologies 

(Cambridge) Ltd 

AGM Partners 

Amgen Ltd 

Arecor 

Arthur D Little 

Astex Therapeutics 

Auriplex 

Bayer CropScience 

Biochrom 

Brady plc 

Broadcom Ltd 

Cambridge Assessment 

Cambridge Business Travel 

Cambridge Consultants 

Cambridge Electronic Design 

Cambridge Global Innovations 

Cambridge Medical Innovations 

Cambridge Online Systems 

Cambridge Temperature 

Concepts 

Cantab Biopharmaceuticals 

Cast Human Resouces 

Celldex 

ChiBio Informatics 

Chirotech 

Citrix 

Cryptomathic 

CSR 

Datanomic 

Deep Visuals 

Design Portfolio Marketing 

Services 

Domainex 

Domantis 

Eight 19 

Ember Europe 

Enval 

European Innovation Network 

ESRI 

Frontier Developments 

Futurneering 

Genzyme Therapeutics 

Hawkins & Associates 

Hedera 

Heraeus Nobelight 

Horizon Discovery Services 

Jagex 

Johnson Matthey Catalysts 

Kidsunlimited 

Lab21 

Liquavista 

MAUK Ltd 

Mundipharma International 

Limited 

Mundipharma Research Limited 

Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings 

Neul Ltd 

Oakland Innovation 

Oval Medical 

Owlstone 

Oxygen Healthcare 

Paramita Electronics 

Pharmorphix 

Philips Research 

Plastic Logic 

Polatis 

Precedence Technologies 

ProMetic Biosciences 

QUALCOMM 

Roundpoint 

Royal Society of Chemistry 

Sentinel Oncology 

Smart Holograms 

Takeda Cambridge 

Toshiba Research Europe 

Trinity Centre 

Travel Plan Plus 

Vectura Delivery Devices 

Velocix 

Wind Technologies 

WorldPay 

Xaar 
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University of Essex Knowledge 

Gateway 

Location 

Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SQ 

 

Contact Details 

Contact: Professor David Crawford, Research & Enterprise Office, University of Essex CO4 3SQ 

Tel: 01206 874495 Fax: 01206 873894 

Email: crawford@essex.ac.uk 

Contact: Mark Barnwell or Nic Rumsey, Carisbrooke Alliance Tel: 0207 493 6774 

Email: mbarnwell@carisbrookealliance.co.uk | nrumsey@carisbrookealliance.co.uk 

Website: http://www.essexknowledgegateway.co.uk/ 

 

The University of Essex Knowledge Gateway is being 

created on 30 acres of Wivenhoe Park, adjoining the 

campus of the University of Essex, on the eastern 

boundary of the town of Colchester. Colchester, 

England's oldest recorded town, is well connected to 

the national road and rail networks, to London's 

airports, and to the ports of Felixstowe and Harwich. It 

is less than one hour's travel from London, but enjoys a 

peaceful rural setting amongst the picturesque villages 

of the North East Essex and South Suffolk river 

estuaries. 

 

University of Essex Research 

The University of Essex, founded nearly 50 years ago, has established an enviable record and is 

consistently ranked in the top ten UK universities for the quality of its research. In the social 

sciences, the University continues to hold first place. 

 

The Knowledge Gateway will be anchored by the University's international reputation in the fields of 

democracy, conflict resolution and human rights, together with digital lifestyle technologies, 

sustainable economic development, creative industries and health. In all of these disciplines, the 

University undertakes internationally-recognised, leading-edge research and has built up strong 

links with government agencies, non-governmental organisations, and industrial partners. 

Furthermore, a number of spin-out businesses have been formed to exploit the University's 

intellectual property. The Knowledge Gateway is designed to build on the University's already 

diverse outreach initiatives by attracting small businesses, as well as major blue-chip companies, to 

locate in a campus setting. All of these potential tenants will be attracted not only by the excellent 

location, the parkland setting and the superior accommodation, but they will also see the benefit of 

close links with the academic community and research facilities of the University of Essex. 

 

Masterplan 

A total of 40,000 square metres of office 

accommodation will be provided during the course of 

the development together with the retail, catering, 

sports and social, and hotel requirements appropriate 

to a business community of around 2,000 people. In 

addition, ccupiers benefit from the excellent conference 

(10-1,000 delegates), hotel and catering, sports, 

theatre and arts facilities available within the adjacent 

University campus. 

 

Institute for Democracy and Conflict Resolution 

World renowned architect, Daniel Libeskind has been 

appointed to design a state-of-the-art building to house 

the Institute for Democracy and Conflict Resolution 

(IDCR) at the entrance to the Knowledge Gateway, supporting international multiple research, 

training and knowledge exchange activities in these disciplines. Provision will be made for 

commercial space for companies and like-minded organisations seeking to work with the Institute. 

Further information can be obtained from Professor Todd Landman, Director, Institute for 

Democracy and Conflict Resolution, see www.idcr.org.uk. 

 

'Parkside' Office Village and Bespoke Buildings 

A 3,000 square metre (32,500 square foot) office village development is also planned, providing new 

two-storey high specification office/R&D space in units ranging from approx 120 square metres 

(1,300 square feet) to approx 350 square metres (3,800 square feet), some of which can be 

combined. Additional land is available for bespoke buildings from approx 1,400 square metres 

(15,000 square feet). Buildings are available on a leasehold or virtual freehold (long leasehold) 

basis. 

 

Developer 

This development is being undertaken by the Carisbrooke-Essex Partnership (a partnership 

between the University of Essex, and developer Carisbrooke Alliance) and has the full backing of 

Colchester Borough Council, Essex County Council and the Haven Gateway Partnership. Work on 

the infrastructure supporting the development completes in summer 2011. 

News 
The University of Essex Knowledge 

Gateway gets underway 

The 400,000 sq ft University of Essex 

Knowledge Gateway in Colchester, Essex, is 

being launched following the award to 

Jackson Civil Engineering of a £7m contract 

to provide infrastructure. 

View details  

Helping to find solutions to global 

challenges 

Working to find solutions to world problems 

of democracy, governance and conflict 

resolution is at the heart of a new institute, to 

be housed on the University of Essex's 

Knowledge Gateway. 

View details  

all news
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Agenda for the meeting at Essex University,  
Tuesday 22nd March, 9 – 10am 
 

1. Introductions 
• Professor Colin Riordan, Vice-Chancellor, BA, PhD (Manc). 
• Dr Heather Laurie, Director of the Institute for Social & Economic Research, MBE 

BA, PhD Essex. 
• Stuart Cock, Managing Director Mersea Homes. 
• Brian Morgan, RIBA MRTPI, Planning Director at ADP, Colchester. 

 
2. Project under discussion 

• A proposed 300ha business and neighbourhood development to be located in 
East Colchester and West Tendring delivering a new ‘Haven Growth Area’ 2021 - 
2031. 

 
3. Planning document history 

• RSS Call for Development Proposals, October 2008: a Consultation Response by 
Mersea Homes. 

• Tendring District Council’s Core Strategy Issues and Possible Options [Regulation 
25]: Response by Mersea Homes. 

• Tendring District Council’s Core Strategy [Regulation 27 Publication] Objections, 
Planning Statement and Sustainability Appraisal by Mersea Homes. 

 
4. The need for an evidence base, modelling and future economic 

strategy – a discussion regarding what Essex University could provide 

 
A brief background 
Proposed major changes to planning legislation will soon remove the regional tier of planning 
along with its supporting research and evidence base including the future updating of the 
East of England Forecasting Model. This will leave a knowledge vacuum because regional 
planning not only commissioned the data and models, but also undertook its interpretation 
to form regional policy for incorporation into Local Plans.  
 
Amongst other things housing trajectories and economic strategies will soon be the 
responsibility of local councils. It is probable they will not have sufficient financial or technical 
ability to replace regionally produced evidence and policy.  
 
However, Mersea Homes believes that universities are ideally placed to take on the ‘think 
tank’ role formerly undertaken by the Regional Assembly, but at the local level envisaged by 
the Coalition Government. Work will need to incorporate the new requirement for cross-
border cooperation between Councils and to facilitate both Local Enterprise Partnership 
initiatives and Haven Gateway Growth Area objectives. 
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In our introductory email we referred to a major new Haven Growth Area project which will 
involve cross-border cooperation between Colchester and Tendring Councils. Twin 
objectives will be the strengthening the role of Colchester as a major growth area and 
transforming the economies of Tendring’s coastal towns.  

By its own admission the EEFM became less accurate when applied to the relatively small 
scale of individual districts. Therefore, we would be interested to hear the University’s views 
on how they could assist with the following issues or other any matters they consider relevant: 

• Identification of a replacement to the EEFM twice yearly economic forecasts in 
relation to the Colchester / Tendring Sub-Region. 

• Better incorporation of local circumstances and variables in the modelling to provide 
extrapolations of future trends in this sub-region. 

• The Identification of necessary planning strategies to address the EEFM negative 
baseline trends including both economic sectorial changes and infrastructure 
investment. 

• Identification of the new employment and housing trajectories resulting from the 
revised strategies. 

 
 
Brian Morgan RIBA MRTPI 
ADP Ltd 

 
 

  
 
Minutes of the meeting 
 
Stuart Cock began the meeting by outlining the activities of Mersea Homes in the field of 
strategic planning and mentioned his current portfolio of major urban extension projects in 
Ipswich, Braintree and Colchester. He described his company’s proposals for a strategic 
employment led urban extension to the East of Colchester for the period 2021 – 2031. He 
confirmed that representations had been made (scheduled in the attached meeting 
agenda). Stuart referred to the existing evidence base documentation from the twice yearly 
East of England Forecasting Model, the 2008 Regional Economic Strategy, the Tendring 
District Council Employment Study: Part 1, prepared by Roger Tym & Partners dated May 
2009 and the Tendring District Council Stage 2 Employment Land Study, prepared by GVA 
Grimley dated July 2010. He confirmed that all of these documents endorsed the strategy of 
development in the East of Colchester and West of Tendring adjacent to the University. This 
would deliver new mixed use residential neighbourhoods and employment areas based on 
innovative and knowledge generating industry in partnership with the University. 
 
Professor Colin Riordan introduced Dr Heather Laurie and Dr Janice Pittis and said they would 
be the principal contacts for the delivery of research material for Mersea Homes. He 
confirmed that Essex County Council was taking over the Regional economic data base 
produced by Oxford Economics and that Essex University would take on the role of forecast 
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modelling. Colin thought the research required by Mersea Homes would be of considerable 
interest to the County Council as well as Colchester and Tendring District Councils and could 
possibly be part funded by them. He advised Stuart to contact Simon Neilson at the County 
Council and Ian Davidson, who is the new Chief Executive of Tendring District Council. He 
saw the project as supporting the University’s role as a driving force within the community to 
create more sustainable outcomes in business and community wellbeing.  
 
Dr Heather Laurie confirmed that the appropriate specialists to undertake the required 
research were available within the University. She outlined the type of local information 
which could be used to support the Oxford Economics data base. This would allow local 
variables to be factored into forecasts for the Colchester / Tendring sub-Region thereby 
achieving the more focussed results required by Mersea Homes. Heather usefully described 
some of the related research currently being undertaken by her department and new data 
available to the University regarding issues like individual household energy consumption. 
 
Dr Janice Pittis (Director of the University’s Department of Research and Enterprise) outlined 
some of the connections the University had with Tendring including the New Knowledge 
Transfer Project in Clacton. Janice considered the road link between the A120 and the A133 
proposed in the Mersea Homes’ scheme would be very beneficial because it would 
strengthen the ‘ripple effect’ which would spread the proposed economic and knowledge  
benefits of the project throughout Tendring. She was also encouraged to hear Stuart’s 
proposal to link his research with the proposed Haven Gateway research into low energy / 
carbon footprint development in Essex and suggested to Stuart that he should contact Steve 
Clarke at the Haven Gateway. There was common ground on this issue as the University feel 
well placed to become a hub for renewable energy research which, in turn, would support 
the A120 corridor and reinforce the importance of Harwich in relation to offshore wind 
energy. Janice also described the University’s Digital Lifestyle Centre and offered to organise 
a visit for Brian. 
 
Brian Morgan briefly outlined the project’s two tier approach, firstly to direct the research 
towards indentifying actions which would prevent the current disappointing baseline 
economic projections from becoming a reality. This would involve addressing social and 
economic difficulties in the Coastal Towns of Tendring as a priority. The second tier would be 
the delivery of a new economic sector based on innovation which would raise the GVA in 
both districts and, at the same time, reduce environmental impact and use of resources. The 
meeting concluded that further contact between the parties would be necessary to confirm 
the details, scope and funding for future research.  



Addendum 4 

Colchester & Tendring Council 
meeting minutes 
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Minutes of meeting held at Colchester Town Hall 12th December 2011. 

Present 
Cllr Anne Turrell: Colchester Borough Council 
Cllr Carlo Guglielmi: Tendring District Council 
Cllr Nick Barlow: Colchester Borough Council 
Gary Guiver: Tendring District Council 
Karen Syrett: Colchester Borough Council 
Ian Vipond: Colchester Borough Council 
Stuart Cock: Mersea Homes 
Brian Morgan: ADP Ltd 
 

Cllr Anne Turrell opened the meeting and invited Stuart Cock to introduce his proposal for a 
growth area located to the east of Colchester straddling the boundaries of Tendring District and 
Colchester Borough Councils. 
 
Stuart Cock referred to documents which had been circulated before the meeting (see 
attached) and set out the nature and scope of a strategic economic growth opportunity for 
north Essex. He explained that the meeting was called to allow each Council the opportunity of 
expressing interest, and if appropriate to outline a joint agenda for future investigation. 
 
An informal discussion took place and consensus views were reached on the following matters: 
 

1. All parties agreed development strategies now need to be employment based and 
there was sufficient interest to investigate the possibility of an Essex University research 
park, new sustainable communities and other employment opportunities. 
 

2. The primary goal of securing long term prosperity for each Council was accepted as a 
key objective, and fostering new innovation-based industries would be an important 
element in achieving this goal. This strategy was seen as being capable of attracting 
both new business opportunities and outside funding. 
 

3. In the short term Councillors from each Authority should be briefed by their senior 
planning policy officers. In the medium term an evidence base would be necessary to 
inform decision making and its production could involve the University. 
 

4. When arranging future meetings to discuss the growth area each Council would invite 
Councillors from the other Council to attend to begin the process of joint working 
 

5. Councillors wish to set their own joint agenda before engaging with other potential 
partners such as the County Council and Haven Gateway. 
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6. It appeared to be possible for a joint growth area to be incorporated within each of the 
Council’s Core Strategies. The shared work necessary to determine the pedigree of the 
proposed growth area would be important evidence of cross border co-operation 
required by the Localism Act. 
 

Actions: 
1. Karen Syrett and Gary Guiver will each produce an internal briefing note for relevant 

Members and then report back once views had been collected. 
2. Tendring District Council would invite Colchester Borough Councillors to their forthcoming 

Core Strategy consultation events. 
3. Ian Vipond would initiate discussions at an executive level to investigate how the ‘Duty to 

Co-operate’ could work. 
4. Cllr Guglielmi would share the information gained at the meeting with his Council’s Chief 

Executive and Leader so that all parties were aware and agree on the way forward. 
5. Stuart Cock will arrange for any additional information to be supplied if required. 

 
 
Documents available prior to and at the meeting: 

• Strategic Growth Area Proposal 
• Time Line 
• Haven Growth Area: Policy evolution 
• Agenda and Minutes of Meeting at Essex University 22nd march 2011 
• Building Prosperous Communities: Power Point Presentation. 
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Tendring Presentation Powerpoint 



Building

Prosperous
Communities

October 2011

North East Essex Local Strategy for Growth



An Agenda for Discussion



Starting Point 1 – The Economy

• The EEFM economic forecasts predict slow 
economic growth for North Essex if current policy is 
not changed

• County and local council budgets have been cut

• Our cost of living is rising

• Economic recovery is much slower than forecasted, 
and the Euro Zone debt crisis threatens the UK 
economy



Starting Point 2 - Globalisation

• Our Region is now facing tough global 
economic competition

• We need to find new employment sectors to 
prosper in a global economy



Starting Point 3 – Resource Efficiency

• In The Eastern Region non-renewable resources are 
being consumed at an unsustainable rate

• The price of energy and commodities is rising 
quickly

• New business will have to be carbon neutral and 
energy efficient



Starting Point 4 – Housing crisis

• The Region is facing a housing crisis

• Housebuilding rates are at a record low

• Housing is becoming increasingly 
unaffordable



Government Response

• Growth is a key driving force in the draft 
National Planning Policy Framework

• LPAs will be responsible for producing their 
own economic growth plan

• Councils will be required to work jointly on 
economic strategy and infrastructure



Risks from inaction

• Risk of poor economic performance without policy 
intervention - as predicted by EEFM

• Risk of economic stagnation whilst other Councils 
develop successful economies

• Risk of housing needs increasing regardless of 
different economic scenarios

• Risk of increasing social problems fuelled by poor 
economic performance



The Way Forward

• Immediate regeneration of Coastal Towns

• Medium term expansion of the Knowledge 
Gateway around Essex University

• Creating the right environment for higher 
productivity jobs

• Building on our Region’s economic strengths



Building on our Region’s economic strengths



Tackling Social Issues

• A remodelled economy will produce more and 
better paid jobs for everybody

• Higher incomes will help to promote 
regeneration and make housing more 
affordable

• Investing in education to improve knowledge 
and skills across the community





HGA

Uni
Colchester

Improved A120 
business corridor

Links to 
UK

Links to 
UK

Links to 
coastal 
towns

Possibilities

• Improving road links with the rest of the UK

• Developing a new A120 business corridor

• Building a new Research Park next to Essex University’s Knowledge 
Gateway with a direct link to the A120

Harwich

Clacton





Potential

• Increasing GVA by improving workforce 
knowledge and skills

• Creating a sustainable community by mixing 
residential areas with employment and 
educational uses

• Generating funding for community 
investment 



Benefits

• Creating an economic ripple effect

• Expanding knowledge links into north Essex

• Creating a sound economic platform for the future



Regeneration

• Immediate priority for Coastal Town 
regeneration in Tendring

• Opening up Colchester’s Eastern Growth 
Area with a new Eastern by-pass / A120 link

• Linking affordable homes to new job 
opportunities



Sustainability

• The impact of the National Planning Policy 
Framework
– Focus on growth
– Locally produced evidence & strategy
– Cross border cooperation
– Focus around Knowledge / innovation hubs



Sustainability

• Taking advantage of an existing sustainable 
location – the geographic dimension

• Building fully integrated mixed use neighbourhoods

• Creating low carbon lifestyles



Economic Corridors

• Links from the University to Harwich and Clacton

• Links to Colchester’s Eastern and Northern Growth Areas

• An improved A133 public transport corridor to central Colchester 
and the railway station

UK Links

UK Links

North East Essex Towns

Coastal towns
Economic        Corridor

North East Essex Towns

Harwich

Clacton



Planning

• Future proofing by early conformity with the 
National Planning Policy Framework

• Developing local economic and housing 
strategies to replace RSS policy.

• Setting up Local Area Agreements

• Public participation



Implementation

• Creating Partnerships

• Taking advantage of a University based 
think-tank

• Revising Core Strategies



Further Information

Stuart Cock | Mersea Homes Managing Director

Brian Morgan | ADP Ltd Planning Director





















Key

Proposed Settlement Boundary

 Application Site 

Tendring Local Plan Consultation,  January 2013

Representations on behalf of Notcutts Limited



Ref: NLP002327   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 2:33:55 PM 
Chapter: 2. Delivering Sustainable Development  Section: Key Rural Service Centres 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Messrs. Notcutts Limited   
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Robert Pomery 
Agent Job Title: Director 
Agent Organisation: Pomery Planning Consutants 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Policy SD3- KEY RURAL SERVICE CENTRES  The respondent objects to this 
policy on the basis that the list of ‘Key Rural Service Centres’ does not include Ardleigh.  Ardleigh 
for the purposes of Policy SD4 includes the additional settlements of Ardleigh Heath, Burnt Heath, 
Crocklefield Heath, Fox Street, Fox Ash Estate and John de Bois Hill.  Taken together, the existing 
housing stock of these settlements, the facilities they provide and the employment opportunities 
available, particularly agricultural and horticultural jobs make the combined settlement a 
sustainable community in which residents can both live and work.  Ardleigh itself has shops, a 
primary school, 2 nurseries, churches, leisure facilities, doctors’ surgery, 2 pubs, recreation 
grounds and at least 25 businesses, not including agricultural and horticultural businesses of which 
there are many.  In addition, there are important aggregate businesses in the locality, which 
generate a number of employment opportunities. These settlements are also well served by public 
transport, with a bus service to East Bergholt High School and the Secondary School in 
Manningtree, plus hourly bus services to both Colchester and Harwich.  It is not evident in the 
reasoned justification of the Draft Plan or in the Council’s evidence base; on what precise basis the 
Council has defined ‘Key Rural Service Centres’ from ‘Countryside and Other Smaller Rural 
Settlements’. There does not appear to be a defining criteria against which a judgement has been 
made as to which tier a settlement should be placed.   For this reason, the Plan does not meet all 
the ‘tests of soundness’ as Policy SD3 is not justified. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:52:45 PM 
Attachment: N 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Sumarised by GA 8 Jan 2013



Ref: NLP002337   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 2:49:21 PM 
Chapter: 2. Delivering Sustainable Development  Section: Smaller Rural Settlements 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Messrs. Notcutts Limited   
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Robert Pomery 
Agent Job Title: Director 
Agent Organisation: Pomery Planning Consutants 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Support 
Justification: Policy SD4 SMALLER RURAL SETTLEMENTS  Whilst the respondent supports this 
policy in principle, with respect to its intention to allow some growth in Ardleigh, the respondent has 
a number of observations, which would require alteration to the policy to meet the ‘tests of 
soundness’. Those observations are set out in the following sub- headings.  Ardleigh’s status as a 
settlement within the “Countryside and Other Smaller Rural Settlements’  The respondent has 
provided an objection to Policy SD3, on the basis that Ardleigh, which includes 6 additional 
settlements for the purposes of Policy SD4, should be defined as a Key Rural Service Centre 
(Policy SD3) rather than be identified as a Countryside and Other Smaller Rural Settlement (SD4).  
The details of this objection can be seen under Policy SD3.  Limitations on Growth in Individual 
Settlements  Policy SD4 limits housing growth of other smaller rural settlements to 6% of the 
existing housing stock, which is further limited by the policy to no more than 10 residential units on 
any given site within a settlement. The respondent is of the opinion that these limitations are too 
generic and overly prescriptive.  The respondent’s land in Ardleigh at the former Notcutts Garden 
Centre, Station Road extends to 0.78 hectares.  The land contains a number of buildings, 
structures and hard-standings, which were previously used as part of a retail garden centre use.  
As such, the site is to be regarded as Previously Developed Land (PDL) as defined in the Glossary 
to the NPPF.  The respondent has submitted a planning application for the redevelopment of this 
site for up to 18 residential units.  On the basis that the site extends to 0.78 hectares and the 
proposal is for 18 units, the density proposed is just 23 dwellings per hectare (dph), which reflects 
the site’s edge of settlement location, whilst making the best use of PDL and delivering the broad 
range of housing anticipated in the Draft Local Plan.  Application of Policy SD 4 would have the 
affect of unnecessarily limiting development on PDL sites where there should be a strong 
desirability to make the best use of previously developed land, to prevent the need for additional 
greenfield allocations.   The policy therefore would as written be in conflict with one of the twelve 
Core Principles of the NPPF, which are expressly set out in paragraph 17, advising that planning 
should:-  “Encourage the effective use of land by re-using land that has been previously developed 
(brownfield land), provided that it is not of high environmental value”.  Furthermore, Paragraph 111 
of the NPPF advises that:-  “Planning Policies and decisions should encourage the effective use of 
land by re-using land that has been previously developed (brownfield land), provided that it is not 
of high environmental value.  Local Planning Authorities may continue to consider the case for 
setting a locally appropriate target for the use of brownfield land”.                   
(Underlining my emphasis)  As written, Policy SD4 could in the case of Ardleigh artificially and 
unnecessarily restrict the best and most efficient use of PDL, by imposing a blanket threshold of 
6% growth and an overall limit of 10 units.  This policy strategy would clearly therefore be in conflict 
with the NPPF and as such not meet the test of soundness in relation to the Plan being consistent 



with national policy. To overcome this, the policy should be amended to include an exception, 
where sites under consideration are qualifying sites under the NPPF definition of previously 
developed land. In the event of Ardleigh remaining within the group of Smaller Rural Settlements, 
the respondent’s proposed amendment to the policy is set out below in bold type.  POLICY SD4: 
SMALLER RURAL SETTLEMENTS  The following settlements are classed as ‘Smaller Rural 
Settlements’:  • Aingers Green; • Ardleigh*; • Balls Green; • Beaumont-Cum-Moze; • Bradfield; • 
Bradfield Heath; • Bromley Cross; • Chisbon Heath; • Elmstead Heath;  • Frating; • Great Bromley; 
• Great Holland;  • Great Oakley; • Hare Green; • Horsleycross Street;  • Kirby-le-Soken; • Little 
Bromley; • Little Bentley; • Little Oakley; • Mistley Heath;  • Ramsey Village; • Ravens Green; • 
Stones Green; • Tendring; • Tendring Green;  • Thorpe Green; • Thorpe Station and Maltings; • 
Thorrington; • Thorrington Cross;  • Wix; and • Wrabness. Between 1st April 2011 and 31st March 
2021, each of these settlements will be allowed to accommodate a 6% increase in housing stock. 
This will be achieved through a combination of development on sites with outstanding planning 
permission for new housing and through the approval of additional housing proposals within that 
settlement’s ‘Settlement Development Boundary’ (see Policy SD4 below) sufficient to achieve 6% 
growth, but no more, unless the development site concerned involves previously developed land. 
No single housing development will exceed 10 dwellings in size unless there is local Town or 
Parish Council support for a larger development to achieve certain local benefits or where the site 
concerned constitutes previously developed land as defined in the NPPF. Town and Parish 
Councils can prepare Neighbourhood Plans, if they wish, to supplement the policies and proposals 
in this Local Plan to specify how a 6% increase in housing stock will be distributed between the 
different settlements in the Parish or identify specific housing sites, allow additional development or 
introduce additional policy requirements aimed at ensuring development contributes toward local 
distinctiveness or other community objectives.  Any proposal for housing development that would 
lead to the 6% housing stock increase for that settlement being exceeded before 31st March 2021 
(taking other unimplemented planning permissions into account) will only be permitted if it involves 
previously developed land or supported by the local Town or Parish Council, planned for in an 
approved Neighbourhood Plan for the area or designed to deliver local affordable housing the 
through the rural exception policy (Policy PEO11). More detailed policies and proposals are set out 
in Chapter 12.  * ‘Ardleigh’ includes the main village of Ardleigh itself and the neighbouring 
settlements of Ardleigh Heath, Burnt Heath, Crockleford Heath, Fox Street, Foxash Estate and 
John De Bois Hill.   Housing Supply   Ardleigh for the purposes of Policy SD4 is defined as 
including the settlements of Ardleigh Heath, Burnt Heath, Crocklefield Heath, Fox Street, Foxash 
Estate and John de Bois Hill.  However, at Appendix 1 of the Draft Plan, Ardleigh and each of its 
six satellite settlements is allocated a maximum of 6% growth.  This results in many of the 
settlements, which are not within Ardleigh Village itself, receiving increases of either a single unit or 
two units.  Clearly growth in these small settlements or hamlets of just 1 or 2 units, where there are 
few if any shops, schools or regular bus services will do nothing for the viability and vitality of these 
smaller settlements to improve or sustain existing facilities.  The blanket 6% threshold in the case 
of the wider settlement of Ardleigh is considered to be unsustainable and ineffective in meeting the 
principles of sustainable development. The strategy in the case of Ardleigh would effectively 
allocate plots of one or two units in hamlets, which have little or no community infrastructure. This 
strategy will increase the need to travel by car for basic needs where additional housing is planned 
for the settlements of Ardleigh Heath, Burnt Heath, Crockleford Heath, Fox Street, Foxash Estate 
and John De Bois Hill.  A more effective and sustainable strategy would be to direct the growth of 
the smaller settlements around Ardleigh to the main village, where bus services, schools, shops 
and other key infrastructure is within walking distance. This would also add to the vitality of the 
village 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:55:00 PM 
Attachment: N 



Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Summarised by GA 8 Jan 2013



Ref: NLP002340   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 2:52:01 PM 
Chapter: 2. Delivering Sustainable Development  Section: Managing Growth 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Messrs. Notcutts Limited   
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Robert Pomery 
Agent Job Title: Director 
Agent Organisation: Pomery Planning Consutants 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email: r  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Support 
Justification: Policy SD5 MANAGING GROWTH  The respondent supports Policy SD5 and the 
inclusion of the former Notcutts Garden Centre in Station Road, Ardleigh into the settlement 
boundary.  The inclusion of the land is a logical step, which recognises that the site abuts the 
urban edge, it is previously developed and within walking distance of many services. However, the 
precise boundaries of the ‘Settlement Development Boundary’ should be amended so that they are 
consistent with the respondents planning application site boundary.  The level of adjustment will be 
very slight as can been seen on the enclosed plan.  The main area of inconsistency is towards the 
southern edge where there is a concentration of trees.  The drafting of the Council’s boundary was 
unlikely to be informed by a topographical or arboricultural survey, which of course the respondent 
site boundary was.  The application proposal illustrates that the small area of land, excluded by the 
Council’s proposed envelope should form part of the boundary, as it enables a comprehensive 
scheme to be delivered on previously developed land, whilst retaining the copse of trees.  In short, 
the respondent’s proposed amendment to the ‘Settlement Development Boundary’ is more 
informed than that proposed by the Council and as such, the proposed ‘Settlement Development 
Boundary’ in the draft Plan is not justified as it is not based on proportionate evidence. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:52:29 PM 
Attachment: Y 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Summarised by GA 8 Jan 2013  



Ref: NLP002148   
Date Added: 12/14/2012 3:56:03 PM 
Chapter: 2. Delivering Sustainable Development  Section: Smaller Rural Settlements 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mrs Anne Bisson  
Consultee Job Title: Director 
Consultee Organisation: Omnivale Limited 
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Mike Downes 
Agent Job Title: Director 
Agent Organisation: Antony Aspbury Associates Limited 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Support 
Justification: OMNIVALE LIMITED REPRESENTATION TO TENDRING DISTRICT LOCAL 
PLAN – PROPOSED SUBMISSION DRAFT STATEMENT OF SUPPORT FOR POLICY SD4: 
SMALLER RURAL SETTLEMENTS, AND REVISED PROPOSALS MAP – ARDLEIGH  Tendring 
District Council Local Plan Proposed Submission Draft discusses and supports the NPPF thread of 
a ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ in terms of proposals. With regard to 
development in smaller rural settlements, the Draft Local Plan states that these villages are under 
pressure to grow with some small scale development which is sympathetic to the rural and historic 
character of the settlement and may bring a balance to an ageing population, and keep local shops 
and services viable.  Antony Aspbury Associates act on behalf of the landowners of the land off 
Ingram’s Piece, Ardleigh. Omnivale Limited has promoted this landholding in the small rural 
settlement of Ardleigh for around 10 years. The subject landholding is identified in red on the 
attached location plan (attached as a supporting document), extends to 0.6 hectares and is located 
fairly centrally in the village of Ardleigh. Currently the land bordering the north, east, south and 
south west of the site lies within the tightly drawn village envelope, with the site deemed to be 
outside the village envelope.  We write in support of Policy SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements to 
accommodate a 6% increase in housing stock within the settlements ‘Settlement Development 
Boundary’, which includes such provision for the village of Ardleigh. With the introduction of policy 
SD4, the village envelope is proposed to extend to include the landowners site. We support this 
extension of the village envelope on the proposals map as we consider that this site offers a logical 
yet modest extension to the built up area of Ardleigh, without encroachment beyond the existing 
natural developed form of the settlement. The site is enclosed by existing development with an 
existing access onto Ingram’s Piece which leads directly onto the main road through the village – 
Colchester Road (A137).  The greater part of the village’s facilities are within 3-5 minutes’ walk of 
the site towards the centre and north of the village, namely the Village Shop, Public House, Parish 
Church, Post Office, Doctors Surgery and Leisure Centre. Buses pass centrally through the village 
along Colchester Road. It is considered that the current provision of services within Ardleigh could 
comfortably support a minimum 6% growth in the village over the next 10 years, and would allow 
for sustainable growth.  As such time as policy SD4 and the revised proposals map is adopted; the 
landowner proposes to make an application for residential development on the site. We have 
previously submitted the site for consideration within the SHLAA, and with no known technical or 
other ownership constraints to development of the site there should be little difficulty in securing 
developer interest in the landholding. Please continue to update/consult with us as the Local Plan 
Progresses. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: N 



Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 12/17/2012 9:32:35 AM 
Attachment: Y 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: Sumamrised by GA 8 Jan 2013 



OMNIVALE LIMITED 
REPRESENTATION TO TENDRING DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN – PROPOSED SUBMISSION DRAFT 
STATEMENT OF SUPPORT FOR POLICY SD4: SMALLER RURAL SETTLEMENTS, AND REVISED 

PROPOSALS MAP – ARDLEIGH 
 

Tendring District  Council  Local  Plan  Proposed  Submission Draft  discusses  and  supports  the NPPF 
thread of a ‘presumption  in favour of sustainable development’  in terms of proposals. With regard 
to development in smaller rural settlements, the Draft Local Plan states that these villages are under 
pressure to grow with some small scale development which is sympathetic to the rural and historic 
character of the settlement and may bring a balance to an ageing population, and keep local shops 
and services viable.  

Antony Aspbury Associates act on behalf of the landowners of the land off Ingram’s Piece, Ardleigh. 
Omnivale Limited has promoted this landholding in the small rural settlement of Ardleigh for around 
10 years. The subject  landholding  is  identified  in  red on  the attached  location plan  (attached as a 
supporting  document),  extends  to  0.6  hectares  and  is  located  fairly  centrally  in  the  village  of 
Ardleigh. Currently the  land bordering the north, east, south and south west of the site  lies within 
the tightly drawn village envelope, with the site deemed to be outside the village envelope.  

We write  in  support  of  Policy  SD4:  Smaller  Rural  Settlements  to  accommodate  a  6%  increase  in 
housing  stock  within  the  settlements  ‘Settlement  Development  Boundary’,  which  includes  such 
provision  for  the  village  of Ardleigh. With  the  introduction  of  policy  SD4,  the  village  envelope  is 
proposed  to  extend  to  include  the  landowners  site.  We  support  this  extension  of  the  village 
envelope on the proposals map as we consider that this site offers a logical yet modest extension to 
the built up area of Ardleigh, without encroachment beyond the existing natural developed form of 
the settlement. The site  is enclosed by existing development with an existing access onto  Ingram’s 
Piece which leads directly onto the main road through the village – Colchester Road (A137).  

The greater part of the village’s facilities are within 3‐5 minutes’ walk of the site towards the centre 
and north of the village, namely the Village Shop, Public House, Parish Church, Post Office, Doctors 
Surgery  and  Leisure  Centre.  Buses  pass  centrally  through  the  village  along  Colchester  Road.  It  is 
considered  that  the  current  provision  of  services  within  Ardleigh  could  comfortably  support  a 
minimum 6% growth in the village over the next 10 years, and would allow for sustainable growth.  

As such  time as policy SD4 and  the  revised proposals map  is adopted;  the  landowner proposes  to 
make an application for residential development on the site. We have previously submitted the site 
for consideration within the SHLAA, and with no known technical or other ownership constraints to 
development  of  the  site  there  should  be  little  difficulty  in  securing  developer  interest  in  the 
landholding. Please continue to update/consult with us as the Local Plan Progresses.  
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Mary Foster 

From: Sam Metson 
Sent: 02 January 2013 16:44
To: Planning.policy
Cc: GARETH BLISS; Ian Wickerson
Subject: Response to Proposed Submission Draft Local Plan Consultation
Importance: High
Attachments: Representations 02.01.13.pdf

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam,  
  
I attach representations prepared on behalf of my client, Mr G Bliss, in response to the above 
consultation.  
 
I would be grateful if you would confirm safe receipt of the attached letter.  
  
If there are any queries regarding any of the matters raised please do not hesitate to contact me.  
  
Yours faithfully,  
  
Sam Metson 
Associate  
Planning Division 
  

 

 

  

 
  
The UK's leading regional property consultancy  
  

  
  

DISCLAIMER:  
 
This message is private and confidential. Any sharing of this message or its contents is prohibited unless approved 
by Bidwells LLP. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and destroy the message and 
any attachments. 
 
This email is sent on behalf of Bidwells LLP, a limited liability partnership trading as Bidwells. Bidwells LLP is a 
corporate body owned by its members. 
 
Where used the term 'Partner' refers to one of the members or an employee who is a senior professional. The use of 
this term does not imply that Bidwells LLP is a general partnership under the Partnership Act 1890.  
 
Bidwells LLP is registered in England & Wales (registered number OC344553). Registered head office is Bidwell 
House, Trumpington Road, Cambridge CB2 9LD, where a list of members is available for inspection. 
 
Bidwells LLP reserves the right to monitor all communications through its internal and external networks. Whilst all 
effort is made to safe guard emails and attachments through virus checking, we advise you to carry out your own 
checks. Bidwells LLP do not accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software virus. 
 
Before you print, please think of the environment. 

Description: Bidwells New 
Logo



Your ref:
Our ref:

dd:
df:
e:
Date:

EG Property Advisor of the Year 2009 – Eastern Region
Bidwells is trading name of Bidwells LLP, a limited liability partnership,
registered in England and Wales with number OC344553.
Registered office: Bidwell House Trumpington Road Cambridge CB2 9LD.
A list of members is available for inspection at the above address.

NJP 12-139

2 January 2013

The Planning Policy Manager
Department of Planning
Tendring District Council
Council Offices
Weeley
Clacton-on-Sea
CO16 9AJ

 Sir/Madam

Proposed Submission Draft Local Plan: Representations submitted on behalf of Mr G Bliss

I write on behalf of my client in response to Tendring District Council's consultation on the Proposed
Submission Draft Local Plan. I wish to make the following comments relating to the draft policies of the Plan.

Policy SD4 – Smaller Rural Settlements

My client supports this policy as drafted and encourages the Council to adopt it in its present form.

The Council has assessed the need and demand for new market and affordable housing in the District via its
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA - 2009). The SHMA has established that there is need and
demand for, potentially, over 1000 dwellings per annum (of all tenures). Whist it is unlikely to be realistic for
the District to accommodate this level of growth within current and planned infrastructure capacity limits, it is
important to plan positively for new housing to meet local needs in all settlements in accordance with the
requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework ('the NPPF').

Allowing a limited amount of new housing in each of the smaller rural settlements will help respond to the
identified need for new housing amongst all communities. It will also help to enhance the sustainability of
rural communities by providing additional support for existing schools, shops and services. In addition, it will
relieve pressure for larger scale growth of the major settlements in the District and provide the opportunity to
respond to the widespread concerns raised about the amount of new housing that was proposed at Clacton
when the Council consulted on its draft Core Strategy Development Plan Document in 2010.

My client particularly supports the inclusion of Bradfield and Bradfield Heath in the list of villages classified as
'Smaller Rural Settlements'. Bradfield and Bradfield Heath are both sustainable locations for small scale new
housing developments within the settlement boundaries put forward in the Proposed Submission Draft Local
Plan. Bradfield and Bradfield Heath together provide a strong rural service cluster which comprises a school,
shop, post office, two public houses, two places of worship, a community centre and sports ground. The
villages are also served by regular public transport services to larger settlements. It is important that Bradfield
and Bradfield Heath are both allowed to grow incrementally over the proposed plan period to ensure that they
each remain viable and sustainable rural settlements that younger generations will have the opportunity to
enjoy.

Policy SD5 – Managing Growth

My client supports this policy as drafted and encourages the Council to adopt it in its present form.
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My client particularly supports the proposed extension of the Settlement Development Boundaries of the
Smaller Rural Settlements (as identified in draft policy SD4). Extending the settlement boundaries to include
additional sites as proposed will enable the Smaller Rural Settlements to help deliver new market and
affordable housing, the pressing need for which is confirmed by the Council's SHMA, whilst ensuring that
growth occurs in a controlled manner and at a scale which is appropriate to the existing character of each
settlement.

The Council is commended for extending the boundaries of most settlements to include more land than may
be necessary to provide the housing numbers being planned for. Doing so will ensure choice and competition
in the market for land and enable a more flexible approach to be taken, helping to make sure that housing
targets will be achieved during the proposed Plan period in accordance with the approach advocated by the
NPPF.

Bradfield/Bradfield Heath Settlement Boundary

My client welcomes and supports the extension of Bradfield and Bradfield Heath's settlement boundary to
include land at The Orchards, Barrack Street (identified as Bradfield Site 17 in the Council's 'Possible
Housing Sites' consultation in October 2011).

My client owns this land and can confirm that it is available for development. There are no known constraints
which would prevent it coming forward to provide a small scale scheme for new family housing which is much
needed within the village to help support and enhance existing services. The site is ideally located in relation
to local facilities, with the village shop, post office and bus stop within 200m and the local school, public
houses, churches and community centre within easy walking distance.

My client is aware that during previous consultations concerns have been raised by third parties about the
suitability of the access arrangements to Barrack Street from Heath Road, but initial discussions held with the
Highway Authority (Essex County Council) suggest that further development off Barrack Street is likely to be
acceptable without the need for further highway works.

Conclusion

I trust that the above representations will be taken into account by the Council and reported to the Inspector
who will independently examine the Proposed Submission Draft Local Plan.

I would be grateful if you could confirm receipt of this letter.

Yours faithfully,

Sam Metson
Associate

Copy:  Mr G Bliss



Mary Foster 

From: Gary Ashby
Sent: 14 December 2012 15:09
To: Keely Grothier
Subject: FW: Land to the rear of Zakros, Bradfield
Attachments: Support Document1.pdf
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Gary Ashby BSc(Hons) PGDip 
Planning Officer  
Planning Department 
Tendring District Council 
Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Essex, CO16 9AJ 
e-mail: gashby@tendringdc.gov.uk 
tel: 01255 686137 
web: www.tendringdc.gov.uk  
  
Planning Public Access 
  
  

From:    
Sent: 14 December 2012 14:50 
To: Gary Ashby 
Subject: Land to the rear of Zakros, Bradfield 
  
Gary, 
  
Could you include the enclosed as an objection to the proposed Settlement Boundary of Bradfield. 
  
Many thanks 
  
Roger Wright 
  

 
 
 

  



Letter of objection and Document of Support for the land to the rear of Zakros, 
Windmill Lane, Bradfield,

10/12/12

This is a document of support for the inclusion of part the land that is found at the rear 
of Zakros, Windmill Road, Bradfield.

The proposed extension of the Settlement Development Boundaries for Bradfield
indicates the following of the rear boundary to the Post Office and Conifers to the 
North of Heath Road and to the rear of Sandown, Belvedere, Haven and Zakros.

We enclose copies of our drawing 746:01 and 746:02, indicating what is required in 
the squaring up of the Settlement Development Boundary line to include this area of 
the site in question. It can be seen that by including the strip of land parallel to Heath 
Road by the width of the junction of Zakros and Sandown, this allows access to the 
land to the rear of the Post Office and Conifers.

Existing Settlement Development Boundary



Proposed Settlement Development Boundary

Showing Altered Settlement Development Boundary



In planning terms, we feel that the area in question should be included because:-

Compliance with existing Policy HG12.

The feasibility plans that have been prepared and submitted, clearly indicate that the 
site can be compliant with the requirements of the forthcoming Policy PEO6 relating 
to Backland Residential Development:-

Namely that the:-

The resultant gardens for the proposed and remaining gardens are above the minimum 
amenity space standards set out in PEO4.

The proposed work would be via a “private drive” with access from off Windmill 
Road between Zakros and Lavender Cottage.

The neighbours to Zakros will be providing the land for the development, so they will 
not be unduly disturbed.

The private drive designed for access could be extended at a later date to the North 
and take in more of the land available.

The proposed development of 5 bungalows would not be out of character with the 
surrounding area and will give the aging local population some sensible ground level 
accommodation, within walking distance of the local shop and post office.
In our opinion, the enclosed information, if submitted as an application, would satisfy 
all the requirements for an approval and so this forms the basis of the objection to the 
Local Plan as it stands on the Settlement Development Boundaries affecting 
Bradfield.

Yours sincerely,
For Wright Ruffell Cameron,

Roger Wright
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Tendring District Local Plan: 
Proposed Submission Draft (2012)  

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and  hard copies are  available at  the  District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  

 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly  as illegible forms may not be considered.  

 
 
 
PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION  

 

 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS  

 
 

Name of person or organisation making the representation:  
 

NNC Homes 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: N/A 

Add ress: c/o The Agent  

 
If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here  

 
Name of agent: Edward Gittins & Associates  

 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: Mr. Edward Gittins  

E-mail:   Tel No:  

 

Post Code:  
 
 
 
 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change.  



 

PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION  
 

 

Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan?  
 
 

 Support            Object     (Please tick one box) 
 
 
Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be: 

 
•  “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 

objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development; 

 
•  “Justified”  –  the  plan  should  be  the  most  appropriate  strategy,  when  considered  against  the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 
 

•  “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
•  “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework 
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 

 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on?  

 
 

Comment(s)  

Section 2 
 
Policies SD2-SD5 
 
Policies PEO4 and 
PEO7 
 
Policies Map Inset 
18 

See attached Representations (our ref. NNC1) 

 



 

If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?  

 

Yes            No     (Please tick one box) 
 

 
 
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary:  

 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination) 

 

 
 

 
 

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998  
 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 

 

 
 
 

Please sign and date this form:   Signed     Date: 07 January 2013  
 
 
 
 
 

All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7 th  January 2013. 
Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered.  

 
Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring  

District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ.  
 



EDWARD GITTINS & ASSOCIATES 

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS 
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Representations of Support 
 

 

 

on behalf of: 

 

NNC Homes 

(ref. NNC1) 
 

 

 

January 2013 
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These Representations are divided into two parts: Part 1 contains General 

Representations of Support and Part 2 contains Detailed Representations of 

Support. 

 

PART 1: GENERAL REPRESENTATIONS OF SUPPORT 

 

1. On behalf of NNC Homes, we are instructed to submit Representations in 

support of specified contents within the Proposed Submission Draft (PSD). 

 

2. We support Section 2 of the PSD in its entirety. We welcome the broad 

overarching aim to deliver sustainable development and its component parts 

relating to an economic role, a social role, and an environmental role, thereby 

reflecting national guidance in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 

– March 2012). We particularly welcome the clear application of this approach 

to the District as set out in paragraph 2.3. 

 

3. With regard to the application of sustainable development within Tendring 

District, we lend our particular support to the third bullet point in paragraph 2.3, 

namely:- 

 

• Achieving a fair distribution of growth across the district in both our 

urban and rural communities to provide a flexible range of employment 

and housing opportunities that respect local distinctiveness, infrastructure 

provision and environmental limitations, provide opportunities to bring 

about local improvements in our communities and incorporate measures 

to minimise energy consumption.  

 

4. The above reference to “a fair distribution of growth across the district in both 

our rural and urban communities” presages the innovative approach put 

forward in paragraph 2.5. The proposed “across the board” distribution of a 6% 

increase in housing stock for all settlements in the District represents a balanced 

and equitable strategy which should be particularly welcome in those rural 

settlements which have, in our opinion, been overly constrained from absorbing 

any significant growth in recent years. We have long argued that carefully 
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controlled growth for both large and small villages should be allowed in order to 

make a positive contribution to choice in terms of location and environment for 

those seeking homes within the available housing stock. At the same time, such 

an approach will assist with the on-going campaign to retain if not improve rural 

facilities and services and help maintain vibrant rural communities. 

 

5. Applying a universal 6% uplift in housing stock for each settlement has the 

great virtue of ensuring that growth levels will be generally commensurate with 

the size and function of each settlement whilst maintaining a strong proportional 

emphasis on growth within the more sustainable Urban Settlements which 

provide accessibility to higher level facilities and services. This therefore 

appears to us to be a sensible and sustainable District-wide strategy. 

 

6. We also support the Settlement Classification found in Policies SD2: Urban 

Settlements, SD3: Key Rural Services Centres and SD4: Smaller Rural 

Settlements. We believe this Settlement Classification provides clear delineation 

between the relative scale and function of each settlement and a sound basis for 

‘Managing Growth’ addressed in Policy SD5. 

 

7. With regard to Policy SD5, we lend broad support for the principle of 

Settlement Development Boundaries (SDBs) and the general presumption in 

favour of new development within SDBs. 

 

PART 1: CONCLUSION 

 

8. The proposals and policies which address the main strategy for future growth 

appear to be based on clear sustainability principles which inform the proposed 

distribution of future growth throughout the District. This framework is 

regarded as one which will deliver a somewhat more dispersed growth pattern 

but one which is proportionate to the size of each settlement and one which will 

continue to direct the majority of growth towards the Urban Settlements which 

are the most able settlements for assimilating sustainable development. At the 

same time, a clear role is defined for Key Rural Service Centres serving 

different parts of the District and as rural foci for housing, employment and 
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community services and facilities. At the lower end of the spectrum, Smaller 

Rural Settlements will not be sterilised but will be allowed to absorb limited 

controlled growth. 

 

9. We believe that Policy SD5 constitutes a balanced and innovative approach to 

the future provision of housing and investment throughout the District and a 

sound basis for the detailed proposals and policies in the PSD. We therefore 

regard the Local Plan to be sound in these particular respects. 

 

PART 2: DETAILED REPRESENTATIONS OF SUPPORT 

 

10. Part 2 of these Representations is set out in three parts:- 

 

A) Representations relating to Section 2: Delivering Sustainable 

Development and to Policies SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements and SD5: 

Managing Growth; 

B) Representations relating to the role of Bradfield as a Smaller Rural 

Settlement; and 

C) Representations relating to the former reservoir and waterworks site at 

Steam Mill Road, Bradfield.  

 

A) Representations relating to Section 2: Delivering Sustainable Development 

and to Policies SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements and SD5: Managing Growth 

 

11. We support the “across the board” increase of 6% in the housing stock of all 

smaller rural settlements (as outlined in paragraph 2.21) and consider this will 

assist in maintaining and hopefully improving rural services without materially 

diminishing the role of the main urban settlements and Key Rural Service 

Centres as the most sustainable foci for growth and investment. The 

introduction of this policy shift to inject controlled growth into smaller rural 

settlements will, we believe, act as a stimulus to the local rural economy and 

provide an appropriate geographical choice throughout the District in the 

provision of new housing stock. 
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12. We also support the principle of defining SDBs beyond the extent of established 

built development to include a range of possible development sites that together 

are capable of accommodating the maximum number of homes proposed within 

each settlement as proposed in Policy SD5. 

 

B) Representations relating to the role of Bradfield as a Smaller Rural 

Settlement 

 

13. We support the inclusion of Bradfield as a Smaller Rural Settlement as 

identified in Policy SD4. The village does not contain sufficient services or 

facilities to serve as a Key Rural Service Centre but does contain a small shop 

and Post Office, and shares a close relationship with Lawford, Manningtree and 

Mistley (approximately 3.2km to the north) which together are classified as a 

‘Town’ in the Adopted Local Plan. We therefore believe it is right to set clear 

limits on housing growth in the settlement. 

 

14. With regard to the level of growth earmarked for Bradfield as set out in 

Appendix 1 of the PSD, namely 23 new dwellings to be provided during the 

period 2011-2021, we consider that this level of growth is one that can be 

absorbed without placing unacceptable strains on existing community facilities 

or harming the rural setting. 

 

C) Representations relating to land at Steam Mill Road, Bradfield 

 

15. As summarised in previous Representations, the disused reservoir and 

waterworks constitute previously developed land as defined in NPPF Annex 2. 

Redevelopment of the site for housing is thus considered a sensible proposal 

and would help reduce the need for additional greenfield releases elsewhere 

within the District. We are also pleased to see the inclusion of established 

ribbon development on the eastern side of Straight Road within the SDB as this 

will create opportunities for land assembly and improved pedestrian linkages 

between the new housing and the rest of the village. 
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16. Finally, we are pleased to see the inclusion of Policy PEO4: Standards for New 

Housing and Policy PEO7: Housing Choice in the PSD. Whilst the prevailing  

character and appearance of surrounding development is a mixture of 

bungalows, 1½ storey chalet dwellings and full height two storey properties, the 

requirement that 30% of new dwellings must meet the Aspirational Housing 

standard (a floor area of at least 200 sq.m) and that 40% meet the Family 

Housing standard (at least 96 sq.m) will ensure an appropriate mix of dwellings 

styles and types to meet identified local housing needs and to encourage 

investment and design innovation across the District.  

 

PART 2: CONCLUSION 

 

17. We support the SDB for Bradfield (as shown on Policies Map Inset 18) and 

confirm that the site at Steam Mill Road is immediately available for village 

housing.  

  

 

 

Chartered Town Planner  

January 2013 



 
 
 
 

Frating 



Mary Foster 

From: Andrew Beard 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:34
To: Planning.policy
Cc: Oliver Barber | CargoStop
Subject: Local Plan (Submission Draft) Representation
Importance: High
Attachments: Paper Rep Form.docx
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Dear Sirs/Madam 
  
Please find attached a representation (qualified objection) in relation to Marks Farm, Frating prior to the 
4.00 p.m. deadline today for comments. 
  
This follows on from original representations in 2009 on the same site and subject. 
  
The strategy for rural housing growth 6% is supported in principle but we challenge the arbitrary 6% and 
also suggested an extended boundary for the settlement at Frating and not to rule out medium scale 
growth in appropriate rural locations. 
  
The full details (including plan) are set out in the attached Council Paper Rep form. 
  
I would welcome acknowledgement of these duly made representations in due course. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Andrew Beard 
BA(Hons), MRTPI 
Director  
CSJ Planning Consultants Ltd  
Chartered Town Planning Consultants 

 
 

    
  
This email and any attachments are confindential to the intended recipient and 
This email and any attachments are confidential to the intended recipient and may also be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient 
please ensure confidentiality, delete it from your system and notify the sender. CSJ Planning Consultants Ltd has taken every reasonable 
precaution to ensure that any attachment to this email has been swept for viruses. However, liability cannot be accepted for any damage 
sustained as a result of software viruses and you are advised to carry out your own virus checks before opening any attachment. Any 
disclosure, copying, distr bution or action taken, or omitted to be taken, by an authorised recipient in reliance upon the contents of this email 
is prohibited. 
Please be environmentally aware and only print off this e-mail if absolutely necessary. 
  



 
 

 
 
 

Tendring District Local Plan:  
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and hard copies are available at the District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  
 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 
 
 
PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 
 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: Oliver Barber  
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name:  n/a 
 
E-mail:          Tel No:   
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant):   
 
Post Code:   
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 
Name of agent: CSJ Planning Consultants Ltd. 
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: Andrew Beard  
 
E-mail:   Tel No:   
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant):         
 
 

 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 
 
 
 

Please turn over  
 
 
 



PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 
 
Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 
                 Support   Object                          (Please tick one box) 
 
 
Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be:  
 

• “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development;   

 
• “Justified” – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  
 

• “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
• “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework  
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 
Comment(s) 

 
 
11.14 / 11.15 Support 
12.1 Support 
 
 
12.1 – Object amend 
boundary further to 
red shown across > 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is a qualified objection. 
 
My clients supports the new extended settlement boundary at Northern Frating in 
the first instance and the acceptance of small scale growth at larger villages to 
support rural services 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12.2 – 12.7 support 
broad approach but 
qualified objection to 
detail.  
 
6% should not be 
applied across the 
board, arbitrary figure 
 
 
SD4 – Support 
 
SD5 - Support 
 
 
 

 
Qualified Objection – Increase and amend settlement boundary at Frating (see 
red dashed line above). Key reasons: - 
 

• This will allow small/medium scale development at Marks Farm (with 
inclusion of affordable housing) 

• It will maintain the ribbon development focused along the main road (see 
black dotted lines) 

• It will maintain the separating between settlement boundaries (see green 
hatching) 

• It will retain the character of the village 
• Access is obtainable to support medium scale development 

 
This change is justified to ensure suitable provision is made in the plan for housing 
delivery in rural areas and sustain rural smaller villages. 
 
 
 
The overall approach to the new Local Plan to achieve a fair distribution of growth 
across the Districts in both rural and urban communities to provide a flexible range 
of housing is supported and, in particular, the acceptance within Chapter 12 that in 
the countryside and smaller rural settlements that the smaller villages are still 
considered capable of accommodating small scale housing development in the 10 
year plan period.  The inclusion of Frating, Great Bromley and Little 
Bentley/Bromley within the smaller rural settlements is accepted (subject to the 
boundary amendment change at Frating above). 
 
However objection is raised to the obituary 6% increase limit in Paragraph 12.5 as 
this has been applied across the whole of the District and does not take into 
account specific village characters and site specifics.  It is, therefore, not justified in 
that it seeks to impose a limit on what may otherwise be perfectly acceptable 
development within existing villages which would preserve the character and, 
indeed, enhance the overall viability of the village and services. 
 
It is not understood why development within smaller rural settlements should be 
limited to small scale housing development.  In certain villages there would be 
ample opportunity for medium scale development which would retain the essential 
character of the village, but also more importantly would allow development which 
would then be able to contribute planning obligations in the form of affordable 
housing and other provisions such as small play areas etc.  Restricting 
development within villages to only small scale will remove this important element 
from the planning system. 
 
Paragraph 12.6 acknowledges that there has to be a balance between retaining the 
identity of rural settlements and accommodating levels of growth, but medium scale 
development can meet this objective and can equally integrate well and not result 
in unnecessary encroachment into the surrounding countryside.  This policy could 
be amended to allow a reference to medium scale development with a range of 
criteria to assess whether this would be harmful or not rather than a fixed % 
 
Appendix 1 specifies 11 units for Frating this is not justified in relation to NPPF and 
the need for flexibility. 
 
Policy SD4 Smaller Rural Settlements is supported with the inclusion and 
extension of boundaries at Frating, Great Bromley, Little Bromley and Little 
Bentley. 
 
Policy SD5 is supported in relation to allowing a fair and equitable spread of 
housing growth between the urban settlements, key rural service centres and the 



smaller rural settlements. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The overall strategy and thrust of the amended Local Plan to seek a fair distribution 
of housing within the rural areas of the District is wholeheartedly supported.  The 
inclusion of new settlement boundaries at Frating and Little Bentley is equally 
supported.   
 
However, we are of the opinion that the northern Frating boundary should be 
extended to include a medium scale development at Marks Farm.  Medium scale 
development should be allowed within some of the smaller rural villages, 
particularly at Marks Farm as this will not destroy the character of the village and 
will allow for development which better sustains the village and delivers appropriate 
planning gain and obligations such as affordable housing and small local play 
areas. 
 
We are supportive of the current Local Plan and if the Council/Inspector ultimately 
do not agree with this representation, we would support the current Local Plan as it 
is written.  However, we would like to address the Hearing in relation to the site 
specifics at Marks Farm in relation to:- 
 
1. Extending the northern Frating settlement boundary to include part of Marks 

Farm (see above plan); 
2. Amend the policies and text to allow medium scale development and a 10% 

increase of housing growth within the Local Plan up to 2021 as a guide and that 
reference is made to each village on its own merits. 

 
 

 
         

 
If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?                                                                                                                     
 
                                                                                                                                                   

                 Yes   No                 (Please tick one box) 
 
     
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination)  
 
 
The village of Frating is a smaller settlement and to some extent overlooked as of minor scale. However, it is important for the Inspector to hear of the 
real issues which result for rural economies when settlement boundaries are so tightly drawn to avoid large scale house building. 
 
The housing crisis is very real, with it being acknowledged that 3 million new homes were required nationally by 2026. However, since around 2008 
there has been consistent under delivery due to economic recession, planning hurdles and lack of infrastructure. 
 
The situation has become worse and indeed projections on households have been understated. 
 
The Government’s NPPF attempts to redress the balance and create a presumption in favour of sustainable development and promote growth. 
 
The proposed boundary at Frating extending north whilst, north does not in our view go far enough  and there is more opportunity for ribbon 
development along Frating Road, that can provide growth that will aid the village in terms of services – shop, pub, restaurant, garage etc. 
 
The Inspector should be able to hear from a village landowner the potential that exists for medium scale development that can be accommodated at 
Frating with a suitable boundary and still ensure the retention of the village character and form. 
 
As the Hearing may well be some months away, an up to date position should be available to the LNDOWNER AT THE Hearing, rather than solely 
relying on written representations now. 
 
 
 
 



            
FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 

 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 
 

 
Please sign and date this form:  Signed (P.A. Beard)       Date: 7th January 2013 
            

All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th January 2013. 
Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 

 
Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 

District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 
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These Representations are in three parts:- 

 

Part A refers to Policy considerations and to the role of Great Holland as a 

Smaller Rural Settlement. 

 

Part B relates to more detailed matters concerning Great Holland and to a 

specific site at Larges Farm, Rectory Road, Great Holland Frinton-On-Sea 

CO13 0JP; and 

 

Part C sets out our Proposed Changes.  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

PART A 

 

1. We welcome the enhanced role envisaged for Key Rural Service Centres and 

for Smaller Rural Settlements. We consider the “across the board” increase of 

6% in the housing stock of all rural settlements, (as outlined in paragraph 2.21), 

will assist in maintaining and hopefully improving rural services without 

materially diminishing the role of the main urban settlements as the most 

sustainable foci for growth and investment. The introduction of this policy shift 

to inject controlled growth into rural settlements will, we believe, act as a 

stimulus to the local rural economy and provide an appropriate geographical 

choice throughout the District in the provision of new housing stock. 

 

Policy SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements 

 

2. We welcome the recognition of Great Holland as a “Smaller Rural Settlement” 

and its inclusion in the policy. Great Holland has a range of local rural services 

and lies conveniently close to the urban area of Frinton, Walton and Kirby 

Cross just to the north.  

 

3. We note that the housing requirements for individual settlements found in 

Appendix 1 of the PSD indicate that the estimated dwelling stock on 1
st
 April 

2011 within the Great Holland Settlement Development Boundary numbers 334 
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and that the proposed 6% increase in dwellings for the period 2011-2021 would 

therefore amount to a further 20 dwellings. We regard this level of growth, 

whilst clearly low, to be commensurate with the size of the village thereby 

endorsing the proposed 6% increase in housing stock. 

 

Policy SD5: Managing Growth 

 

4. We recognise and support the need for this policy to explain how future growth 

will be distributed and specifically the function of Settlement Development 

Boundaries. We note the guidance relating to Smaller Rural Settlements within 

this policy stating:- 

 

“For Smaller Rural Settlements (Policy SD4), the Settlement Development 

Boundaries are defined beyond the extent of existing built development to 

include a range of possible development sites that could accommodate the 

maximum number of new homes proposed for that settlement either individually 

or cumulatively.” 

 

5. We support this approach but consider priority should be given wherever 

possible to previously developed land if it represents a sustainable location for 

future village housing.  

 

PART B 

 

6. Great Holland comprises two separate built up areas as defined in Proposals 

Inset Map No. 28. The main village services and facilities lie in the southern 

area of the village with its church, village store/post office and public house. 

  

7. Attention is here drawn to the availability of an additional site for village 

housing within the southern built up area, as indicated in Annex 1. The site 

comprises outbuildings once associated with Larges Farm but now in separate 

ownership. The site is currently accessed by way of a farm access road from the 

junction of Rectory Road with Main Road B1032. This access also serves an 

electricity sub-station and adjoining farm land.  
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8. In view of the position of the access, which generates slowing and turning 

movements directly on the junction, a detailed assessment of the current access 

in terms of its suitability to serve up to 5 dwellings and the opportunity to 

provide an alternative access, was commissioned from Intermodal 

Transportation Ltd. Their main opinion and strategy is set out in Annex 2. Their 

detailed recommendations advise the provision of a new access 59m to the north 

so that the access falls fully onto the B1032 Main Road and there is sufficient 

separation of this access from Rectory Road.  

 

9. Our proposals as set out in Annex 3 are to provide a small housing scheme for 4 

village houses with associated open space and a new access. A redefined 

Settlement Development Boundary would include the access within the SDB 

and also provide access to the sub-station and farm land enabling the existing 

farm access to be closed. The new access therefore represents a highway safety 

gain.  

 

10. The proposed open space area extends to 0.10 ha and will include the currently 

run-down roadside pond and the creation of an attractive landscaped area at an 

entrance to the village.  

 

11. The proposed layout provides for landscaping along the northern edge of the 

site which will further integrate the development into the wider landscape.  

 

12. The proposed inclusion of a developed farmstead site and associated land within 

the SDB will deliver a sustainable housing scheme with community benefits 

arising from the open space and highway safety improvements.  

 

PART C 

 

13. We seek an amendment to the Great Holland Settlement Development 

Boundary to include land identified in Annex 1 in order to provide village 

housing and open space.  
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14. Action: Amend Policies Map Inset 28 to include land fronting Main Road 

B1032, as identified in Annex 1, within the Great Holland Settlement 

Development Boundary. 

 

 

 

 

Chartered Town Planner  

January 2013 



 

 

Annex 1 

 

Land fronting Main Road, Great Holland 
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Tendring District Local Plan: 
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and  hard copies are  available at  the  District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district. 

 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 

 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 
 

 

PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: 
 

A H Brown Farms 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: N/A 

Address: c/o The Agent 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 

Name of agent: Edward Gittins & Associates 

 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: Mr. Edward Gittins 

E-mail:    Tel No: (  

 

Post Code:  
 

 
 
 

Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 



 

PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 
 

 

Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 

 Support            Object     (Please tick one box) 
 
 
Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be: 

 
•  “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 

objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development; 

 
•  “Justified”  –  the  plan  should  be  the  most  appropriate  strategy,  when  considered  against  the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

 
•  “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 

on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
•  “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework 
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 

 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 

 
 

Comment(s) 

Paragraph 2.21 
 
Policy SD4 
 
Policies Map Inset 
28 
 

See attached Representations (our ref. HF1) 

 



 

If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination? 

 

Yes            No     (Please tick one box) 
 

 
 

If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination) 

 

To discuss the highway benefits and the acceptability of this developed site for village housing. 
 

 
 

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 
 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 

 

 
 
 

Please sign and date this form:   Signed       Date: 07 January 2013 
 
 
 
 

 

All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th  January 2013. 
Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 

 
Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 

District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 
 



Mary Foster 

From: Edward Gittins & Associates 
Sent: 07 January 2013 14:56
To: Planning.policy
Subject: Tendring District Local Plan 2011-2021 Proposed Submission Draft
Attachments: Hamford Farming HF1 Representation Form.pdf; Hamford Farming HF1.pdf

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam, 
  
Please find attached Representations of Objection (together with completed Forms) on behalf of 
Hamford Farming (our ref. HF1) which I hereby submit in response to the above consultation 
exercise. 
  
I would be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this email and the attached documents 
with a brief reply. 
  
Yours faithfully, 
  
Edward Gittins 
  
    
  

 
  

 

This e-mail message and any attached file is the property of the sender and is sent in confidence to the addressee only. The contents are not to be disclosed 
to anyone other than the addressee. Unauthorised recipients are requested to preserve this confidentiality and to advise the sender immediately of any error 
in transmission. If you experience difficulty with opening any attachments to this message, or with sending a reply by email, please telephone on + 44 (0)
1787 281855. 
 
Any advice contained in this e-mail or any accompanying file attached hereto is for information purposes only. Edward Gittins & Associates do not take 
any responsibility for differences between the original and the transmission copy or any amendments made thereafter. If the addressee requires Edward 
Gittins & Associates to be responsible for the contents of this e-mail, Edward Gittins & Associates will be pleased to issue a signed hard copy of the 
document upon request. 

  



Ref: NLP002159   
Date Added: 12/21/2012 10:09:16 AM 
Chapter: 12. Countryside and Smaller Rural Settlements  Section: Development in Smaller Rural 
Settlements (Within Settlement Development Boundaries) 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr Abdulla Gurg  
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation: Easa Saleh Al Gurg Group 
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Colin Tebb 
Agent Job Title: Chartered Planning Consultant 
Agent Organisation: Chesterton Humberts 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: Whilst we welcome the new defined village boundaries, in this case, around the 
smaller rural settlement of Great Holland, we consider that the 6% threshold for new housing over 
the plan period 2011 - 2021 is too restrictive (Policy SD4), and that modest developments of 10 or 
more dwellings SHOULD be permitted on appropriate sites. In this case, we have a redundent farm 
complex (Manor Farm), which lies within the newly defined village boundary and has excellent 
access to the main road through the village. Therefore, it is considered that where there is a 
potential re-development of effectively brownfield land/sites, in appropriate locations, then provided 
such developments are not excessive in relation to the settlement they form part of, (in terms of 
traffic, impact upon neighbours, demand upon local services, etc) then developments of 10+ 
dwellings should be permitted. This would be more consistent with the new 2012 National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF), which indicates that local people should decide where they want 
housing to go, rather than a top-down imposition of housing figures/targets, particularly where such 
developments have the endorsement of Town or Parish Councils. We therefore object tom Policy 
SD4 on the basis it is inconsistent with the NPPF recommendations. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: N 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 12/28/2012 11:48:59 PM 
Attachment: N 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: 















 
 
 
 

Great Oakley 



Mary Foster 

From: Viktoria Oakley 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:15
To: Planning.policy
Subject: Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submissions - Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green
Attachments: Great Oakley Tendring Rep.pdf; CDBF - Great Oakley.pdf; CDBF - Tendring Green.pdf; Tendring Green 

Planning Rep.pdf; ATT00001.txt
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04/02/2013

Dear Sirs, 
  
Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submission – Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green 
  
Please find attached the submission documentation for the above named representations in relation to 
 the Chelmsford Diocesan Board of Finance landholdings at Great Oakley and Tendring Green. 
  
I look forward to confirmation that you have received these representations. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Viktoria  
  
  

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  

          
  

 
  
This Email is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the 
information herein. If you have received this Email in error please contact us immediately. Strutt and 
Parker will accept no liability for the mis-transmission, interference, or interception of any Email and you 
are reminded that Email is not a secure method of communication.  
  
Strutt & Parker LLP is a limited liability partnership and is registered in England and Wales with registered 
number OC334522. A List of members’ names is open to inspection at our registered office.  
  
For further details of Strutt & Parker LLP please visit our web site http://www.struttandparker.com 
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Tendring District Local Plan:  
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and hard copies are available at the District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  
 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 

 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: 
 
………………………………….Chelmsford Diocesan Board of Finance ……………..…….…………… 
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: …………Please see agent details…………….. 
 
E-mail: …………………………………..…………………… Tel No…………………….……………………. 
 
Address …�����������������������……………………………………………………………….  
 
………………………………………………………………………………………. Post Code:��…………….. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 
………………………Strutt and Parker LLP………………..……………………………………………………. 
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: ……Viktoria Oakley……………..….……………… 
 
E-mail: ……… Tel No … ………… 
 
Address . ……………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………. Post Code: …  
 

 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 
 
 
 

Please turn over � 
 

 



PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 

 
Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 

Support �  Object              (Please tick one box) 
 
 

Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be:  
 

• “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development;   

 
• “Justified” – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  
 

• “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
• “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework  
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 
Comment(s) 

Policy SD5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strutt and Parker LLP have been instructed by of the Chelmsford Diocesan Board 
of Finance (CDBF) to submit representations to the Tendring District Local Plan 
(2012) proposed submission draft consultation, specifically relating to their land 
interests at Great Oakley.  The landholdings in question are outlined in red on the 
plan accompanying this representation.      
 
Having reviewed the proposals map and Local Plan document, Strutt and Parker 
support Policy SD5 in relation to the amendment of the Great Oakley Settlement 
Boundary to include the allotment land owned by my clients.  The inclusion of the 
land provides an opportunity to take forward proposals on behalf of CDBF with the 
intention of working with the Parish Council, other landowners and key 
stakeholders to meet housing and local community requirements for the village. 
 
However, in relation to the land to the north of the settlement abutting the 
settlement boundary to the south east corner of the landholding.  We would request 
that the settlement boundary is amended.  We consider it would be important to 
also include this area of land so that there is flexibility to the District and Parish 
Council in terms of delivering housing requirements and related community 
benefits.     

          
 
 



 
 
If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?                                                                                                                     
 
                                                                                                                                                   

                 Yes   No          �       (Please tick one box) 
 
   
 
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination)  
 

 
N/A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

             

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 
 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 
 

 
Please sign and date this form:   
 

              

                                               
 
 

1/2013 
            

 
All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th January 2013. 

Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 
 

Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 
District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 





























 
 
 
 

Kirby-le-Soken 

















Mary Foster 

From: Derek Stebbing [d
Sent: 06 January 2013 13:44
To: Planning.policy
Cc: Coral Born
Subject: Tendring District Local Plan - Proposed Submission Draft 2012 : Representation
Attachments: Tendring District Local Plan - Representation 06.01.13.docx

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sirs 
  
Please find attached a formal Representation to the above Plan, which is being made on behalf of Miss. 
C. Born  
  
A paper copy of this Representation is also being delivered to your offices on today's date, in advance of 
the closing date for Representations. 
  
I would be grateful if you could please keep me informed concerning future progress with this Draft Plan. 
  
  
Yours faithfully 
  
  
Derek A. Stebbing  



                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                          
6th January, 2013 

 

         

 

 

Dear Sirs 

REPRESENTATION TO THE TENDRING DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN – PROPOSED SUBMISSION DRAFT 2012 

This is a formal Representation to the above Plan, and is submitted on behalf of Miss Coral Born, 
.  I confirm that I am acting as 

her agent in making this Representation. 

Specifically, this Representation is made to the Housing Supply policy of the Plan (Policy PEO1), the 
Housing Trajectory policy (Policy PEO2) and to the Policy for the future development of Smaller Rural 
Settlements (Policy SD4), which includes the settlement of Kirby‐le‐Soken.   

A further Representation is made to the Draft Proposals Map of the Plan – for the settlement of 
Kirby‐le‐Soken, and specifically to the non‐inclusion of land to the north of Walton Road, Kirby‐le‐
Soken within the draft settlement boundary for that settlement. 

The Draft Plan fails to meet the necessary Tests of Soundness for future Sustainable Development 
across the district of Tendring in the way that it seeks to distribute future Housing growth.  The Draft 
Plan seeks to secure the delivery of 400 new homes per annum up to 2021, by making a series of 
potential site allocations across the district, and by making a series of adjustments to the Settlement 
Boundaries of certain settlements, including Kirby‐le‐Soken.  In total, these allocations and revisions 
to Settlement Boundaries do not provide sufficient certainty that the Plan will ensure the delivery of 
the necessary new homes for the district.  Furthermore, an arbitrary “cap” of 6% is placed upon the 
potential growth in the Housing stock of settlements across the district – which in the case of Kirby‐
le‐Soken amounts to 36 new dwellings above the current Housing stock of 594 dwellings.  This “cap” 
will serve as a barrier and constraint to the successful delivery of new homes at sustainable locations 
across the district, and is not supported by any robust technical evidence – for example, in terms of 
infrastructure capacity assessments ‐which would support the decision as to why such a “cap “ has 
been placed upon the potential growth  of settlements, or is in any way necessary. 

Any objective environmental and infrastructure assessment of the district as a whole demonstrates 
that certain settlements have the capacity to accommodate Housing and other supporting 
development in the period up to 2021 above a “cap” of 6%, in some cases by a significant amount.  



Indeed, a number of settlements would clearly benefit by allowing a higher quantum of 
development, as it would support the delivery of infrastructure that would promote more 
sustainable patterns of development.  Conversely, certain other settlements fail to demonstrate that 
they have the capacity to achieve growth of 6% without causing significant environmental, social and 
transportation  problems – or, in other words, unsustainable development.  

In summary, the Plan fails to address the issue of Housing growth in a way that would secure 
Sustainable Development across the district.  On the key issue of Housing  growth, it is a Plan where 
the parameters of potential development have not been determined by evidence, but by other 
factors – the most notable of which is the arbitrary 6% cap on Housing growth. This is in 
fundamental conflict with the Government’s National Planning Policy Framework, and is contrary to 
the principles of Plan‐making in the current economic climate where the Government is seeking to 
support suitable Housing and Employment development at locations where it is not fettered by 
unnecessary and arbitrary planning constraints.  The Draft Plan fails to meet the Tests of Soundness 
on this, and a number of other, key factors.  

In the case of Kirby‐le‐Soken, it is a settlement that has good access to the established retail and 
employment centres of Frinton and Walton.  It already supports a range of local facilities, and it 
functions in many ways more akin to settlements higher in the Settlement Hierarchy  than many of 
the other Smaller Rural Settlements with which it is grouped.  My client owns land to the North of 
Walton Road,  to the north of  her property at Granary Cottage and the neighbouring property of 
Brick Barns, which can be made available for suitable Housing development immediately. This can be 
achieved and secured – with certainty – by extending the Settlement Boundary of Kirby‐le‐Soken 
eastwards to include land north of Walton Road, as far as Island Lane.  It would provide a sustainable 
pattern of development, close to the village centre, on land that is free of any environmental 
constraints – and any new housing would be developed at a density appropriate to the character of 
the settlement as a whole. This land can be made available for development within the first 5 years 
of the Plan period, to secure delivery of new housing in accordance with the necessary Five Year 
Supply, in contrast to a number of other sites allocated for potential development in the Draft Plan.  

To conclude, would you please acknowledge receipt of this Representation, and I confirm that I 
would wish to appear at a future Examination into the Draft Plan.  I will prepare the necessary  
Proofs of Evidence to support this Representation in accordance with the timetable to be set, in due 
course, by the appointed Inspector. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

Derek A. Stebbing B.A. (Hons), Dip E.P, MRTPI 

 

Cc Miss C. Born  

     



To 
Planning Policy 
Tendring District Council 
Council Offices 
Thorpe Road 
Weeley 
Essex. 
 

  

  

  



Mary Foster 

From: David Fletcher
Sent: 07 January 2013 12:42
To: Planning.policy
Subject: RE: Draft New Local Plan- Sites to the north and south of Walton Road, Kirby- Le Soken email 1 of 4
Attachments: Kirby- Delivery Statement.pdf; Kirby Representation Form.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam,  
  
Please find attached representation form and accompanying delivery statement to accompany the 
submission of information to promote land to the north and south of Walton Road, Kirby‐ Le‐ Soken on 
behalf of Mr D and J Eagle.  
  
Email 1 of 4, Appendices A to D to follow.  
  
Please let me know if you require hard copies of the attached. If you could please acknowledge receipt 
of the representation that would be appreciated.  
  
Kind Regards 
  
David  
  
David Fletcher 
Associate Planner 
Strutt & Parker LLP 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 This representation has been prepared by John McLarty 

MSc MRTPI on behalf Mr J Eagle and Mr D Eagle to support 
the promotion of land to the north and south of Walton Road 
as part of the current Tendring District Council Local Plan 
Proposed Submission Draft.  

1.2 This document relates to two sites and provides a 
comprehensive assessment against the key policy criteria 
set out within Tendring District Council’s current Local Plan 
consultation. This includes assessment of the credentials of 
the sites against the key planning policies.   

 
1.3 In accordance with criteria set out in the Planning and 

Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) and the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF) when allocating sites for 
development Local Authorities need to be satisfied that their 
plan is “sound.” Paragraph 182 of the NPPF to be sound a 
Development Plan Document should be positively prepared, 
justified, effective and consistent with national policy.  

 
1.4 To be positively prepared means the plan must be: 
 
 ‘prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 

objectively assessed development and infrastructure 
requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and 
consistent with achieving sustainable development.  

 
1.5   To be ‘justified’ means that the document must be:  

 
‘The plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when 
considered against the reasonable alternatives, based on 
proportionate evidence’  
 

1.6 “Effective” means that the document must be:  
  

‘The plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when 
considered against reasonable alternatives, based on 
proportionate evidence; 

 
1.7 To support the promotion of Land to the North and South of 

Walton Road, Kirby le-Soken a number of supporting 
documents have been undertaken by suitably qualified 
specialist consultants. This includes the following:  

 
• Phase 1 Habitat Survey, prepared by DF Clark 

Bionomique Limited. 
• Arboricultural Report and landscape opportunities and 

constraints plan, prepared by DF Clark Bionomique 
• Highways, Drainage and Utilities Statement, prepared by 

Ardent Consulting Engineers  
• Initial concept Masterplan, prepared by Go Planning  

 
1.8 The supporting documentation, along with the evidence 

submitted in this report proves beyond doubt that the sites 
are both deliverable, founded on a robust evidence base 
and the most appropriate sites for new development to 
come forward in Tendring. Both sites are also fully 
supported by the emerging Local Plan. 
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2. THE SITES AND THEIR SURROUNDINGS 
 
2.1 Kirby le-Soken is a village in the Tendring District of North 

East Essex. It is located less than a mile north of Kirby 
Cross and one mile west of Walton-on-Naze and 2 miles 
North West of Frinton-on-Sea.  

 
2.2 This promotion relates to two different sites, located to the 

north and south of Walton Road, north- east of the Kirby le-
Soken existing settlement boundary. Site 1 is an 
unconstrained area of agricultural land and site 2 consists of 
agricultural land with several old redundant outbuildings.  
The size of the sites are approximately 0.8ha (Site 1) and 
0.4ha (Site 2). Walton Road runs east to west in-between 
the two sites.  

2.3 Site 1 is bordered to the north by agricultural fields, with 
Walton Road to the south. To the west is residential housing 
and an overgrown orchard to the east. The second site is 
south of Site 1, with Walton Road to the north and 
residential developments on all remaining sides.  

 
2.4 It is intended that the eastern part of the site 1 will be 

provided for housing, with the western area provided as a 
landscape buffer zone/public open space. This landscaping 
will also help soften the impact of the development whilst 
traveling west to east along Walton road. 
 

2.5 Site 1 is intended to accommodate 10 units and Site 2, 8 
units. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 location of the sites in Kirby le-Soken. 
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3.  PLANNING POLICY CONSIDERATIONS  

3.1 Tendring are currently in the process of preparing a new 
Local Plan which will replace the current adopted Local 
Plan. In early 2013 Tendring will be submitting the new 
Local Plan to the Government for independent examination. 
Final adoption will be late 2013 / early 2014.  

3.2 This section assesses planning policies from within the 
current Local Plan Proposed Submission Draft in relation to 
the two sites in Kirby le-Soken. The answers are focused on 
whether the plan is considered to be positively prepared, 
justified, effective and consistent with national policy.  

 Policy SD1: Presumption in favour of sustainable 
development  

3.3 This policy is considered to be sound and consistent with 
national planning policy. It sets out the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development, especially in instances 
where the Development Plan is not up to date. This 
approach is supported.   

 SD4: Smaller rural settlements 

3.4 This policy sets out that between 1st April 2011 and 31st 
March 2021, Kirby le-Soken will be allowed to accommodate 
a 6% increase in housing stock. This policy is supported and 
is fully consistent with National guidance. It recognises that 
growth is required in smaller settlements to support the local 
economy and provide affordable housing for local residents.  
PSD4 states that no single housing development will exceed 

10 dwellings in size. This is reflected in the design of Site 1 
of the application, which is 10 dwellings in size as well as 
site 2, which is 8 dwellings in size (refer to the masterplan in 
Appendix E). 

3.5 Both sites are considered to be suitable size given the size 
of Kirby- le- Soken and its allocation as a ‘smaller rural 
settlement’ within the settlement hierarchy. It is also 
considered that planning policy should be given for 
development of these sites, given their good relationship to 
the development boundary and existing residential housing 
in Kirby- Le- Soken.  

 Policy SD5: Managing Growth 

3.6 The Councils approach to re- define the settlement 
development boundaries to account for development sites 
that could potentially accommodate the maximum number of 
new homes proposed for that settlement either individually 
or cumulatively, is fully supported.  

3.7 In order to manage growth and carefully control urban 
sprawl Kirby Le- Soken has a “Settlement Development 
Boundary”.  Both Sites 1 and 2 are proposed to be included 
within this boundary. This approach and the proposed 
development boundary map for Kirby- Le- Soken is strongly 
supported. It identifies suitable development sites, such as 
sites 1 and 2 being promoted by Mr J and D Eagles in Kirby- 
Le- Soken. In accordance with the NPPF it also clearly sets 
out a presumption in favour of protection of the countryside 
outside of proposed defined settlement limits. The proposed 
settlement boundary map for Kirby- Le- Soken and policy 
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SD5 is considered to provide a suitable balance between 
seeking to support growth and providing choice and 
competition for market land as required by the NPPF. The 
policy will also protect the countryside from development in 
unsuitable locations.   

 
 Policy SD8: Transport and Accessibility  
 
3.8 This policy is supported; it has been fully justified and is in 

accordance with national policy. As demonstrated in section 
5 of this report both sites are located in sustainable location 
along a key bus route and in close proximity to local 
services.  

 
 Policy SD9: Design of New Development  
 
3.9 This policy is supported and is fully justified. The proposed 

masterplan (refer to section 8) shows an indicative layout for 
both sites, that is in full accordance with this proposed 
policy. 

 
Policy PE01 Housing Supply 

 
3.10 This policy sets out that the Council seeks to deliver circa 

4,000 dwellings (net) between 1st April 2012 and 31st 2021.  
This reflects the 6% increase in the districts total housing 
stock. This includes provision for 280 dwellings to be 
delivered within the Settlement Development Boundaries of 
Smaller Rural Settlements. This policy is supported and it 
provides a good mix of growth, with key areas of growth 

being focused on the larger settlements, but also with 
provision for development in smaller settlements, as 
required to allow smaller settlements to thrive. This 
approach is considered to be in full accordance with the 
NPPF and has been fully justified by the Council.  

  
 Policy PEO2: Housing Trajectory  
 
3.11 This policy is supported as it sets out that the Council will 

seek to maintain a 5 year housing land supply, plus an 
additional 5%. This is in accordance with the guidance set 
out in the NPPF and this part of the policy is consistent with 
national framework.  

 
3.12 It is considered that additional clarity and justification should 

be provided within this policy to account for the large 
fluctuations in predicted housing growth on the year by year 
basis between April 2011 and March 2021. The current 
policy does not provide clear justification for the rationale 
behind the relatively low increase in dwelling stock at the 
beginning and end of the plan period, when compared to the 
high level of growth within the middle of the plan period. It is 
requested that clarification is provided on this point.  

 
Policy PEO3: Housing Density  

 
3.13 This policy is supported. The initial masterplan for both sites 

as shown in section 8 have sought to respond to this policy 
and provide a density that is suitable for the edge of 
settlement location of both sites.  
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 Policy PEO8 and PE09: Aspirational & Family Housing 
 
3.14 Both of these policies are generally supported; the initial 

masterplan has sought to respond to this by providing low 
density ‘Aspirational Housing’ that meets the requirements 
of this policy.  

 
 Policy PEO10: Council Housing  
 
3.15 This policy is supported and provides an appropriate level of 

affordable housing that meets the shortfall but will not 
compromise the viability of most developments. This is in 
accordance with the NPPF.  
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4. DETAILED EVALUATION OF THE SITES 

4.1 This section and the following sections provide further detail 
to support section 3 and provide further evidence to support 
the promotion of the sites. This part of the document should 
be considered in response to policy SD4.  

 Ownership and Deliverability  

4.2 The sites are both under the joint ownership of Mr J Eagle 
and Mr D Eagle and they are fully committed to a promotion 
for residential development as part of the Tendring District 
Local Plan.  Therefore the proposed development is fully 
deliverable. The owners have also declared willingness to 
provide a high- quality development.   

 Kirby le-Soken- Suitable Location to Accommodate 
Growth 

4.3 Kirby le-Soken is a suitable location for additional growth 
because of its relatively un-constrained nature, when 
compared to other key settlements and given that it benefits 
from some key services and has good public transport links.  

4.4 The sites have the capacity to comfortably to accommodate 
10 and 8 dwellings respectively. This should be seen as a 
suitably sized development which would integrate into the 
village of Kirby le-Soken and will be in keeping with the 
scale and character of the existing settlement as well as 
policy SD4.  As such both sites are appropriate for 
residential development.  

 

 

Picture 1: View of Site 1 towards Kirby- Le- Soken village centre 

 

Picture 2: Redundant former agricultural buildings.  
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5.  DELIVERY OF THE DEVELOPMENT: TRANSPORT 
ASSESSMENT  

5.1 In order to demonstrate that development on these sites is 
both fully deliverable and achievable a number of 
consultant’s reports have been undertaken. The full 
consultant’s reports are contained within the appendices of 
this delivery statement; however a brief summary of the key 
findings of each report is set out in this section and the 
following sections of the delivery statement.  

5.2 A transport assessment of both sites has been undertaken 
by Ardent Consulting Engineers. The transport assessment 
has included an assessment of public transport links, 
highway capacity and potential access points, all matters 
that are considered to be important to demonstrate that the 
sites are fully deliverable. 

Sustainable Location of the Sites   

5.3 As set out within section 2 of Ardent’s report both sites are 
located in a sustainable location and benefit from being 
within a short walking distance to the local village shop, 
church and restaurant/takeaway facilities. They also benefit 
from being located on a main bus route, with three bus 
routes that run directly adjacent along Walton Road. This 

gives a combined bus frequency of every 15 minutes. This 
allows for easy access to the larger settlements of Clacton, 
Frinton, Walton on the Naze as well as Colchester. The 
sustainable location of the sites is shown on figure 1.  

 Highway Network and Access 

5.4 Section 3 of the Transport Statement relates to Highways 
and transport. This sets out that Walton Road is identified as 
a ‘Main Distributor Road’ by the Highway Authority and in 
capacity terms is a suitable road to accommodate additional 
housing growth.  

5.5 When the proposals are delivered, it is recommended that 
the existing 30mph speed limit on Walton Road be relocated 
approximately 100 metres east of the southern parcel of 
land (site 2). This will provide a speed limit that is 
appropriate for a residential area and would likely to be a 
requirement of the Highway Authority.  

5.6 Both sites benefit from being located along a relatively 
straight stretch of road. On the basis of a 30mph speed limit 
the Transport Statement demonstrates that adequate 
visibility will be able to be provided in both east and west 
directions for both sites, as appropriate for the size of the 
two sites.    
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Figure 2: Sustainable Location of the Site © Ardent Consulting 
Engineers (2012)  
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6.  FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT, DRAINAGE AND UTILITIES 
APPRAISAL 

6.1 As part of the remit of work undertaken by Ardent Consulting 
Engineers a Flood Risk, Drainage and Utilities appraisal of 
both sites has been undertaken. This appraisal has been 
informed by initial discussion with Anglian Water and the 
Environment Agency, as well as other statutory bodies.   

Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage 

6.2 Both sites are located within a flood zone 1 (low risk zone) 
and therefore pass the Environment Agency flood risk 
sequential test as set out in the National Planning Policy 
Framework. The purpose of the sequential test is to give 
preference to sites within flood zone 1 over sites within flood 
zone 2 and 3 and is a material consideration when 
determining the most suitable areas to allocate for new 
development.  

6.3 The flood risk assessment demonstrates that the sites are at 
low risk of from both fluvial and tidal flooding. The sites also 
benefit from nearby drainage ditches, which may have the 
ability to accommodate groundwater flows from the 
development. If an allocation was received, it is also 
intended that sustainable urban drainage systems will be 
implemented throughout the new development to ensure 
that overland and underground flows are adequately 
managed.  

6.4 For the northern site (site 1) the SuDs system is likely to 
include lined permeable paving to private drives and parking 

discharging to oversized pipes to store all events upto the 
100 year storm events, discharging either to a new surface 
water sewer in Walton Road (to be provided as part of the 
development) or to the existing ditch to the east of the site.   

6.5 The southern site (site 2) is also envisaged to be lined 
permeable paving to private drives and parking discharging 
to oversized pipes to store all events up to the 100 year 
storm period, discharging to the existing ditch at greenfield 
run off rates.  

6.6 The drainage report demonstrates that both sites are 
deliverable in flood risk terms and will not increase flood risk 
off site.  

Foul Water Drainage Strategy  

6.7 Anglian Water have confirmed that record plans indicate the 
presence of 225mm foul sewer running east- west in Walton 
Road and another decommissioned foul sewer running 
south along Meadow View then east along the front of the 
sites.  

6.8 The sites are within the catchment of Walton on the Naze 
Sewage Treatment Plant. Anglian Water has confirmed that 
there is adequate capacity available to accommodate foul 
flows from the sites and that the proposed development 
flows can be accommodated within the existing 225mm 
public sewer.  

6.9 The National Grid have also confirmed has and electricity 
supply in the area and the development is fully deliverable in 
this regard.   
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7.  LANDSCAPE AND ECOLOGY  

7.1 To support this delivery statement an ecology and 
arboricultural survey, along with a landscape constraints and 
opportunities plan of both sites has been undertaken by DF 
Clarke Bionomique. Both reports can be reviewed in 
appendix B and C respectively.  

Ecology  

7.2 The phase 1 ecology report provides an overview of the 
ecological considerations with regard to the delivery of 
development on each site. The vast majority of site 1 is laid 
down to arable agricultural use and is of low ecological 
value. The margins of the site include some young trees, a 
hedgerow and an area of improved grassland.  

7.3 Site 2 is redundant farmyard/stables, with a number of 
buildings on site. The remainder of the site has areas of 
shrubs and trees. The buildings on the site provide 
moderate to high potential to support roosting bats. Prior to 
the submission of a formal planning application on the site 
additional surveys will be undertaken to establish if there is 
any presence of bats.  

7.4 The ecology survey also identify that the buildings on site 2, 
along with the tree and hedgerows at the site boundaries 
may have the potential to support birds, with Swallow nests 
recorded in buildings on site 2. In order to ensure that 
nesting birds are undisturbed as a result of the proposals 
vegetation clearance and building demolition shall be 
undertaken outside of the bird nesting season.  

7.5 In relation to reptiles, site 1 was considered to be unsuitable 
for reptiles while site 2 provides low to moderate quality 
reptile habitat. A reptile survey of site 2 will be undertaken 
prior to the formal submission of any planning application to 
establish if there is any presence of reptiles on the site.  

7.6 Overall site 1 is of low ecological value and although site 2 
has some ecological value, the proposals will be planned to 
ensure that this is not impacted upon as a result of the 
proposals. Overall both sites have the potential to develop 
net- gain in biodiversity, by the integration of a number of 
features at detailed application stage. Therefore in ecology 
terms both sites are considered to be fully deliverable.  

 

Picture 3: Dilapidated stable block towards northern 
boundary of site 2.  
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Hamford Water 

7.7 To the north of both sites is Hamford Water Nature Reserve, 
which is designated as a Special Protected Area (SPA), 
Ramsar Site, National Nature Reserve and Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI). Whilst it is not envisaged that the 
proposals will have any direct impact upon the Nature 
Reserve, it is possible that there may be some impact on 
Hamford Water as the result of a modest increase in visitor 
pressure associated with the proposed new development. 
This is the case not only for this development but for several 
other developments proposed in this broad area of Tendring 
District.  

7.8 As part of the detailed design stage for the proposals it may 
be necessary to provide some mitigation measures to offset 
any visitor impact upon Hamford Water and this will be 
developed as appropriate at detailed planning application 
stage.  

 Arboriculture  

7.9 A tree survey of both sites was undertaken by DF Clarke 
Bionomique. This survey identified a total of eight trees, two 
groups and two hedgerows either on or close to the sites. 
The individual trees on site include two elm and two ash 
trees. Offsite trees in close proximity include three oak trees 
and a corkscrew willow.   

7.10 The recommendation of the arboricultural report is that all of 
the trees both on and adjacent to the site should not be 
considered as a constraint to the development due to their 

poor condition or because of their small size. Boundary and 
off- site trees will be maintained where possible as part of 
the development, provision will also be made for a 
landscaping scheme to replace any trees, which are lost as 
a result of the proposals.  

7.11 The boundary hedgerows along Walton Road were 
identified to have some value in the local landscape. Taking 
this into consideration the hedgerow to the south of site 1 
and to the north of site 2 will be retained where possible but 
with the creation of necessary gaps for access.  

 

Picture 4: Multi stemmed ash at site boundary 
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8.  INITIAL CONCEPT MASTERPLAN  

8.1 To support the promotion of both sites an initial concept 
masterplan has been prepared by Go Planning (see figure 
2). Whilst the masterplan should be considered only as 
indicative at this stage, it does provide detailed information 
to demonstrate that a residential development on this site 
could be successfully achieved in layout terms. The 
masterplan has been fully informed by the consultant’s 
reports, which can be read in the appendices of this report. 
A full copy of the masterplan can be seen in appendix D of 
this report.  

Layout of the Sites  

8.2 The masterplan demonstrates a possible layout of the 
residential development in the future should an allocation be 
achieved. As demonstrated by the consultant’s reports, the 
sites benefit from being relatively un- constrained greenfield 
sites, with ample opportunity to provide access onto Walton 
Road. The sites also benefit from being of a good shape and 
size for development, which allows for a flexible layout and a 
well- connected development.  

8.3 Site 1 will provide 10 new dwellings, which is appropriate 
given the location of the site on the fringe of Kirby- Le- 
Soken. It is also in full accordance with policy SD4 of the 
draft Local Plan, which seeks to limit the size of new 
developments in smaller settlements to 10 dwellings.  

8.4 In relation to the northern site (site 1) care has been taken to 
follow the recommendations of the landscape constraints 
and opportunities plan and arboriculture and ecological 
recommendations. This includes maintaining the hedgerow 
on the southern side of the site, adjacent to Walton Road. It 
is also proposed to enhance the landscape value of site 1 
with provision of additional tree planting towards the western 
boundary, which will also provide biodiversity enhancement 
opportunities.  

8.5 Access is situated towards the west side of the site, which 
provides the visibility required, but also allows for adequate 
separation distance from the access to site 2.  

8.6 In relation to site 2 the proposed layout has sought to 
respect the character of this site of Kirby- Le- Soken, by 
providing a front built line that respects the neighbouring 
residential dwellings on either side. As with site 1 the 
dwellings are set back from the front boundary, which will 
allow large parts of the existing hedge to the front of the site 
to be maintained.  

8.7 Vehicular access is shown centrally within site 2, which 
creates a visually high quality entrance to the site, 
terminated by a key proposed dwelling to the south. In total 
8 dwellings are proposed for site 2, which is of a relatively 
modest density and appropriate given the location of the site 
on the edge of the village of Kirby- Le- Soken.   
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Figure 3: Indicative Masterplan of the Site (See full size plan in Appendix E) 
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9.  CONCLUSION  

9.1 This delivery statement has been made in reference to 
Tendring District Local Plan Proposed Submission Draft 
(2012). This representation has responded to a number of 
questions raised in the consultation, but with particular focus 
in relation to policy SD4.  

9.2 Overall the Council’s submission draft is supported and is 
considered to be justified, effective and in accordance with 
national policy. In particular support is given for the provision 
of 280 additional dwellings in the smaller rural settlements, 
which includes the inclusion of both site 1 and site 2 (subject 
of this report) within the settlement boundary.   

9.3 This report has outlined that both site 1 and site 2 are both 
fully deliverable and are suitable sites to be allocated for 
development. The key support for the development is set 
out as follows:   

• The sites are under the single ownership of Mr J and D 
Eagles and they are both fully committed to bringing both 
sites forward for residential development.  
 

• Both sites are of a moderate size and comply with the 
requirement of policy SD4 that no single development site in 
rural settlements should be larger than 10 dwellings.  
 

• Both sites are adjacent to the existing settlement boundary 
of Kirby- Le- Soken and are well enclosed. It is not 

considered that development of either site will have a major 
impact upon the open countryside.  
 

• The sites are opposite each other and benefit very well 
related to the functional centre of Kirby- Le- Soken as well 
as being situated on a main bus route.  
 

• There is adequate capacity within the highway network to 
accommodate the modest increase in vehicles as a result of 
the development. Adequate visibility splays can also be 
provided from both sites.  
 

• The sites are fully deliverable in ecology, flood risk and 
drainage terms and benefit from potential for connection to 
the existing sewerage network.  
 

• The owners are committed to working with the Council to 
deliver the aspirational and family housing that the village 
needs, with a density appropriate to its urban rural fringe 
location.  
 

9.4 This delivery statement and supporting documents have 
demonstrated that these are the most appropriate two sites 
to accommodate additional growth in Kirby- Le Soken, and 
the Council are urged to allocate this site for development 
as part of the adoption of the New Local Plan. The draft plan 
as submitted is considered to be sound in this regard. 



 
 

 
 
 

Tendring District Local Plan:  
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and hard copies are available at the District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  
 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 

 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: 
Mr J Eagles & Mr D Eagles C/O Strutt and Parker  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: David Fletcher  
 
E-mail:      Tel No:  
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant): .  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 
Name of agent: David Fletcher (contact details as above)  
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: ………………………………………………….………. 
 
E-mail: …………………………………………………………………………… Tel No: ………………………… 
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant): ………………………………………………………………………...... 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………. Post Code: ………………….. 
 
 

 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 
 
 
 

Please turn over � 

 



 
PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 

 
Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 
                 Support �   Object                          (Please tick one box) 
 
 

Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be:  
 

• “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development;   

 
• “Justified” – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  
 

• “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
• “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework  
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 
Comment(s) 

 
 
SD1, SD4, SD5, SD8, 
SD9, PEO1, PEO2, 
PEO3, PEO8, PEO9, 
PEO10.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This representation relates to two sites- land to the north and to the south of 
Walton Road, Kirby Le Soken. Please refer to attached delivery statement for 
details.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Please turn over � 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?                                                                                                                     
 
                                                                                                                                                   

                 Yes   No  �                (Please tick one box) 
 
     
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 
 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 
 

 
Please sign and date this form:  Signed:    D Fletcher                                                  Date: 7/01/13 
            

 
All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th January 2013. 

Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 
 



Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 
District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 



Mary Foster 

From: David Fletcher
Sent: 07 January 2013 12:42
To: Planning.policy
Subject: RE: Draft New Local Plan- Sites to the north and south of Walton Road, Kirby- Le Soken email 2 of 4
Attachments: Appendix A- Kirby Highways Drainage and Utilities Assessment and Drawings.pdf; Appendix A- Highways, 

Drainage and Utilities Appendices.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam,  
  
Please find attached appendix to accompany the submission of information to promote land to the 
north and south of Walton Road, Kirby‐ Le‐ Soken on behalf of Mr D and J Eagle.  
  
Email 2 of 4 
  
David Fletcher 
Associate Planner 
Strutt & Parker LLP 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

          
  

 
  
This Email is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the 
information herein. If you have received this Email in error please contact us immediately. Strutt and 
Parker will accept no liability for the mis-transmission, interference, or interception of any Email and you 
are reminded that Email is not a secure method of communication.  
  
Strutt & Parker LLP is a limited liability partnership and is registered in England and Wales with registered 
number OC334522. A List of members’ names is open to inspection at our registered office.  
  
For further details of Strutt & Parker LLP please visit our web site  
  

Description: Description: sp-signature-final.jpg
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Appendix B  

Development Site Plan 



 
   

  
 

  
   

 
 
 

  

  

 

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  
    

  
  

 
  
 
 

  
 

  
 

  
  
 
  

  

  

  
  
  

   

    

  

  
 

   

   

            
    
  

 
 

 

 
  

   

   

   

   

            
              

              
          

       

    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix C   

National Grid Gas Correspondence 



  
  

Plant Protection 
National Grid 
Block 1; Floor 1 
Brick Kiln Street 
Hinckley 
LE10 0NA   
E-mail: plantprotection@nationalgrid.com 
Telephone: +44 (0)800 688588 

 

National Grid is a trading name for: National Grid is a trading name for: 
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc National Grid Gas plc 
Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH Registered Office: 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5EH 
Registered in England and Wales, No 2366977 Registered in England and Wales, No 2006000 

 

 National Grid Electricity Emergency Number: 
    0800 40 40 90* 
 
National Gas Emergency Number: 
    0800 111 999* 
* Available 24 hours, 7 days/week.  
Calls may be recorded and monitored. 
 
www.nationalgrid.com 

 
 

 

Philippa Illingworth 
Ardent Consulting Engineers Limited 
Fourth Floor 
Diamond house 
36 - 38 Hatton Garden 
London 
EC1N 8EB 
 
 

Date: 30/11/2012 
Our Ref: EA_TE_Z6_2S_15979 
Your Ref: Walton Road, Kirby-le-Soken 
 
RE: Proposed Works, CO13 0DB, Walton Road, Kirby-le-Soken, FRINTON-ON-SEA 

Thank you for your enquiry which was received on 21/11/2012. 

Please note this response and any attached map(s) are valid for 28 days. 

An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid Electricity Transmission plc's and National 
Grid Gas plc's apparatus. Please note it does not cover the items listed in the section "Your Responsibilities 
and Obligations", including gas service pipes and related apparatus. 

For details of National Grid's network areas please see the National Grid website 
(http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Gas/Safety/work/) or the enclosed documentation. 

As your works are at a "proposed" stage, any maps and guidance provided are for information 
only. You must submit a "Scheduled Works" enquiry at the earliest opportunity and failure to do 
this may lead to disruption to your plans and works. National Grid will endeavour to provide an 
initial assessment within 10 working days of receipt of a Scheduled Works enquiry and 
dependent on the outcome of this, further consultation may be required. 

In any event, for safety and legal reasons works must not be carried out until a Scheduled Works 
enquiry has been completed and final response received. 



 
Your Responsibilities and Obligations 

The "Assessment" Section below outlines the detailed requirements that must be followed when planning or 
undertaking your scheduled activities at this location. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that the information you have submitted is accurate and that all relevant 
documents including links are provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you near 
National Grid's apparatus, e.g. as contained within the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations. 

This assessment solely relates to National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (NGET) and National Grid Gas plc 
(NGG) apparatus. This assessment does NOT include: 

● National Grid's legal interest (easements or wayleaves) in the land which restricts activity in proximity 
to National Grid's assets in private land. You must obtain details of any such restrictions from the 
landowner in the first instance and if in doubt contact National Grid. 

● Gas service pipes and related apparatus 
● Recently installed apparatus 
● Apparatus owned by other organisations, e.g. other gas distribution operators, local electricity 

companies, other utilities, etc. 

It is YOUR responsibility to take into account whether the items listed above may be present and if they could 
be affected by your proposed activities. Further "Essential Guidance" in respect of these items can be found 
on the National Grid Website (http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/6D6525F9-59EB-4825-BA89-
DBD7E68882C7/51319/EssentialGuidance.pdf). 

This communication does not constitute any formal agreement or consent for any proposed development work; 
either generally or with regard to National Grid's easements or wayleaves nor any planning or building 
regulations applications. 

NGG and NGET or their agents, servants or contractors do not accept any liability for any losses arising under 
or in connection with this information. This limit on liability applies to all and any claims in contract, tort (including 
negligence), misrepresentation (excluding fraudulent misrepresentation), breach of statutory duty or 
otherwise. This limit on liability does not exclude or restrict liability where prohibited by the law nor does it 
supersede the express terms of any related agreements. 

If you require further assistance please contact the National Grid Plant Protection team via e-mail (click here) or 
via the contact details at the top of this response. 

Yours faithfully 

National Grid Plant Protection Team 
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ASSESSMENT 

Affected Apparatus 
The National Grid apparatus that has been identified as being in the vicinity of your proposed works is: 

● Low or Medium pressure (below 2 bar) gas pipes and associated equipment. (As a result it is highly 
likely that there are gas services and associated apparatus in the vicinity) 

 

Requirements 

BEFORE carrying out any work you must:

● Carefully read these requirements including the attached guidance documents and maps showing the 
location of National Grid apparatus. 

● Contact the landowner and ensure any proposed works in private land do not infringe National Grid's 
legal rights (i.e. easements or wayleaves). If the works are in the road or footpath the relevant local 
authority should be contacted. 

● Ensure that all persons, including direct labour and contractors, working for you on or near National 
Grid's apparatus follow the requirements of the HSE Guidance Notes HSG47 - 'Avoiding Danger from 
Underground Services' and GS6 – 'Avoidance of danger from overhead electric power lines'. This 
guidance can be downloaded free of charge at http://www.hse.gov.uk 

● In line with the above guidance, verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, cables, 
services and other apparatus on site before any activities are undertaken. 
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Appendix D   

Anglian Water Correspondence 



Pumping Station

Manhole

Inlet

Outfall

Sewage Treatment Works

Foul Sewer

Final Effluent

Decommissioned Sewer

(Colour denotes effluent type)

(Colour denotes effluent type)

Surface Sewer
Combined Sewer

(Colour denotes effluent type)

(Colour denotes effluent type)

(Colour denotes effluent type)

This plan is provided by Anglian Water pursuant to its obligations under the Water Industry Act 1991 sec ions 198 or 199. It must be used in conjunction with 
any search results attached. The information on this plan is based on data currently recorded but he position must be regarded as approximate. Service 
pipes, private sewers and drains, and former private sewers and drains transferred to Anglian Water on or after 1 October 2011 are generally not shown. 
Users of this map are strongly advised to commission their own survey of the area shown on the plan before carrying out any works. The actual position of all 
apparatus MUST be established by trial holes. No liability whatsoever, including liability for negligence, is accepted by Anglian Water for any error or 
inaccuracy or omission, including the failure to accurately record, or record at all, the location of any water main, discharge pipe, sewer or drain or disposal 
main or any item of apparatus. This information is valid for the date printed. The plan is produced by Anglian Water Services Limited from Ordnance Survey 
© Crown Copyright, 100018507. This map is to be used for the purposes of viewing the location of Anglian Water infrastructure only. Any other use of the 
map data or further copies are not permitted. This notice is not intended to exclude or restrict liability for death or personal injury resulting from negligence.

Date: 28/11/12 Scale: 1:1250 Data updated: 01/08/12Map Centre: 622806,221917Ordnance Survey Mapping © Crown Copyright 1000018507 Wastewater Plan A3

aaron.hayward@geodesys.com

Private Sewer

Rising Main

(Colour denotes effluent type)



Manhole Reference Liquid Type Cover Level Invert Level Depth to Invert

5801 F 10.329 7.951 2.378

5802 F 14.472 12.764 1.708

5902 F 7.897 7.087 0.81

5903 F -99 -99 -99

6001 F 5.996 4.526 1.47

6801 F 11.711 10.022 1.689

6802 F 13.184 10.632 2.552

6902 F 8.145 6.435 1.71

6903 F 6.445 5.19 1.255

6904 F 7.49 6.464 1.026

7001 F 7.597 5.614 1.983

7801 F 9.702 8.812 0.89

7802 F 11.256 9.953 1.303

7803 F 13.157 11.484 1.673

7901 F 7.919 7.011 0.908

7902 F 8.437 7.259 1.178

8801 F 14.688 12.22 2.468

8802 F -99 -99 -99

8803 F -99 -99 -99

8901 F 9.703 7.638 2.065

8902 F 9.9 7.817 2.083

8903 F

9901 F 11.146 8.771 2.375

5851 S 14.811 12.466 2.345

5951 S 8.022 6.859 1.163

5953 S 9.705 7.282 2.423

6052 S

6751 S 16.307 14.128 2.179

6852 S 11.584 10.333 1.251

6853 S 13.207 11.069 2.138

6951 S 6.427 -99 -99

6952 S 6.565 5.49 1.075

6953 S 7.594 5.614 1.98
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Appendix E   

Affinity Water Correspondence 



 

Affinity Water Limited  Registered Office  Tamblin Way, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL10 9EZ   www.affinitywater.co.uk  tel 01707 268111  fax 01707 277333 
 
Registered in England No. 2546950  

                                                                                          Direct Line      
                            

                          
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                           

Date:          4 December 2012 
Philippa Illingworth - Senior Engineer  

 
  

  
  

  
 

 
Dear Sir / Madam 
 
ENQUIRY - POSITION OF APPARATUS – Walton Road, Kirby-le-Soken, FRINTON-ON-SEA, 
CO13 0DB. 
 
In reply to your recent communication advising of works to be carried out at the above, I enclose a 
copy of our records showing the approximate position of apparatus, which may be affected by your 
work.  Individual services are not shown. 
 
Mains and services should be located by hand excavated trial holes before any mechanical 
apparatus is used.  Provided reasonable notice is given, assistance will be provided in tracing the 
location of apparatus.  This information will be given in good faith but does not release you of the 
responsibility for safety of the Company’s apparatus. 
 
No pipes, cables or other apparatus should be sited or laid directly over the line of the Company’s 
mains or other apparatus. 
 
Where it is necessary to cross over or beneath a water main the excavation should be backfilled 
with lean mix to within 150mm (6”) of the underside of the main, followed by stone free soil, hand 
rammed beneath, around and above the main, to cover it by 300mm (12”).  Further backfilling 
should then be carried out as necessary to the requirements of the Street Authority. 
 
Where services are encountered, pipes and ducts must be adequately supported across the 
excavation. 
 
Requests for assistance or reports of damage to Company apparatus should be made to the above 
officer. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
CHARLES  BOWELL 
DRAUGHTSMAN 
for and on behalf of Affinity Water Limited.  
 



Walton Rd,Kirby-Le-Soken,Frinton-on-sea CO13 0DB 

This plan is based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the permission of the controller of Her 
Majesty's Stationery Office (c) Crown Copyright Reserved Unauthorised reproduction infringes 
Crown Copyright Licence No. 100018267 1:2000 GRPDOM\BowellC

12/4/2012 9:38:49 AM622910,221936

This information is provided for general guidance only. The position of water mains on this plan 
should not be relied upon as being precise. The actual position and depth must be established by 
taking trial holes in all cases. The Company must be given two working days' notice of the intention to 
excavate trial holes. Service pipes are not necessarily shown on this plan

Map Centre

Created by 

Created on 

A4
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Philippa Illingworth

From: Welham, Ross 

Sent: 10 December 2012 14:17

To: Philippa Illingworth

Subject: RE: New development in Walton on Naze and Kirby Le Soken.

Hi Philippa  
 
My apologies for not clarifying by written responce 
 
As per our telephone conversation I can confirm that in the case of these 2 schemes; Hall Lane, Walton on Naze, 
Essex and Walton Road, Kirby Cross, Essex Affinity Water has ample capacity in our network supply both sites via a 
mains extension into the individual sites and without the need for any offsite reinforcement. 
 
I trust this is ok? 
 
Kind Regards Ross 
 
 
 
Ross Welham 
  
Customer Services Technician Supervisor/ Developer Services 

 

  
Sent: 10 December 2012 11:46 

To: Welham, Ross 
Subject: RE: New development in Walton on Naze and Kirby Le Soken. 
 
Hi Ross, 
  
Please can you let me know when I can expect to hear from Affinity Water regarding the capacity 
assessments for the two site, Walton on Naze and Kirby Le Soken. 
  
Kind Regards,  
  
Philippa Illingworth 
Senior Engineer 
  
A  R  D  E  N  T 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
  

Follow us on:   

 
This e-mail is intended for the addressee(s) only. If however you have received this e-mail in error, please 
delete all copies of it and any attachments, and treat the contents as confidential. We apologise for any 
inconvenience this may cause. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix F   

UK Power Networks Correspondence 



 
 

 
   

   
 

 
 

 
 

   
   

   

 
 

 
 

 

           

 
   

  

                 
              

     

                
                   

                 
                

                   
    

       

       

                
   

             
               

    

         

            

                
        

                 
               
 

           



                
                

             
     

                   
          

    

                
             

            
  

                 
              

 

                 
               

             
               

    

                  
      

           
              

             

                
                   

                  
            

  

  
  

   
 



  
  
 

 

 
 

 
    

    

 

   

       
                   

                                
         

          

 

       

                       
                             

   
            

 
      

   

 

       
     
     

    
                 

  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
   

    
 

    

  

 

 

      

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix G   

GTC Correspondence 

 

 



Ms Philippa Illingworth 
Ardent Consulting Engineers

Our Ref:L/34032696/CL

30 November 2012

Dear Ms Illingworth

DOMESTIC BUDGET COSTING – GAS & ELECTRICITY

Project: Walton Road, Kirby-Le-Soken, FRINTON-ON-SEA with 25 domestic gas and 25 domestic 
electric connections
Further to your recent enquiry requesting a budget costing for the provision of gas and electricity infrastructure to 
the domestic properties at the above development, the costing is as follows:

On-site works – You pay GTC £ 10,082.47

If you would like to discuss Smart Meters being installed on this site then please contact us on 
01359 240154, terms and conditions apply.

In addition to this price we have itemised any exceptional and off-site costs that are required, including those by 
the Upstream Network Operators (NWO), to complete the work to supply your site.

We would like to draw your attention to the charges below; it is essential that these charges are included in all 
cost comparisons for this development.

Off-site works (GTC) - Gas: £ 4,645.53

Off-site works (GTC) - Electricity: £ 5,035.00

Network Operator Cost - Gas: £ 100.00

Network Operator Cost - Electricity: £ 3,000.00

Steelwork (Internal) - Gas: £ 0.00

TOTAL OFFSITE - You pay GTC £ 12,780.53

Additional Points of Note

  The Budget Costing is formulated on the basis of a total of 25 domestic plots.

  Our costing includes the installation of domestic gas meters only. 

  We anticipate a lead in period of a minimum of 6 weeks from acceptance of our subsequent firm quotation 
for supply and distribution before work can commence onsite.

 The network will be designed and installed by us. 

 We will supply all materials for the gas and electricity infrastructure.
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 The anticipated lead time to energise the electricity network is a minimum of 14 weeks from acceptance of a 
firm quotation.

Engineering Comments

The developer is responsable for all excavations, the supply and installation of meter boxes, duct laying 
and backfill work onsite unless otherwise requested at the quotation stage. 

The developer will carry out all civil works associated with installing substations on an electric high 
voltage (HV) network.

This quotation includes indicative electric point of connection (PoC) and offsite costs. Costs associated 
with the PoC are therefore subject to change.  Please note: PoC and off-site costs will be provided 
when the upstream DNO has provided these details in full. However, PoC and non contestable charges 
will be the same regardless of who is to own the network.

We have assumed all properties are having gas heating.

We have assumed a Low Voltage connection due to the size of the site.

 

For location of upstream Gas Transporter apparatus, call: 01455 892257

All mains and services on this costing are based on pre excavated trench by the developer apart from 
the connection to the existing main.

This costing is based on meters in conventional externally mounted / semi concealed meter boxes at 
ground level.

This costing excludes any reinforcement costs that may be necessary from connecting to the upstream 
gas transporters network.

We have assumed there will be enough capacity in the Low Pressure network to feed this site.  Any 
reinforcement required will not be chargeable.

The total budget price for your development is Onsite - You pay GTC £10,082.47, Off site - You pay GTC 
£12,780.53, Total = You pay GTC £22,863.00 .

Should you be successful in obtaining and developing this site, we will be pleased to supply a firm quotation.  
Please return a detailed site plan and a completed Quotation Request Form.

Confidentiality

This quotation and associated documentation is confidential between GTC, Ardent Consulting Engineers and 
their associated parties for this project.  It contains commercially sensitive information and should not be divulged 
to any other party without written permission from GTC.
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Mark Lane                     
Regional Sales Manager - London & Essex

Should you require any further details please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

We trust that this budget costing will be acceptable and look forward to receiving your instructions. However if 
there are any points you wish to discuss please contact either myself or my sales support team on (01359) 
240154. We enclose a copy of our Quotation Request Form for any future developments you may require 
quotations for.

Enc: Quotation Request Form
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Appendix H   

Environment Agency Correspondence 

 



 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Philippa Illingworth   
       

    Date  20 December 2012 
       
 
 
Dear Philippa  
 
Walton Rd, Kirby-le-Soken, Frinton on Sea. CO13 0DB 
 
Thank you for your email of 26 November 2012 and payment of £60.00 received on 6 
December 2012.  Following internal consultations we are able to reply to your enquiry as 
below. 
 
This area falls within tidal Flood Zone 1.  Please see the attached map showing the Flood 
Zones (outlines) for the area of the site. 
 
Flood Zone 1, (i.e. a less than 0.1% annual probability of flooding). 
 
The Flood Zone 2 outline shows a 1 in 1000 chance of flooding at a location in any one 
given year (i.e. a 0.1% annual probability of flooding).  
 
The Flood Zone 3 fluvial outline shows a 1 in 100 chance of flooding at a location in any 
one given year (i.e. a 1% annual probability of flooding). 
 
The Flood Zone 3 tidal outline shows a 1 in 200 chance of flooding at a location in any 
one given year (i.e. a 0.5% annual probability of flooding). 
 
The flood outlines show areas of potential flooding as a direct result of floodwater coming 
from a watercourse. No direct effects of surface runoff or surface flooding are included. 
Our Flood Maps show areas at risk of flooding, and not the risk to individual properties. 
This is because we do not hold data on individual properties. 
 
We have checked our historic flooding database and have found no record of flooding in 
this area.  This does not mean that the site has never flooded, only that no flooding has 
been reported to us in this location. 
 
For more information regarding the open coast modelled flood levels, please following the 
link below and search for  SC060064 in the keywords box. 
http://publications.environment-agency.gov.uk/epages/eapublications.storefront?lang= e 
 
 



 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Please find attached to my email the documents listed below: 
 

 Detailed flood map 
 Tidal flood levels 
 Modelled level location map 
 Flood defence location map 
 Standard notice 
 Coastal Boundary Data Information sheet 

 
The reports listed below have been downloaded to a CD and will be posted to you today: 
 

 Coastal flood Boundary conditions  
- Design sea levels 
- Design swell levels 
- Practical guidance design sea levels 
- Practical guidance swell waves 

 
The purpose of the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) is to demonstrate that any 
development will be safe and sustainable. The requirements and level of information 
required within a FRA depends on the development vulnerability and Flood Zone. 
 
Further guidance on any development type within any of the Flood Zones can be found at 
the following website. Here you will find PDF documents detailing the information you will 
need to include in your Flood Risk Assessment. Just click on the relevant link for your 
proposal. http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/93498.aspx 
 
Flood Risk  
Our Flood Map shows the proposed development site to be located within Flood Zone 1, 
classed as low probability risk, as defined in Table 1 of the Technical Guidance to the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). However the proposed scale of 
development (over a hectare) may present risks of flooding on-site and/or off-site if 
surface water run-off is not effectively managed. Footnote 20 of paragraph 103 of the 
NPPF requires applicants for planning permission to submit an FRA when development 
on this scale is proposed in such locations. An FRA is vital if the local planning authority 
is to make informed planning decisions. We offer the following guidance on SUDS.     
  
Foul Water Disposal  
We expect developments discharging domestic sewage to connect to the public foul 
sewer where it is reasonable to do so: we note that network runs to the South of the site. 
The developer will need to clarify which waste water treatment works will receive waste 
water from the development and whether there will be issues with the capacity of the 
network or of the receiving waste water treatment works, or with the effluent quality from 
the treatment works. The developer should consult the Council's Water Cycle Study 
(WCS), and consult with Anglian Water Services Ltd on any issues identified.       
 
  



 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Groundwater  
The site is located outside of a Source Protection Zone (SPZ).  
  
Soakaways for the disposal of surface water should only be used in areas on site where 
they will not present a risk to groundwater, with the depth of soakaway kept to a minimum 
to ensure that the maximum possible depth of unsaturated material remains between the 
base of the soakaway and the top of the water table, ensuring that a direct discharge of 
surface water into groundwater is prevented.  
  
In that regard such soakaways should therefore not be constructed in land affected by 
contamination, where they may promote the mobilisation of contaminants and give rise to 
contamination of groundwater.  
  
Contamination  
For land that may have been affected by contamination as a result of its previous use or 
that of the surrounding land, sufficient information should be provided with the planning 
application to satisfy the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
for dealing with land contamination, in the form of a Preliminary Risk Assessment 
(including a desk study, conceptual model and initial assessment of risk), and to provide 
assurance that the risk to controlled waters is fully understood and can be addressed 
through appropriate measures.  
 
If you would like to discuss the required content of the FRA in more detail, please email 
us at Corporate.Services@environment-agency.gov.uk.  
 
Please see the attached notice for details of the permitted use of the information 
provided. 
 
If we can be of any further assistance, please do contact the Corporate Services Team at 
the number below. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Karen Brown 
External Relations Officer 
 
Corporate Services Team 
01473 706720 



 

 

 

 
Coastal Boundary Data Q&A - Version 2, February 2011 
 
So what is this new information about? 

This national R&D project (Ref SC060064) provided a scientifically robust national evidence base and 
practical guidance on appropriate design sea level and swell wave conditions around the country 
(England, Wales and Scotland) and how to use them. 

The project has produced a number of very useful outputs: 

 • Consistent set of design sea levels, uncertainty data and design surge curves around England, 
 Wales and Scotland. 

 • Consistent set of design swell wave conditions around England, Wales and Scotland 

 • Practical Guidance on applying these datasets 

This information is used for a variety of purposes. For instance, it informs and feeds into flood maps, 
modelling, FCRM strategies, schemes and flood risk assessments.  

How has the information been derived? 

In order to calculate the design sea levels we have used observed tide gauge data from the national 
strategic network (Class A) along with a number of our own tide gauges. The Skew Surge Joint 
Probability Method (SSJPM) has been developed, which is an improved and more robust statistical 
method for this purpose. Modelled information has been used to help derive values between these 
strategic tide gauges to provide a consistent coverage around the whole mainland UK coastline. 

For the design swell wave conditions, modelled data from a Met Office wave model has been used. 
This data was statistically analysed and comparisons made against observed wave data to verify the 
results.  

Has the study been peer reviewed? 

Yes the work was peer reviewed by experts at Southampton University and Deltares in the 
Netherlands. 

I am concerned about the large differences in values in some locations and the effects 
on my project. 

An improved method and longer observed data series have been used to produce this new information. 
This has lead to differences compared to previous estimates. 

Most design extreme sea level values are within +/- 0.2m of existing levels, which is regarded as good 
agreement. However, in some places the differences are larger: Wales 0.2-0.6m lower, Southern 
region within +/- 0.3m, Northwest region 0.2 – 0.3m lower, South West region up to 0.4m lower. 
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Datasheet Reference CCE/2012/49261

Tidal flood levels (mAODN) 

Node 100% (1:1) 50% (1:2) 20% (1:5) 10% (1:10) 5% (1:20) 4% (1:25) 2% (1:50) 1.3% (1:75) 1% (1:100) 0.66% (1:150) 0.5% (1:200) 0.4% (1:250) 0.33% (1:300) 0.2% (1:500) 0.1% (1:1000) 0.01% (1:10,000)
0 2.77 2.91 3.09 3.24 3.40 3.45 3.61 3.71 3.79 3.90 3.97 4.03 4.09 4.23 4.43 5.20
1 2.78 2.92 3.10 3.25 3.41 3.46 3.62 3.72 3.80 3.90 3.98 4.04 4.09 4.24 4.44 5.20
2 2.80 2.94 3.12 3.27 3.43 3.48 3.65 3.75 3.82 3.93 4.01 4.07 4.12 4.26 4.46 5.23

CC = Climate Change 

Source of information: Coastal flood boundary conditions UK for mainland & Island  (EA,2011) 

Asset Reference Maintainer Bank
Standard of 
Protection

Overall 
Condition 
Grade Crest Level

051CDHAMF1902C01 EA Coastal Clay Seawall sea defence (man-made) 1 in 50 3 3.2
051CDHAMF2101C01 EA Coastal Clay Counterwall sea defence (man-made) 1 in 50 3 4.2
051CDHAMF2201C01 EA Coastal Clay Seawall sea defence (man-made) 1 in 50 3 2.0

  051CDHAMF2001C01 EA Coastal Clay Seawall sea defence (man-made) 1 in 50 3 3.5

Key to Overall Condition Grades
Grade Rating Description

1 Very Good Cosmetic Defects that will have no effect on performance.
2 Good Minor defects that will not reduce the overall performance of the asset.
3 Fair Defects that could reduce performance of the asset
4 Poor Defects that would significantly reduce the performance of the asset. Further investigation.
5 Very Poor Severe defects resulting in complete performance failure.

Asset Type Asset Description
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1.0 Summary 

An Ecological Appraisal was carried out on land to the north and south of Walton Road, 

Kirby-le-Soken, Essex on 23rd November 2012. The sites (approximate grid reference TM 

228 219) comprise an area of agricultural land with boundary hedgerow (Site 1), and an 

overgrown farmyard and associated buildings (Site 2). The survey areas were 

approximately 0.8ha (Site 1) and 0.4ha (Site 2).  Site 1 has potential to support breeding 

birds, and Site 2 has potential to support breeding birds, bats and reptiles.  However in the 

event that any of these species are found to be present on site, they are unlikely to pose a 

constraint to development if the recommendations of this report are followed.  Any impacts 

on these species can be adequately mitigated within or close to the sites.  

The purpose of this detailed ecological appraisal is to identify all habitats, trees and 

structures that may be of ecological value or support protected species. 

Whilst some minor adverse affects are likely to some ecological components present 

across the sites, overall the proposals have the potential to deliver a net-gain in 

biodiversity with mechanisms in place to offset potential minor adverse effects.  These 

could be implemented in a combination of ways, including careful planning at the detailed 

design stage, input into local recreational facilities, the improvement of existing habitats on 

site and the creation and appropriate management of new habitats on site.  

 

Mechanisms may need to be put in place to avoid any potential impact upon nearby 

Hamford Water Special Protected Area (SPA), Ramsar site, National Nature Reserve and 

Site of Special Scientific Interest as a result of recreational disturbance associated with an 

adjacent footpath. However, with the inclusion of appropriate mitigation a potential effect 

on the ‘integrity of the site in view of its conservation objectives’1 is not likely.  Any 

mitigation measures will be developed as more information becomes available at the 

detailed design stage. Due to the complexities of the sites, we recommend this report is 

read in full. 

The sites do not appear to contain any flora of conservation interest therefore no further 

survey is recommended at this stage. No evidence was found of invasive species such as 

Japanese knotweed on or immediately adjacent to the sites.  

 

The habitats within the sites are generally unsuitable for otters, water vole, dormice and 

amphibians. No evidence of badger was found on either site.  No further surveys in 

respect of these species are recommended. 
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Key Recommendations 

 

 Carry out a reptile survey of Site 2 between April and September inclusive; 

 Carry out bat surveys of the buildings on Site 2 between May and September 

inclusive; 

 The trees, hedges, scrub and buildings on both sites are favourable for nesting birds.  

Vegetation and building clearance should be undertaken during the period October 

to February inclusive to avoid the bird nesting season.  If this is not possible then 

prior to commencement of works on site a check for nesting birds should be 

undertaken by a suitably experienced ecologist and any active nests will need to be 

left in situ until birds have stopped using the nest; 

 Remove the ivy covered mature ash tree on Site 2 outside of the period May to 

September inclusive;  

 With appropriate mitigation it is unlikely that there will be any adverse effect upon 

Hamford Water.  However, in order to inform mitigation design, both development 

sites should be subject to further detailed desktop and site surveys to determine 

whether the birds for which Hamford Water Ramsar / SPA is designated are using 

land within the zone of influence of a nearby footpath.  It is possible that notable bird 

species are not using land within this zone, and that no mitigation will be required 

during the project design stage.  Any mitigation provided also needs to be informed 

by the Habitat Regulations Assessment of the new Local Plan; 

 Retention and / or replacement and enhancement of existing habitats of 

conservation interest, such as the native hedgerow in Site 1, is recommended where 

practical. If not practical, mitigate and compensate for loss of these habitats to create 

overall biodiversity gain for the site; and 

 Design the site with wildlife in mind - create opportunities for ecological 

enhancement within the design of the site to ensure long-term biodiversity gain for 

the local area.  This applies to provision of permanent, built-in nesting and roosting 

facilities as well as soft landscaping. 
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2.0 Introduction 

2.1 Instruction 

On 6th November 2012 DF Clark Bionomique Ltd were instructed by David and John 

Eagle to undertake an Ecological Appraisal of the land along Walton Road, Kirby Le 

Soken. 

The proposals include the redevelopment of the sites for a total of around 18 dwellings 

with associated garages, parking and gardens.  This is based on information provided by 

the client on 21st December 2012. 

Recommendations included within this report are the professional opinion of an 

experienced ecologist based on the client’s proposals for the site, the site survey and a 

review of any existing ecological records. 

The survey was carried out by Liz Brooks, who has been a professional ecologist since 

2005, holds Natural England licences to survey bats, barn owls and great crested newts, 

and is a full member of the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (IEEM). 

2.2 Aims 

This survey and report aims to: 

 Accurately assess and record the existing habitats on site; 

 Highlight any potential protected species presence and make recommendations for 

further surveys where appropriate; 

 Identify any statutory or non-statutory designated sites likely to be impacted by the 

proposed development;  

 Identify how ecological constraints may affect development; and 

 Identify opportunities for ecological mitigation and enhancement. 

National planning policies and wildlife legislation relevant to the proposed development 

can be found in Appendix 4. 

2.3 Site description 

The sites are located within the village of Kirby Cross. The first site is bordered to the 

north by agricultural fields, with Walton Road to the south.  To the west is residential 

housing, and an overgrown orchard to the east.  The second site is south of Site 1, with 

Walton Road to the north and residential developments on all remaining sides. 
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Sites 1 and 2 comprise an area of approximately 0.8 hectares and 0.4 hectares 

respectively.  Site 1 comprises an arable field with a native hedge.  Site 2 contains several 

old outbuildings and large areas of overgrown vegetation including ruderals and scrub. 

Photographs of the sites can be found in Appendix 1. 

2.4 Survey Limitations 

Access was not possible along c.15m of the southern boundary of Site 2 due to extensive 

growth of vegetation. 

This ecological appraisal provides an initial view of the likelihood of protected species 

occurring on the site.  This is based on the suitability of the habitat, the records returned 

from the biological records search and any direct evidence of presence on site. The 

habitat survey does not constitute a full and definitive survey of any protected species 

group and is only valid at the time the survey was undertaken.  

 

The habitat surveys were designed to inform Local Plan promotion and not a full or outline 

planning application.  Further survey work will be required should a planning application 

be submitted.   

 

Despite these limitations the survey and desk top search are considered to provide a 

robust assessment of the site’s ecological conditions and be suitable to fulfil the aims of 

the report.  
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3.0 Method 

3.1 Desk Study 

The Multi Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) website provided 

by DEFRA was consulted to obtain information about Special Protection Areas (SPA), 

Ramsar sites and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) within a 5km radius of the site, 

and for any other statutory designated sites such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

(SSSI) within a 2 km radius of the site. 

Essex Ecology Services and Essex Mammal Surveys were consulted to obtain 

information about any local/non-statutory designated sites within a 2 km radius of the site 

and existing records for protected species within a 2 km radius of the site.  

3.2 Site Visit 

A single daytime site visit was carried out on 23rd November 2012.  The survey was 

conducted based on the standard methodology for Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

(JNCC, 2010).  Vegetation communities were assessed through the identification of 

individual plant species, and then the groups were classified and mapped according to the 

standardised habitat descriptions.  Any evidence of invasive species such as Japanese 

knotweed Fallopia japonica was noted. 

The survey also included an assessment of the potential of the site to support any legally 

protected species.  Where best practice guidelines exist, these have been used to assess 

the likelihood that individual species will be present, for example Bat Surveys: Good 

Practice Guidelines (Bat Conservation Trust, 2012) and Habitat Suitability Index for Great 

Crested Newt (Oldham et al., 2000). Observations of protected species made on site 

during the survey are also included within the report. 

3.3 Assessment 

Based on criteria detailed within best practice guidelines for individual species, habitat 

suitability ratings have been used as a guide to inform any need for further surveys in 

respect of these species. 

3.4 Zone of Influence 

The Zone of Influence for the proposed works is dependent upon the species likely to be 

impacted. Given the information available at this stage it is not possible to determine the 

impact of the proposals on the species or habitats present on the sites or within the 
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surrounding vicinity.  The Zone of Influence may extend out of Site 2 if bat surveys 

highlight the presence of roosting or significant numbers of foraging bats, however this is 

not predicted to be a constraint to development and could be adequately mitigated for.  

Information from the 2012 Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal indicates that the Tendring 

District has a population of around 138,000 living in approximately 69,000 dwellings.  This 

gives an average occupancy rate of 2 people per dwelling.  On the above basis, the 

proposed development could be expected to introduce 36 new residents.  The potential 

impact of recreational pressure from informal activities such as dog walking on the nearby 

Hamford Water SPA / Ramsar site is potentially significant without mitigation.  However, 

with appropriate measures, such as the enhancement or provision of recreational 

facilities, these potential impacts could be fully mitigated for.  This issue will be subject to 

further investigation as the designs for the proposed developments move forwards. 
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4.0 Survey Results 

4.1 Results of desk study 

4.1.1 Designated Sites 

The Multi Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) website indicates 

that there is one SPA / Ramsar site within 5 km of the sites, and one other statutory site:  

 

Table 1: Designated Sites within 5km 

Site Designation 
Distance 

from site 
Citation 

Hamford 

Water 

National Nature 
Reserve (NNR) 

0.5km 

NW 

 

Hamford Water is a large estuarine basin comprising 
tidal creeks, intertidal mud and sand flats, and 
saltmarshes.  It has been designated as an SPA for 
supporting significant numbers of breeding and 
wintering waders and wildfowl: 

 Breeding little tern; 

 Overwintering pied avocet, golden plover and 
ruff; 

 Migratory ringed plover; and 

 Overwintering black tailed godwit, dark 
bellied brent goose, grey plover and teal. 

It is also designated for regularly supporting over 
20,000 waterfowl (44,500). 

Hamford Water is a designated Ramsar site for the 
additional species  

 Spotted redshank and common greenshank;  

 Wintering red knot and shelduck; and 

 Breeding Mediterranean and black headed 
gulls. 

Ramsar 

Special 
Protection Area 
(SPA) 

Site of Special 
Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) 

Essex Coast  
Environmentally 
Sensitive Area 
(ESA) 

Adjacent 
to site / 
on site 

 
The Essex Coast is one of the top five coastal 
wetlands in Britain in terms of its value to bird, 
invertebrate and plant communities, some of which are 
nationally rare or scarce. The main ecological interest 
comprises the grazing marshes, associated borrow 
dykes and ditches, as well as the sea wall grassland. 
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The record search shows there is one non-statutory designated site (County Wildlife Sites) 

within a 2 km radius of the sites.  Pedlars Wood is located 1.9km to the east of the sites, and 

is a woodland designated for its value as an urban habitat and lowland deciduous woodland 

habitat. 

 

A figure showing the location of statutory designated sites can be found in Appendix 3. 

4.2 Protected species 

A records search provided by Essex Ecology Services and Essex Mammal Surveys 

identified the presence of a number of protected species within 2 km of the survey sites. 

The closest and most recent record for each statutory protected species can be found in 

Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Protected species within 2 km 

Common 
name 

Taxon Date Distance 
from site 

Direction 
from site 

Great crested 
newt 

Triturus cristatus 2006 1.1 km South east 

Grass Snake Natrix natrix 1995 1.4km North west 

Common 
Lizard 

Zootoca vivipara 2000 0.6km North west 

Adder Vipera berus 2001 0.6km North west 

Badger Meles meles 2008 1.5km West 

Otter Lutra lutra 1998 1.4km North west 

Common 
Pipistrelle 

Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus 

1996 0.9km West 

Brown Long-
eared 

Plecotus auritus 2007 0.9km West 

 

4.3 Habitats and Plants 

A Phase 1 Habitat Map indicating the extent of the habitats present can be found in 

Appendix 2.  The land surveyed has been divided into two separate sites, below. 
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4.4 Site 1 – Land to north of Walton Road 

4.4.1 Arable 

The vast majority of the site consists of an agricultural field used to grow arable crops.  At 

the time of survey the site had been recently ploughed, however the field boundaries 

indicated a recent cereal crop. 

4.4.2 Trees 

A line of young trees exists along c.35m of the south eastern site boundary, merging into 

a thick 2m high hedge for the remainder of the southern boundary.  The trees are 

dominated by English elm Ulmus procera and multi-stemmed ash Fraxinus excelsior with 

an understorey of sparse blackthorn Prunus spinosa, bramble Rubus fruticosa, snowberry 

Symphoricarpos sp. and honeysuckle Lonicera periclymenum.  Ground ivy Glechoma 

hederacea, ivy Hedera helix and cleavers Galium aparine dominate the ground flora. 

Immediately offsite along the eastern site boundary is an over-mature hedgerow of cherry 

plum trees with occasional mature hawthorn and self seeded ash.  The majority of the 

trees are ivy covered, and the vegetation growth is sparse at the base.  Occasional elder 

Sambucus nigra, bramble, cleavers and cow parsley Anthriscus sylvestris grow at the 

base.  

The majority of trees are young to semi-mature.  None of the trees have potential for 

roosting bats.  

4.4.3 Hedgerows 

The western side of the southern site boundary supports a c.2m thick and 2m high mixed 

native hedge.  Dominant species include blackthorn Prunus spinosa and elm, with 

occasional hawthorn Crataegus monogyna, snowberry, privet Ligustrum vulgare, bramble 

Rubus fruticosus agg, buddleia Buddleja davidii and field maple Acer campestre.  There 

are no trees in this well-trimmed section of the hedgerow.  

4.4.4 Improved grassland 

A grass margin surrounds the arable field, around 3m wide.  It supports widespread and 

common species including cocksfoot Dactylis glomerata, false oat grass Arrhenatherum 

elatius, cow parsley, broadleaved dock Rumex obtusifolius, cleavers, herb Robert 

Geranium robertianum, spear thistle Cirsium vulgare, bristly oxtongue Picris echioides, 

and nettles Urtica dioica.  A large proportion of the grass margin is bare ground. 
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4.4.5 Buildings and hardstanding 

There are no buildings or areas of hard standing on site. 

4.4.6 Water bodies 

There are no water bodies on or adjacent to the site. 

4.4.7 Invasive species 

No invasive plant species were recorded within the site or adjacent areas. 

4.5 Site 2 – Land to south of Walton Road 

4.5.1 Building and hardstanding  

The site is a former farmyard / stables which has become overgrown with tall ruderals, 

shrubs and trees.  A number of buildings are present on site.  These are shown and 

numbered in Appendix 2, and are described below: 

1) Single storey weatherboarded barn 

The building is constructed with modern, tightly fitting beams on a brick plinth around 0.5m 

tall.  Walls comprises predominantly of weatherboarding, some of which is warped.  There 

are some concrete wall sections, with gaps between this and areas of overlapping 

weatherboarding.  The roof is covered with black, corrugated rubber material.  There are no 

gaps present around beams, however gaps are present between ridge beam and roof 

covering.   Bird nests were noted along the ridge beam. 

2) Single storey brick barn 

Access was not possible into this barn.  Situated in the south eastern corner of the site, this 

barn is built of brick and covered by clay tiles with wooden sarking beneath.  The internal 

walls generally comprise of wooden panelling.  The structural beams are wood, modern and 

tightly fitting.  Barge boards on the northern face were loose, and rotting in places.  It was 

not possible to access the southern side of the building.  The barn has partially collapsed at 

the eastern end.   

3) Single storey cart lodge 

Smaller than the other buildings on site, this is constructed of modern, tightly fitting wooden 

beams covered by clay tiles and sarking beneath.  The walls are a combination of breeze 
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block, weatherboarding and tin, with many areas of overlapping materials.  The lodge is 

open to the east.   

4) Long stable block 

A modern building supported by modern, tightly fitting wooden beams and covered by 

corrugated asbestos / cement sheets.  The walls are breeze block, with numerous door 

openings on the south side.  Many areas of the roof are leaking and rotting, with areas of 

damp almost throughout.  Occasional gaps were noted between loose bricks and breeze 

blocks, and around stable door frames. 

A small double stable block last used to house poultry or similar stands opposite to the long 

stable block. 

5) Overgrown barn 

This wooden, formerly weatherboarded building is entirely overgrown with brambles, and 

appears to be structurally unsound.   

A building to the north east of this has in the past collapsed to leave a concrete base and a 

single gable end wall still standing. 

4.5.2 Trees 

A small number of semi-mature trees are present on the site, notably a group of dead elm 

in the north western corner of the site, and a mature ash tree close to the centre of the 

site.  Many are covered in dense ivy. Over-mature hawthorn and elder grow along the 

northern site boundary, with scattered self seeded ash saplings. 

With the possible exception of the thick ivy cover in the ash tree, none of the trees are 

suitable for bats. 

4.5.3 Hedgerows 

A mixed native species hedgerow is present along the southern boundary, dominated by 

hawthorn.  The hedge is tall, but relatively sparse in nature. 

4.5.4 Tall ruderals 

Between Walton Road and the start of the buildings on site, the c.10m wide road verge is 

dominated by dense stands of nettles and brambles, with occasional cocksfoot, 
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broadleaved dock, mugwort Artemisia vulgaris, rosebay willowherb Chamerion 

angustifolium and spear thistle. 

Patches of tall ruderals grow throughout the western side of the site amongst dense 

bramble.  The dense nature of the bramble and scrub resulted in parts of the site – 

notably the south western corner – being inaccessible at the time of survey. 

4.5.5 Ephemeral / short perennial 

Areas of hard standing and bare ground in the centre of the site are beginning to support 

low growing vegetation including black medick Medicago lupulina, herb robert, bristly 

oxtongue, daisy Bellis perennis, rough meadowgrass Poa trivialis, white clover Trifolium 

repens.  These patches of vegetation tend to be surrounded by patches of tall ruderals 

including mugwort, nettles, hogweed Heracleum sphondylium, occasional common 

mallow Malva sylvestris and dense brambles. 

4.5.6 Water bodies 

There are no water bodies on or adjacent to the site. 

4.5.7 Invasive species 

No invasive plant species were recorded within the site or adjacent areas. 

4.6 Animals 

4.6.1 Invertebrates 

The sites are considered likely to support common and widespread invertebrate species 

typical of the habitats present.   

4.6.2 Amphibians  

The desk study identified records for great crested newts Triturus cristatus at a distance of 

1.1km to the south east. The Ordnance Survey map for the area indicates that there are 

no ponds within 250m of the either site, and two lakes around 270m to the north east at 

Brick Barn Farm.   

Both sites are separated from the lakes by a large farmyard and industrial estate, with Site 

2 also being separated by the main B1034 Walton Road.  Research carried out by 

Cresswell Associates for English Nature in 2004 concluded that at distances greater than 

200-250m from breeding ponds, capturing great crested newts will hardly ever be 

appropriate.  They also found that capture rates for great crested newts decreased 
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significantly away from ponds to a distance of 200-250m. The barriers to newt dispersal, 

the distance of at least 250m between the sites and the water bodies, and the poor habitat 

suitability of Site 1 results in the likelihood of great crested newts being present on site 

negligible.   

4.6.3 Reptiles 

The desk study identified grass snake, adder and common lizard within the surrounding 

2km area, all of these were recorded to the north west of the sites.  The 1.4km and 0.6km 

distances of the records coincide with the location of the sea wall, which provides ideal 

reptile habitat. 

Site 1 is indirectly connected to the sea wall by a network of hedges and associated grass 

verges.  It does not, however, provide suitable habitat for reptiles. 

Site 2 is separated from these records by the B1034 main road.  Suitable reptile habitat 

exists offsite to the south, potentially connected to the site by rear garden boundaries.  

Site 2 does also provide areas of suitable reptile habitat, although these are sub-optimal in 

places where vegetation cover is sparse at ground level.   Suitable habitat includes stands 

of ruderals, patches of grass, scrub, areas of shorter vegetation in which to bask, and 

small piles of rubble under which to shelter and hibernate. 

4.6.4 Birds 

The hedgerows, trees and buildings provide favourable foraging and nesting habitat for a 

variety of bird species. 

4.6.5 Bats 

The trees on Site 1 are of negligible potential for roosting bats.  The site provides limited 

foraging habitat. 

The buildings across Site 2 have moderate to high potential to support roosting bats, 

however no evidence of use by bats was recorded during the survey.  It was not possible 

to access all of the buildings.  The surrounding environment is rural, with lines of trees, 

hedgerows, areas of scrub, and small woods and copses, providing ideal foraging habitat 

for a range of bat species.  The desk study identified single records of two common 

species – brown long-eared bat and common pipistrelle bat – within 1km to the west of the 

site. 
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The potential for the buildings to support bats is detailed below.  Note that no evidence of 

bats was found in any of the buildings, which reduces the likelihood of a large (e.g. 

maternity) roost being present.  None of the buildings were considered suitable for 

hibernating bats. 

1) Single storey weatherboarded barn 

Moderate to high potential due to gaps and crevices in walls and around ridge beam. 

2) Single storey brick barn 

High potential due to gaps between tiles and sarking, gaps beneath barge boards. 

3) Single storey cart lodge 

High potential due to gaps between tiles and sarking. 

4) Long stable block 

Low to moderate potential due to small numbers of gaps in brick / block work. 

5) Overgrown barn 

Negligible potential due to building features being covered by bramble, and therefore 

inaccessible to flying bats. 

The trees have negligible to low potential to support roosting bats amongst the dense 

coverings of ivy.  The ivy may provide occasional summer roosting opportunities for 

individual or small numbers of bats.   

4.6.6 Badger 

The desk study identified records of badgers within a 2km radius of the sites. 

No setts were identified on either site although access was not possible to every part of 

Site 2 due to dense bramble cover.  There were no pathways leading in / out of the 

bramble stands to suggest that a sett was present on site.  No evidence of badgers such 

as snuffle holes, scratch marks, latrines, hairs caught on fences or gates were recorded 

during the survey. 
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4.6.7 Otter and water vole 

The desk top study highlighted records of otter within 1.5km to the north west of the sites.  

However, there is no habitat on or immediately adjacent to either site which is suitable for 

otters or water voles Arvicola amphibius and it is unlikely that either species are present 

on site. 

4.6.8 Dormice 

No records of dormice were found within 2km of the sites. 

Neither site provides sufficiently large or suitable habitat for dormice Muscardinus 

avellanarius or is connected to areas which are suitable for dormice.  It is unlikely that 

dormice are present on site. 

4.6.9 Other Legally Protected Species 

It is considered unlikely that the site supports any other legally protected species.   

The ruderal and hedgerow habitats may provide suitable foraging and sheltering habitat 

for hedgehogs Erinaceus europaeus, a UK BAP priority species.   
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Designated Sites 

5.1.1 Two statutory designated sites are present in the surrounding area, Hamford Water, 

which is a designated NNR, Ramsar, SPA and SSSI and Essex Coast ESA.  SPA’s and 

Ramsar sites are internationally designated sites which are fully protected by the 

Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).   The one Local 

Wildlife Site within 2km of the sites is located over 1.9km to the east and is highly 

unlikely to suffer a detrimental impact as the result of any proposals for the site.   

5.1.2 Site 1 lies within the boundaries of the Essex Coast ESA.  ESA’s were primarily 

designated to encourage environmentally friendly agricultural practices in areas of 

national importance for their landscape, wildlife or historic value.  Neither site contains 

any features for which the ESA was designated i.e. grazing marsh, dykes, saltmarsh.  

Due to their location close to existing residential developments, neither development 

sites are likely to adversely impact any features of value.  The ESA scheme has now 

been replaced by Environmental Stewardship.   

5.1.3 A circular footpath route which leads north and along the boundary sea wall of Hamford 

Water has been identified on OS maps.  This walk would be accessible to the residents 

of either site, and with the combined impact of potential new residents from both sites 

(and other developments), this activity has the potential to increase the levels of 

disturbance experienced by birds using land on the northern side of the sea wall. 

5.1.4 However, with the implementation of appropriate mitigation it is likely that there will be no 

significant adverse effect on those ecological features for which the SPA and Ramsar 

site was designated as a result of recreational activities.  The potential for any impact 

and requirement for any mitigation depends on whether the features for which the site is 

designated (refer to list of bird species in Table 1, above) use the area of Hamford Water 

located within the zone of influence of the public footpath.  This will be determined at the 

detailed design stage. 

5.1.5 Further detailed desktop surveys, discussion with local bird recorders and potentially bird 

surveys of the area close to the footpath that is adjacent to Hamford Water will be used 

to determine whether the birds listed in Table 1 are using land within the zone of 

influence of the footpath.  If these birds are not using habitats close to the path, there is 

unlikely to be a significant effect on these species and no mitigation will be required. 
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5.1.6 If the relevant bird species are present, with appropriate mitigation it will be possible to 

avoid likely significant effects.  Mitigation options could include feeding into provision of 

open space and recreation facilities allocated within the Local Plan via financial 

contributions, providing additional recreation facilities in conjunction with other nearby 

development sites, or provide areas of open space elsewhere within the Kirby le Soken 

area.  These features would draw people away from Hamford Water, thereby reducing 

the overall impact of recreation disturbance and thereby ensuring there is not likely to be 

a significant effect upon those ecological features for which the SPA and Ramsar site 

were designated.  The precise details will be developed through the detailed design 

stage. 

5.1.7 Both of the developments are small in size, which supports the Council’s aim of 

spreading the provision of housing within the vicinity of internationally protected sites.  

This approach to housing aims to minimise impact upon these sites.   

5.1.8 The 2012 Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal and associated Appendices indicate that 

without appropriate mitigation the Local Plan has the potential to adversely impact on 

Hamford Water SPA and Ramsar site as a result of increased disturbance.  However, 

with appropriate monitoring and mitigation the Council (competent authority) has 

concluded that the new Local Plan will not adversely affect the integrity of any 

internationally notified site in the Tendring district.  The Habitats Regulations 

Assessment of the Local Plan will be used to design appropriate mitigation measures 

during the detailed design stage.  Therefore it is likely that the proposed development 

sites will not have a likely significant effect on those ecological features for which 

Hamford Water SPA / Ramsar site was designated.  

 

5.2 Habitats and Flora 

Within the categories identified by the UK Biodiversity Action Plans (BAP) there is one 

priority habitat which is found within the survey site boundary: hedgerows.  

The proposals are likely to result in the loss of sections of hedgerows due to works at the 

construction phase. Wherever possible, the hedgerows should be protected and retained. 

If this is not practically possible, compensation and enhancements should be made 

elsewhere within the site boundaries. 

Neither site is likely to support any rare plant species. Invasive plant species listed on 

Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) were not recorded.   
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5.3 Invertebrates 

The sites contain limited invertebrate habitat and therefore no further surveys are 

recommended. 

5.4  Amphibians  

No further survey is recommended. 

5.5 Reptiles 

All native reptiles are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). 

Site 1 is considered unsuitable for reptiles, as the c.3m wide grass margin along the 

southern hedgeline is not dense or tussocky, and contains a large proportion of bare 

ground. No further survey is required. 

Site 2 provides low to moderate quality reptile habitat which ranges from foraging, to 

shelter to hibernation. It has some potential connectivity to sites which provide high quality 

reptile habitat.  A reptile presence / absence survey is recommended to determine 

whether the proposals are likely to affect any reptile species. 

Any such survey should comprise laying out artificial refugia (0.5 x 0.5m sections of 

roofing felt, carpet tiles and/or corrugated metal) in areas of suitable habitat within the site. 

The refugia should be surveyed over a minimum of seven days during the reptile active 

period between April and September (inclusive) under suitable weather conditions (warm 

and sunny with air temperatures between 9ºC and 18ºC). Any reptiles observed should be 

recorded and mapped. The results of the survey will inform a mitigation strategy for the 

proposals for the site to avoid any detrimental impact on reptiles.  If present, the small 

size of the site and the indicative site layout proposals suggest that it will be necessary to 

relocate reptiles to a suitable local receptor site. 

Due to the low to moderate quality of the habitats present, it is unlikely that more than a 

low population of reptiles, if any, are present onsite.  Any such individuals could be easily 

translocated to a range of suitable receptor sites within the local vicinity. 

5.6 Birds 

The trees, hedgerows and buildings provide suitable bird foraging and nesting habitat.  

Swallow Hirundo rustica nests were recorded in buildings on Site 2. 

Nesting birds and their nests are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 

(as amended).  Any vegetation clearance or building demolition should be undertaken 
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during the period October to February to avoid the bird nesting season.  If this is not 

possible, prior to commencement on site a check for nesting birds should be undertaken 

by a suitably experienced ecologist and any active nests will need to be left in situ until the 

chicks have fledged and the nest is no longer in use. 

The provision of a range of nest boxes and new tree and shrub planting will provide 

permanent replacement nesting opportunities within a new development. 

5.7 Bats 

All bat species are protected against harm, disturbance and roost interference under the 

Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).  

Site 1 does not provide any potential roosting habitat, and very limited foraging habitat. 

Site 2 provides buildings with moderate to high potential to support roosting bats due to 

the present of crevices and cavities in and around the buildings.  All buildings, with the 

exception of the overgrown and partially collapsed barn should be subject to further 

surveys between May and September inclusive as follows: 

1)  Single storey weatherboarded barn 

Three dusk / dawn surveys, 2 surveyors 

2) Single storey brick barn 

Three dusk / dawn surveys and internal inspection, 2 surveyors 

3) Single storey cart lodge 

Three dusk / dawn surveys, 2 surveyors 

4) Long stable block 

Two dusk / dawn surveys, 2 surveyors 

At least one dawn survey should be carried out on each building, and ideally all of the 

surveys will be spread evenly throughout the bat survey season. 

The site also provides a small area of potential foraging habitat, and it is recommended 

that any design proposals for the site include a rich planting scheme based on flower and 

fruit producing plants which are attractive to insects.   
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Artificial lighting on both sites should be limited to minimise any impact upon foraging or 

commuting bats.  There are a number of methods which can minimise negative impact on 

bats from lighting (Bat Conservation Trust, 2009), including: 

 Minimising the use of external lighting to that required for security purposes; 

 Use of timers for security lighting where required; 

 Avoiding light spill by using accessories such as shields, louvres, hoods and cowls 

and careful design/choice of luminaire to be used; and 

 Minimising the height of the lighting column. 

The mature ash tree is covered in ivy which may be considered sufficiently dense for use 

by roosting bats on an occasional basis in the summer.  Such use is generally infrequent, 

short-term and limited to summer months when temperatures are warm.  As a result the 

tree does not warrant further survey, since this is unlikely to confirm the presence of a 

roost.   Instead it is recommended that, if required, the tree should be removed outside of 

the period May to September inclusive.  

Both developments provide opportunity to incorporate a range of replacement or 

enhancement roosting facilities for bats.  Both garages and houses provide opportunities 

for roof void roosts, and all buildings provide opportunities to incorporate roost crevices.  

The roosts could be provided anywhere on site, and therefore the development has the 

potential to provide for very small to large bat roosts of a variety of species. 

5.8 Badger 

No badger setts or evidence of badgers was found on Site 1 or within 30m of the site 

boundaries as far as could be assessed.  

No badger setts were found on Site 2, however parts of the site were inaccessible due to 

dense bramble growth.  No evidence of badgers was found elsewhere on site, however it 

is recommended that the southern areas of the site are re-surveyed for badgers following 

clearance of aerial vegetation growth.  

5.9 Otters and water voles 

There are no habitats on or adjacent to either site that are favourable for water voles or 

otters. No further surveys are therefore recommended. 

5.10 Dormice 

No further surveys are recommended. 
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5.11 Other Legally Protected Species 

The proposed developments are not anticipated to impact on any other legally protected 

species therefore no further surveys are recommended. 

Hedgehogs, a UK BAP species may be present in the scrub habitats of Site 2. Measures 

to protect hedgehogs during site clearance should be employed, such as avoiding leaving 

piles of cleared vegetation or debris within the area of impact. Any hedgehogs found 

should be carefully moved away from the area of clearance.  The provision of new areas 

of native hedge and shrub planting will provide replacement habitat for hedgehogs on site. 

All wild mammals receive some protection by the Wild Mammals (Protection) Act 1996 

and this includes offenses of crushing and asphyxiation of any wild mammal with intent to 

inflict unnecessary suffering. If any animal burrows (such as rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 

or fox Vulpes vulpes but excluding burrows used by legally protected mammals such as 

badgers) are found during works, careful excavation of animals from their burrows before 

works commence should be sufficient to avoid an offence. 
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6.0 Ecological Enhancement Opportunities 

Within any proposed designs for the sites there are opportunities for the project to deliver 

long-term enhancements for biodiversity. At the present time, these opportunities include: 

 Retain or replace lengths of hedgerow.  Any replacement hedge should be native 

and species rich.  All such hedgerows on site should be brought into active 

management to encourage dense, bushy growth as well as production of flowers and 

fruits i.e. a two to three year cutting rotation.  The management of the hedgerows 

should aim to promote a diversity of species of benefit to a range of invertebrate, bat 

and bird species present within the local area; 

 In small sites, planting space is often seen to be limited, however there are many 

options available to maximise wildlife friendly planting in small spaces including 

provision of trellis / wires for climbing plants, planting of narrow beds with vertical 

growing shrubs such as Pyracantha spp.  Planting areas should be maximised 

wherever possible; 

 Due to the close proximity of the sites to Hamford Water and its associated grazing 

marshes and saltmarsh, avoid the use of Buddleja spp. or Cotoneaster spp., both of 

which can become invasive at the expense of native flora; 

 Plant new trees which are native or wildlife friendly species appropriate for the area; 

 Permanent, built-in wildlife features should be incorporated within the design of the 

housing areas including features such as bird, bat and insect boxes.  The boxes 

should built into walls.  Boxes should provide for a range of species, but include 

notable or declining species such as swifts Apus apus and house sparrows Passer 

domesticus; 

 Soft landscaping schemes should be based on plant species known to have benefits 

for biodiversity (such as plants with nectar-rich flowers and berries to provide a food 

source for invertebrates and birds).  Planting should fill every possible spare corner, 

particularly with vertical or climbing species; 

 Design with wildlife in mind – maximise the space available by providing additional 

habitat features such as partially buried deadwood piles within planting beds, and 

mulch all new planting beds to retain moisture whilst also providing additional habitat 

for invertebrates; and 

 Any external lighting features should be angled towards the ground and cowled or 

shielded to ensure light is directed to the ground and away from hedgerows and bat 

commuting features.  This will minimise light pollution and help to retain dark 
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corridors.  Whilst some bat species will forage beneath artificial light sources, it is 

preferable to retain naturally dark foraging areas. 
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Photograph 1: Walton Road between Site 1 and Site 2 Photograph 2: Taken from SE corner of Site 1, with 

Hamford Water in the distance 

 

 
 

Photograph 3:  Site 1, southern boundary with species 

rich recently trimmed hedge 

Photograph 4: Site 1, western boundary with improved 

grassland margin 
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Photograph 6: Weatherboarded barn and single 

storey brick barn in south eastern corner of Site 2 

Photograph 5: Site 2, stable block on northern side 

of site 

Photograph 7: Western side of Site 2, ivy covered 

barn on left side of picture 

Photograph 8: Site 2 – wall and wall plate structure 

inside the weatherboarded barn 

Photograph 9: View of northern boundary of Site 2 

from Walton Road 

Photograph 10: Site 2 – stand of ruderals and scrub 

along northern boundary alongside Walton Road 
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Appendix 4: 

Wildlife Legislation & National Planning Policy 



 
 

 

 

Legislation 

The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), the Conservation of Habitats & Species 

Regulations 2010 (as amended) and the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 confer various degrees of 

legal protection on species including bats, reptiles, great crested newts, otters, dormice, water 

voles, badgers and birds.  (A full list of protected species and their specific legal protection is 

provided within the schedules of the legislation.)  This legal protection overrides all planning 

decisions. 

The level of protection varies depending on which schedule of the legislation applies; however, 

typically any activity that would injure, kill, ill-treat, intentionally damage or destroy any protected 

species or their place of shelter may be a criminal act.  It is also an offence to deliberately disturb a 

European protected species in any way which would affect its ability to survive, breed or rear its 

young, or affect its local distribution. 

Under certain circumstances licences can be granted by the Statutory Nature Conservation 

Organisation (Natural England in England) to permit actions that would otherwise be unlawful. 

In addition to the above legislation, the Protection of Mammals Act (1996) provides protection for all 

wild mammals from certain cruel acts including crushing and asphyxiation, which can have 

relevance for methods employed during site clearance works. 

Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended) refers to invasive species such as 

signal crayfish, grey squirrel and Japanese knotweed and makes it an offence to release them or, 

in the case of plants, to cause them to grow in the wild. 

Planning Policy 

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) describes the UK’s biological resources and identifies 

1150 species and 65 habitats of conservation concern at a national level.  The UKBAP is used as a 

guide for decision makers such as local authorities to fulfil their obligations under sections 40 and 

41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 to have regard to the purpose of 

conserving biodiversity in carrying out their duties. 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states the planning system should contribute to 

and enhance the natural and local environment by...minimising impacts on biodiversity and 

providing net gains where possible. Furthermore, the NPPF states when determining planning 

applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity... and 

opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be encouraged. 

 Effectively this means that the total biodiversity value of a site rather than purely in relation to 

protected species should be considered prior to determining a planning application and councils 

are recommended to refuse planning permission where inadequate information is provided. 
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Summary 
 

The report is a supporting document for the promotion of the land  for 

development for the emerging Tendring District Replacement Local Plan.   

 

All signif icant trees and hedgerow s on and adjacent to the site w ere surveyed. 

This report seeks to provide information in accordance w ith British             

Standard BS 5837:2012, Trees in relation to design, demolition and 

construction - Recommendations.  

 

None of the onsite individual trees should be considered a constraint due to 

their poor condition or because of their small size. 

 

The hedgerow s on the boundaries of the site are suited to the local 

environment and are species rich and ideally should be retained.  They are 

likely to be considered ’important’ under the Hedgerow  Regulations 1997. Gaps 

for access w ill need to be made through the hedgerow  for access which should 

be acceptable providing it is carried out appropriately.  

 

There is opportunity to increase the currently low  tree population on the site 

with new  planting w ithin and around the boundaries of any new development. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

1.1 Brief:  We are instructed by Strutt & Parker on behalf of JW & FD Eagle 

to carry out a survey of signif icant trees on land at Walton Road, Kirby-le-

Soken, to provide arboricultural information to inform any site layout for 

new  development. 

 The report is a supporting document for the promotion of the land  for 

development for the emerging Tendring District Replacement Local Plan.   

 The trees have been surveyed in accordance w ith the principles of British 

Standard BS 5837:2012, Trees in relation to design, demolition and 

construction - Recommendations (The BS) at the feasibility stage (RIBA 

work stage A). 

 

1.2 To provide a series of plans to assist the design team w ith the planning 

process. 

 

1.3 To consider the arboricultural constraints and opportunit ies the site 

provides. 

 

1.4 To w ork w ith other disciplines to ensure a holistic approach to the 

 scheme. 
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2.0 Appraisal 

 

 2.1 Site visit:  Site visits w ere undertaken on the 23 November  2012.  The 

 weather was clear and dry w ith good visibility. 

 

2.2 Site description:  The site is located tow ards the easternmost 

part of Kirby-le-Soken w ith residential housing to the w est and 

single detached dw ellings to the east and south.  To the north is 

open farmland. The topography of the site is generally level.  The 

soil is understood to be a medium to heavy silt.  

 Most of the site is ploughed farmland to the north of Walton Road.  

To the south the area is overgrow n scrub around old farm 

buildings.  
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3.0  Trees on site    

3.1 The trees:  There are eight trees, tw o groups and two hedgerows 

subject of this report.  All have been assessed and categorised in 

accordance with BS 5837:2012 

 Full details are found on the survey sheets at Appendix 2 and their 

locations are show n on the tree plans.  The tree survey plan show s 

locations and root protection areas, the tree constraints and             

opportunities plan adds further constraints and new  planting            

opportunities. 

  

Table 1  

 

Tree Comments 

T1 elm A tree of reasonable form and condition but likely to succumb 
to Dutch elm disease and should not be a constraint to               
development 

T2 ash A hedgerow  tree w ith dieback at its top and ivy covered           
multiple stems w ith possible w eak unions. 

T3 corkscrew w illow  An offsite tree that appears to have been damaged by f ire.  
The root protection area just comes into the site and therefore 
is a minor constraint 

T4, T5 & T6 oak An offsite tree in reasonable condit ion.  The root protection 
area just comes into the site and therefore is a minor              
constraint 

T7 ash Young tree in reasonable condit ion.  The tree is easily                 
replaceable therefore should not be a constraint to                      
development  

T8 ash A group of plums in poor condit ion w hich should not be a                         
constraint to development  

G1 elm, ash A boundary hedge w hich screens the adjacent caravan park.  
The hedge has suffered from debris being dumped at its base 
and is gappy in places.   

G2 ash, elder,                
haw thorn 

A sparse, gappy hedge w hich has suffered from debris being 
dumped at its base.  As H1 provides a screen to the site, this 
hedge has litt le visual value although this could be increased 
by new  infill planting 

H1 blackthorn, elm, 
haw thorn, f ield                
maple, privet,              
snow berry,                  
honeysuckle,           
bramble 

A managed boundary hedge to an adjacent property. 
Likely to qualify as important under the Hedgerow  Regulations 
1997 

H2 cherry plum, 
haw thorn 

An unmanaged boundary hedge to an adjacent property. 
Likely to qualify as important under the Hedgerow  Regulations 
1997 
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1Root protection area (RPA) - A layout design tool indicating the minimum area                       
surrounding the tree that contains sufficient rooting volume to maintain the tree’s viability, 
and where the protection of the roots and soil structure is treated as a priority.  Assessed 

according to the recommendations set out in clause 4.6 of BS 5837.  It is calculated by 
multiplying the radius squared by 3.142.  Clause 4.6.2 of BS 5837 states that the RPA 
may be changed in shape, taking into account local site factors, species tolerance,           

condition and root morphology. 

3.2  Constraints and opportunities:  The ash T7 is on the boundary 

with the adjacent property, Brick Barn, and is a reasonably 

signif icant tree, clearly visible from the main road and w ould ideally 

be retained in any development. 

3.2.1  The oaks T4, T5 and T6 are offsite but close to the boundary of the 

site and their root protection areas (RPAs2) extend into the site.  

Usually, no construction w orks are acceptable w ithin RPAs and 

therefore this needs to be allow ed for at the design stage.  Shade 

from these trees w ill affect the site in the afternoons and again this 

should be considered during design.   

3.2.2 The tw o hedgerows H1 and H2 are boundary hedgerows in 

reasonable condition and are likely to fall w ithin the Hedgerow  

Regulations 1997.   H2 is along the eastern boundary and not likely 

to be a constraint how ever H1 is along the main road boundary to 

the northern part of the site and access will be required.  Ideally the 

hedge should be retained w ith gaps made for access w hilst 

retaining the bulk of the hedgerow .   

3.2.3 No other trees on site should be considered a constraint.  T1 is a 

young elm w hich appears healthy at the moment but very likely to 

succumb to Dutch elm disease in the near future.  T2 is a multi-

stemmed ash w ith dieback at the top of the crow n and possible 

weak unions at the structurally important point w here the three 

stems divide.  The stems of the tree are covered in ivy w hich made 

a close assessment not possible.  T8 is another ivy covered mult i-

stemmed ash of limited visual amenity value.  G1 is a mix of dead 

elms and mult i-stemmed ash.  The ash could be retained although 

they should not be a signif icant constraint.  G2 is a mixed group of 

ash, haw thorn and elder w hich collectively have some visual merit 

although individually they are small or in poor condition.  

3.2.4   The currently low  tree cover on the site could be increased as part 

of a new  development.  In addition to new  tree planting on 

landscaped areas w ithin the site, there may be the opportunity to 

provide new  tree planting along both sides of the main road.   
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Photo 1  

T1 and T2 at entrance to northern side of site G1 and H1 

Photo 2  

Managed hedgerow H1 

Photo 4  

Offsite oaks T4, T5 and T6 

Photo 6  Photo 5  

Hedgerow H2 

Roadside edge of G2 

Photo 8  Photo 7  

South side of site with ash T7 and G2 

G1 

H2 

G2 

T7 

Multi-stemmed ash in G1 

T4, 5 & 6 
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4.0 Legislation 

  

4.1 Tree preservations orders:  According to information received from 

Tendring District Council, there are no tree preservation orders (TPO) 

covering trees on or adjacent to the site.  The tree protection status is 

correct at the time of report production but can be subject to change. It is 

therefore the responsibility of any persons undertaking tree w orks 

operations to the trees w hich are the subject of this report and in 

accordance with our recommendations, to undertake their ow n statutory 

tree protection checks w ith the local planning author ity, to include TPO, 

conservation area (CA) and planning conditions prior to w orks 

commencing. 

 

4.2 Conservation Areas:  The site is not w ithin a conservation area. 

 

4.3 Ecological constraints:  The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as 

amended, The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010  

and the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, provide statutory 

protection to species of f lora and fauna including birds, bats and other 

species that are associated w ith trees. These could impose signif icant 

constraints on the use and timing of access to the site.  It is the 

responsibility of the main contractor and tree surgery contractor to ensure 

that no protected species are harmed w hilst carrying out site clearance or 

tree surgery works.  Unless competent to do so, the advice of an ecologist 

must be sought.  

 The follow ing ecological report has been produced for this site:                

DFC 1390 Ecological Appraisal. 
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4.4 Occupiers Liability 1957 and 1984:  The Occupiers Liability Act places 

a duty of care to ensure that no reasonably foreseeable harm takes place 

due to tree defects.  Therefore this report  includes recommendations 

within the tree tables for w ork required for safety reasons.  ‘Common 

sense risk management of trees (National Tree Safety Group 2012)’ 

states that ‘the owner of the land on which a tree stands, together with 

any party  who has control over the tree’s management, owes a 

duty of care at             common law to all people who might 

be injured by the tree.  The duty of care is to take reasonable care to 

avoid acts or omissions that cause a reasonably foreseeable risk of injury 

to persons or property.’   

 

4.5 Common Law:   This enables pruning back of the crown and  roots of 

trees on adjacent land w here they overhang neighbouring property, 

providing the w ork is reasonable and does not cause harm.  This right 

does not override TPO and CA legislation. 

 

4.6 Felling licences:  A felling licence is required from the Forestry 

Commission to fell more than 5 cubic metres in a calendar quarter 

(providing not more than 2 cubic metres are sold).  This equates to 

approximately 3 medium/large trees.  Dangerous trees, pruning, small 

trees (less than 8cm girth at 1.3m), trees in gardens, churchyards and 

public open space are all exempt from the requirement.  Work identif ied 

to facilitate planning permission is also exempt.   An application typically 

takes three months to process. 

 

4.7 Hedgerow Regulations 1997:  These regulations protect ‘important 

hedges’ from removal.  Important hedges are defined in the regulations.  

The regulations apply to land used for agriculture (as w ell as other uses), 

if  it: (a) has a continuous length of, or exceeding 20m; or (b) it has a 

continuous length of less than 20m and, at each end, meets another 

hedgerow . The regulations do not apply to hedgerows w ithin the curtilage 

of, or marking the boundary of a dw elling house.  The hedgerow s on site 

are species rich and likely to qualify as important in the context of the 

Regulations.  
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6.0 Conclusions 

 

6.1 The site has a very low  tree population and most of the onsite trees are in 

poor condition or are very small and therefore should not be considered a 

constraint to any new  development. 

 

6.2 Several boundary trees, some offsite, are worthy of retention and w ill need 

to be considered during layout design.  

 

6.3 The boundary hedgerow s, particularly alongside the Walton Road, are 

species rich and are w ell suited to the local landscape.  Their retention is 

desirable although it is likely to be necessary to create gaps for access 

through the hedge.  

 

6.4 The current low  tree population could be usefully increased by new  tree 

and hedgerow  planting as part of a new  development.  Locally native 

species, appropriate to the local environment, should be used for 

hedgerow  and boundary tree planting w ith non-native, ornamental species 

restricted to internal landscaping if  required.    
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Appendix one – key to tree survey sheets  
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Key to terms 

 

T = Tree   G = Group H = Hedge S = Shrub mass 

 

Age Class:   

NP = New ly planted.   

Y = Young - an establishing tree that could be easily transplanted.  

SM = Semi-mature - an established tree still to reach its ult imate height and 

spread and w ith considerable grow th potential.   

EM = Ear ly mature - a tree reaching its ult imate height and w hose growth is   

slow ing how ever it w ill still increase considerably in stem diameter and crow n 

spread. 

M = Mature - a tree w ith limited potential for further signif icant increase in size 

although likely to have a considerable safe useful life expectancy.   

OM = Over mature - a senescent or moribund tree w ith a limited useful life               

expectancy.  

V = Veteran -  a tree older than typical for the species and of great ecological, 

cultural or aesthetic value. 

 

Dia:  Diameter of stem in millimetres at 1.5m above ground level for single-

stemmed trees or in accordance w ith Annex C of BS 5837 for mult i-stemmed 

trees or trees with low  forks or irregular stems. 

 

Stems:  Numbers of stems or  M/S = multi-stemmed. 

 

Ht:  Height in metres. 

 

Ult ht:  Ultimate height likely to be achieved for this tree in this location. 

 

Cr ht 1:  Height of f irst signif icant branch above ground level and direction of 

grow th.   

Cr ht 2:  Height of canopy above ground level.   

 

NSEW:  Crow n spread at the four cardinal points.  Ø = average crow n radius. 

 

     

               

                      cont/. 
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cont/.      

 

BS cat:  Category in accordance w ith Table 1 and section 4.5 of BS 5837. 

U - Unsuitable for retention.  Existing condition is such that they cannot be            

realistically retained as living trees in the context of the current land use for longer 

than 10 years.  Note, category U trees can have existing or potential conservation 

value w hich it might be desirable to preserve. 

A - High quality and value (non-fiscal) w ith at least 40 years remaining life              

expectancy.   

B - Moderate quality and value w ith at least 20 years remaining life expectancy. 

C - Low  quality and value w ith at least 10 years remaining life expectancy, or 

young trees w ith a stem diameter below  150 mm. 

 

A, B and C category trees are additionally graded into:  1) Mainly arboricultural 

values; 2) Mainly landscape values;  3) Mainly cultural values including               

conservation.                  

 

Cond:  Physiological condit ion.  G = good; F = fair; P = poor; D = dead. 

 

Life exp:  Estimated remaining contribution in years. 

 

RPR:  Root protection radius in metres based on stem diameter. 

 

RPA:  Root protection area.  A layout design tool indicating the minimum area 

surrounding the tree that contains suff icient rooting volume to maintain the tree’s 

viability, and w here the protection of the roots and soil structure is treated as a 

priority.  Assessed according to the recommendations set out in clause 4.6 of BS 

5837.  It is calculated by multiplying the radius squared by 3.142.  Clause 4.6.2 of 

BS 5837 states that the RPA may be changed in shape, taking into account local 

site factors, species tolerance, condition and root morphology. 

CEZ:  Construction exclusion zone.  An area based on the RPA in m2                      

identif ied by an arboricultur ist, to be protected during development, including 

site clearance, demolit ion and construction w ork, by the use of barriers and/or 

ground protection f it for purpose to ensure the successful long-term retention 

of a tree.   
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Appendix two – tree survey sheets 
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Appendix three – tree survey plan 
 

DFC 1390 TSP 
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See attached plan 
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Appendix four – tree constraints & opportunities plan 
 

DFC 1390 TC & OP 
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See attached plan 
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Appendix five  – contacts and references  
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Name Company Position Tel. No. 

Christian          
Kortlang 

Strutt & Parker LLP 
Development 
Surveyor 

020 7318 5057 

Clive Dawson Tendring District Council 
Tree and               
landscape           
off icer 

01255 686155 

Graham  
Underhill 

D F Clark Bionomique 
Ltd 

Arboricultural 
consultant 

01621 740876 
07930 760089 

Contacts table 

Reference documents: 
 
 

• BS 5837:2012, Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction - 
 Recommendations 

 
• BS 3998:2010 Tree w ork – Recommendations  
 
• ’Tree Roots in the Built Environment’ (DCLG - Jack Roberts, Nick Jackson 
 & Mark Smith) 

 
• Principles of Tree Hazard Assessment and Management (DTLR - David 
 Lonsdale) 

 
• Tree Preservation Orders - A Guide to the Law  and Good Practice - DETR 
 
• National Joint utilit ies Group (NJUG). Guidelines for the planning,                      

 installat ion and maintenance of utility apparatus in proximity to trees.            
 Volume 4, Issue 2. London: NJUG, 2007 

 
• Topographical plan 15133108 

 
 
 
Survey methodology:  The trees w ere surveyed from ground level w ithout           
detailed investigations.  All trees w ith a trunk diameter of 75mm or above2 w ere    
surveyed.  All dimensions w ere estimated unless otherw ise indicated.  Obvious 
hedges and shrub masses w ere identif ied w here appropriate.  Information           
collected is in accordance w ith recommendations in subsection 4.4.2.5 of BS 5837 
and includes species, height, diameter, branch spread, crow n clearance, age class, 
physiological condit ion, structural condition and remaining contribution.  Each tree 
was then allocated one of four categories (U, A, B or C) to reflect its suitability as a 
mater ial constraint on development.    

 

 

1BS 5837 recommends that in most circumstances all trees over 75mm stem diameter 

 should be included in a pre-planning land and tree survey. 
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Appendix six – specific report caveats  
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Specific report caveats: 

• The survey w as based on a draw ing provided by the client.  

• No internal diagnostic equipment w as used other than a sounding mallet and 

probe. 

• The survey is concerned solely w ith arboricultural issues. 

• Any work w ith trees w ill discharge the due diligence requirements of all     

relevant w ildlife and countryside legislation.   

• Trees are dynamic living organisms w hose health and condit ion can change 

rapidly.  Any changes to the tree or conditions close to the tree may change 

the stability and condition of the tree and a further examination w ould be          

required and may affect the validity of this report. 

• This report is valid for 12 months. 

 

Copyright and Non-disclosure 

The content and layout of this report are subject to copyright ow ned by D F Clark             

Bionomique Ltd save to the extent that copyright has been legally assigned to us 

by another party or is used by   DF Clark Bionomique Ltd under license.   This 

report may not be copied or used w ithout prior w ritten agreement for any                   

purpose other than the purpose indicated in this report. 
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From: David Fletcher
Sent: 07 January 2013 12:42
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Subject: RE: Draft New Local Plan- Sites to the north and south of Walton Road, Kirby- Le Soken email 4 of 4
Attachments: Appendix D scheme.pdf; Appendix D- Site Constraints.pdf; Appendix D- Site Opportunities.pdf; Appendix D- 

Appraisal.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam,  
  
Please find attached appendix to accompany the submission of information to promote land to the 
north and south of Walton Road, Kirby‐ Le‐ Soken on behalf of Mr D and J Eagle.  
  
Email 4 of 4 
  
  
David Fletcher 
Associate Planner 
Strutt & Parker LLP 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

          
  

 
  
This Email is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the 
information herein. If you have received this Email in error please contact us immediately. Strutt and 
Parker will accept no liability for the mis-transmission, interference, or interception of any Email and you 
are reminded that Email is not a secure method of communication.  
  
Strutt & Parker LLP is a limited liability partnership and is registered in England and Wales with registered 
number OC334522. A List of members’ names is open to inspection at our registered office.  
  
For further details of Strutt & Parker LLP please visit our web site  
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From: Edward Gittins & Associates 
Sent: 19 December 2012 17:39
To: Planning.policy
Subject: Tendring District Local Plan: Proposed Submission Draft (2012) - Representations on behalf of Mr. Steve 

Wilcox
Attachments: Steve Wilcox Representation Form.pdf; Steve Wilcox Representations SW1.pdf

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sir/Madam, 
  
Please find attached completed Representation Form and Representations on behalf of Mr. Steve 
Wilcox (our ref. SW1). I would be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this email and the 
attachments with a brief reply. 
  
Yours faithfully, 
  
Edward Gittins 
  
EDWARD GITTINS & ASSOCIATES 
Planning & Development Consultants 
  

 
  

 

This e-mail message and any attached file is the property of the sender and is sent in confidence to the addressee only. The contents are not to be disclosed 
to anyone other than the addressee. Unauthorised recipients are requested to preserve this confidentiality and to advise the sender immediately of any error 
in transmission. If you experience difficulty with opening any attachments to this message, or with sending a reply by email, please telephone on + 44 (0)
1787 281855. 
 
Any advice contained in this e-mail or any accompanying file attached hereto is for information purposes only. Edward Gittins & Associates do not take 
any responsibility for differences between the original and the transmission copy or any amendments made thereafter. If the addressee requires Edward 
Gittins & Associates to be responsible for the contents of this e-mail, Edward Gittins & Associates will be pleased to issue a signed hard copy of the 
document upon request. 
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Tendring District Local Plan: 
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and  hard copies are  available at  the  District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district. 

 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 

 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 
 

 

PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 
Name of person or organisation making the representation: 

 
Mr. S. Wilcox 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: N/A 

Address: c/o The Agent 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 

Name of agent: Edward Gittins & Associates 

 

If an organisation, please provide a contact name: Mr. Edward Gittins 

E-mail:   Tel No:  

Address:  

Post Code:  
 

 
 
 

Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 



 

PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 
 

 

Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 

 Support            Object     (Please tick one box) 
 
 
Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be: 

 
•  “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 

objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development; 

 
•  “Justified”  –  the  plan  should  be  the  most  appropriate  strategy,  when  considered  against  the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 
 

•  “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 
•  “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework 
 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 

 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 

 
 

Comment(s) 

Section 2 
 
Policy SD4 
 
Policy SD5 
 
Appendix 1 
 
Policies Map Inset 
33 
 
 

Please see attached Representations (ref. SW1) 

 



 

If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination? 

 

Yes            No     (Please tick one box) 
 

 
 

If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination) 

 

To explore the housing land availability position within the village at present, the lack of sites within the 

proposed Settlement Development Boundary, and the circumstances which led to the deletion of the 

Objection Site from the initial draft Settlement Development Boundary. 

 

 
 

FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 
 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 

 

 
 
 

Please sign and date this form:   Signed       Date: 12th December 2012 
 
 
 
 
 

All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th  January 2013. 
Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 

 
Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 

District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 

 



EDWARD GITTINS & ASSOCIATES 

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS 
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These Representations are in three parts:- 

 

Part A refers to Section 2: Delivering Sustainable Development and to Policy 

SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements and to Policy SD5: Managing Growth. 

Comment is also briefly made on the role of Little Bromley as a Smaller Rural 

Settlement. 

 

Part B relates to more detailed matters concerning Little Bromley and to a 

specific site, namely land adjacent to Brookhouse, Shop Road, Little Bromley, 

as defined in yellow in Annex EGA1a. 

 

Part C summarises the elements of the Local Plan which are the subject of 

Objection and the soundness of the Plan.  

 

PART A 

 

1. We welcome the enhanced role envisaged for Key Rural Service Centres and 

for Smaller Rural Settlements. We consider the “across the board” increase of 

6% in the housing stock of all rural settlements, (as outlined in paragraph 2.21), 

will assist in maintaining and hopefully improving rural services without 

materially diminishing the role of the main urban settlements as the most 

sustainable foci for growth and investment. The introduction of this policy shift 

to inject controlled growth into rural settlements will, we believe, act as a 

stimulus to the local rural economy and provide an appropriate geographical 

choice throughout the District in the provision of new housing stock. 

 

Policy SD4: Smaller Rural Settlements 

 

2. We welcome the recognition of Little Bromley as a “Smaller Rural Settlement” 

and its inclusion in the policy bearing in mind it was surprisingly not included 

as a village in Policy QL1 – Spatial Strategy in the Adopted Local Plan. Little 

Bromley is clearly worthy of recognition as a small settlement which, although 

only having a very limited range of rural services, lies conveniently close to the 

urban settlement of Manningtree, Lawford and Mistley just to the north. 
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3. We note that the housing requirements for individual settlements found in 

Appendix 1 indicate that the estimated dwelling stock on 1
st
 April 2011 within 

the Little Bromley Settlement Development Boundary numbers 56 and that the 

proposed 6% increase in dwellings for the period 2011-2021 would therefore 

amount to a further 3 dwellings. We regard this level of growth, whilst clearly 

low, to be commensurate with the size of the village thereby endorsing the 

proposed 6% increase in housing stock. 

 

Policy SD5: Managing Growth 

 

4. We recognise and support the need for this policy to explain how future growth 

will be distributed and specifically the function of Settlement Development 

Boundaries. We note the guidance relating to Smaller Rural Settlements within 

this policy stating:- 

 

“For Smaller Rural Settlements (Policy SD4), the Settlement Development 

Boundaries are defined beyond the extent of existing built development to 

include a range of possible development sites that could accommodate the 

maximum number of new homes proposed for that settlement either individually 

or cumulatively.” 

 

5. We support this approach but note that the proposed Settlement Development 

Boundary for Little Bromley is tightly circumscribed around the existing built-

up area, principally along Shop Road, and that the intention of the section of 

Policy SD5 quoted above does not manifest itself in the proposed Settlement 

Development Boundary. The opportunities for judicious infilling within the 

proposed Settlement Development Boundary as currently being defined are 

virtually non-existent and there clearly will need to be some adjustment to this 

boundary to accommodate 3 further dwellings. 

 

6. In this respect, we note that the Draft Settlement Development Boundary 

published by the Council in June 2012 (Annex EGA1a) included land 

alongside Brookhouse, Shop Road but this has been excluded from the 
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Submission Draft Settlement Development Boundary (Annex EGA1b). There 

is therefore an anomaly arising from the proposed increase in the Village’s 

housing stock by 3 dwellings, the recent exclusion of land that could contribute 

to this requirement, and the apparent inability to deliver this requirement within 

the Submission Draft Settlement Development Boundary. It will be necessary 

for this anomaly to be addressed in the Submission Draft. 

 

PART B 

 

7. Little Bromley is a street or linear village with the main developed frontage 

along Shop Road. Village housing is largely confined to the west side of Shop 

Road but at Newhouse Farm there is an overlap with a further ribbon on the 

opposite side of the road which extends as far as The Old School House. At the 

point of overlap, a dwelling known as Brookhouse lies directly opposite 

Newhouse Farm and is associated with garden land which was included within 

the Settlement Development Boundary initially published in June 2012. This 

garden constitutes the land that has now been deleted from the Submission Draft 

Settlement Development Boundary having been put forward in the earlier Draft. 

It represents a site which we now claim should be re-included within the 

Settlement Development Boundary for the following reasons:- 

 

• The Little Bromley Submission Draft Settlement Development Boundary 

does not make provision for 3 further dwellings and is therefore 

inconsistent with Policy SD5.  

• No cogent planning reasons have been put forward for excluding a site 

previously earmarked for meeting at least some of the Local Plan’s 

projected new housing stock at Little Bromley.  

• The site extends to 0.16 hectares and, with a 40m frontage to Shop Road 

and 40m in depth, is of a size comfortably capable of delivering two of the 

three dwellings envisaged in the Local Plan.  

• The position of the site opposite Newhouse Farm strengthens the physical 

and visual link between the parts of the village either side of Shop Road.  
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• The site has established mature defensible boundaries which will integrate 

housing into the street scene and countryside setting.  

• The dwellings can be safely accessed directly from Shop Road with good 

visibility in both directions.  

• The foreground to the development would form an attractive feature 

comprising a highway verge alongside a stream which would be crossed 

by new bridges to access the dwellings.  

• The site can be developed without harm to the protected Holm Oak close 

to the driveway access serving Brookhouse.  

 

8. It is therefore submitted that the inclusion of the land at Brookhouse will largely 

address the current anomaly arising from the dearth of housing land availability 

within the Settlement Development Boundary whilst making a positive 

contribution to the character and viability of the village. 

 

PART C 

 

9. We set out below the specific points of the Local Plan to which we now register 

our Objections and relate these to the soundness of the Plan. 

 

Objections 

 

10. Section 2: Paragraph 2.24: Policy SD5, Appendix 1 and Policies Map Inset 33 

 

11. Reason: The text in paragraph 2.24 indicates that Settlement Development 

Boundaries are defined for Smaller Rural Settlements in order that small scale 

developments can be accommodated in a flexible manner. To facilitate this, 

Policy SD5: Managing Growth indicates that Settlement Development 

Boundaries for Smaller Rural Settlements are defined beyond the extent of 

existing built development to include a range of possible development sites that 

could accommodate the maximum number of new homes proposed for that 

settlement either individually or cumulatively. Appendix 1 indicates that the 

relevant additional capacity for Little Bromley is 3 dwellings. 
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12. The Submission Draft Settlement Development Boundary for Little Bromley 

shown in Policies Inset Map 33 does not define the Settlement Development 

Boundary beyond the extent of existing tight-knit built development as 

proposed in Policy SD5. The Proposed Settlement Development Boundary does 

not therefore comply with Policy SD5 as it is clear that it would be either 

difficult or represent “poor planning” if three further dwellings were to be shoe-

horned onto land within the proposed Settlement Development Boundary shown 

in Annex EGA1b. There is therefore a clear need to amend the Submission 

Draft Settlement Development Boundary to make provision for the proposed 

increase in the village’s housing stock. 

 

13. Unless this additional provision is clearly able to be demonstrated through the 

application of Policy SD5, the Plan is regarded as unsound on the basis that it 

would fail the test of being “Positively Prepared” as it would be inconsistent 

with the Plan Strategy and specifically relevant Policy. 

 

14. The exclusion of land able to meet the additional housing growth earmarked for 

Little Bromley would also not be “Justified” as it would not represent the most 

appropriate strategy. No sound planning reasons exist for the exclusion of the 

site at Brookhouse from the Settlement Development Boundary whose inclusion 

is supported by the Parish Council. The site was originally included in the Draft 

Little Bromley Proposals Map by the District Council as a site compliant with 

the strategy and consistent with Policy SD5 and should now be reinstated. 

 

15. ACTION: Amend Policies Map Inset 33 (Annex EGA1b) to include land 

fronting Shop Road adjacent to Brookhouse, as identified in Annex 

EGA1a, within the Little Bromley Settlement Development Boundary. 

Chartered Town Planner  

December 2012 
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To: Gary Guiver
Subject: CAM.0862: Tendring Europark Reps
Attachments: Tendring Europark Reps 7.1.13.pdf; Policy MLM6.pdf; Sustainability Appraisal 7.1.13.pdf
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Gary 
  
As promised, here are the reps we have submitted on Horsley Cross. 
  
All the best 
  
Nicky 
  

Nicky Parsons 
Director 
  
Pegasus Group 
Planning | Environmental | Retail | Urban Design | Renewables | Landscape Design | Graphic Design | Consultation 
| Sustainability 
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Pegasus Group is the trading name of Pegasus Planning Group (07277000) registered in England and Wales. 
This email and any associated files, is intended for the exclusive use of the addressee only. If you are not the intended recipient you 
should not use the contents nor disclose them to any other person. If you have received this message in error please notify us 
immediately. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email and any attachments. 
  
  







 
 

 
 
 

Tendring District Local Plan:  
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and hard copies are available at the District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  
 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 

 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: 
 
TENDRING EUROPARK 
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: ………………………………………….………………. 
 
E-mail: …………………………………………………………………………… Tel No: ………………………… 
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant): ………………………………………………………………………...... 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………. Post Code: ………………….. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 
Name of agent:  PEGASUS GROUP  
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: NICKY PARSONS 
 
E-mail:                               Tel No:  
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant):  

 
 Post Code:  

 
 

 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 
 
 
 

Please turn over  

 



 
PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 

 

Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 

                 Support   Object                          (Please tick one box) 
 
 

Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be:  
 

 “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development;   

 

 “Justified” – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 
reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  

 

 “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 

 “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 
in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework  

 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 
Comment(s) 

 
POLICY MLM6: 
DEVELOPMENT AT 
HORSLEY CROSS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
My client SUPPORTS the proposed allocation of this site for employment uses and 
provides further justification for the proposal. 
 

1. Highway Considerations: The highway impact of the redevelopment of 
the south west quadrant of this site was fully assessed at the time of the 
2006 application, which was subsequently determined by the Secretary of 
State in 2008.  The Inspector for the call-in inquiry noted that there was no 
highway objection to the proposed development and that the absence of 
adverse impact was a matter of common ground between the relevant 
parties.  This position was reached with the full knowledge of the Bathside 
Bay proposal and its implications.  The Inspector did not subsequently 
conclude this position to be incorrect and neither did the Secretary of State.  
This position remains true today. 
 
In terms of capacity on the highway network it has been noted that the 
effects of the recession since 2008 has seen some reduction in traffic on 
most primary corridors and the Strategic Road Network which includes the 
A120.  It was noted in the Tendring Infrastructure Study (2009/10) that the 
A120 is operating within capacity.  Specifically, data held by the DfT shows 
that observed traffic volumes on the A120 to the west of Horsley Cross in 
2012 have reduced by some 8% since 2008. It is noted that a comparative 
assessment of traffic conditions on the A120 had been completed in 2010 
to support the application to extend the planning permission at Bathside 
Bay.  This showed that traffic conditions previously forecast in 2008 were 
generally higher than comprehensive surveys undertaken in 2008.  This 

X X 



position was accepted by the HA.   
 
It is extremely likely that traffic would have been higher still at the time of 
the planning application at Horsley Cross in 2006 which was based on 2005 
surveys.  On this basis, the agreed position reached for the previous 
scheme in respect of traffic impact is unlikely to be breached and is 
therefore robust.  Assessment of traffic conditions will be examined with the 
Authorities in more detail as part of the preparation of the planning 
application.   
 
The development of the north west quadrant will be a matter considered 
within this further analysis with the benefit of confirmed details of the scale 
of development in this location although initial assessments indicate that 
there is sufficient acceptable operational capacity within the highway 
network to support the redevelopment of this site at the required future year 
horizon of 2023 (plus 10 years), which is beyond the Local Plan period to 
2021.  
 
The development of this site is restricted to lower density employment uses 
that would not generate such high levels of traffic that would be more 
appropriate on employment sites in the urban areas. This is sustainable as 
the use of such sites for the uses considered at this allocation would not be 
complimentary or achievable.  The development will still need to bring 
forward Travel Plan proposals to deal with employees travel to/from the site 
as sustainably as possible and will form a binding requirement on the 
developer and end users of the site. Such Travel Plans are now more 
common than they were at the time of the previous application and best 
practice can be reviewed and will be promoted as part of this development.  
It is clear that employee’s are very aware of the personal cost of travel 
given the escalation in fuel costs and this is actively influencing car use, 
with car share becoming more common as a result.  
 
The proposed policy includes a requirement to demonstrate that the 
proposed development will not jeopardise the future development of 
Bathside Bay and the implementation of the associated highway works 
along the A120.  In relation to the associated Highways works is understood 
that these have yet to be defined in full for the Bathside Bay development 
as the relevant studies were never completed.  In discussion with the 
Highways Agency it is apparent that their stance in relation to improvement 
of the A120 considers that when Bathside Bay eventually comes forward it 
will need to take account of other relevant developments and deliver such 
improvement to mitigate their requirements on conditions at that time.  
There is therefore no concern on the part of the Highways Agency that 
other development will jeopardise the delivery of improvements associated 
with Bathside Bay when they are requried. The Policy also requires the 
provision of safeguarded land along the A120 to allow for these future 
improvements although it is unclear where this land is located given that the 
improvement works associated with Bathside Bay have yet to be fully 
defined.  Again, the 2010 assessment supporting the application to extend 
the Bathside Bay planning permission specifically states that A120 
improvements will follow its existing alignment in the area of proposed 
works, although no detail of those works was made available.  The 
alignment of the A120 on the approach to/from Horsley Cross is already 
dual carriageway for a short length.  This will minimise the land required to 
provide further widening, particularly to the west and examination of the 
likely requirements shows limited need for land that forms part of this 
allocation. Together these provide sufficient safeguards in the decision-
making process to ensure that any development at this site takes into 
account the future development of Bathside Bay. Notwithstanding, my client 
will make the necessary land available to the Highways Agency if such is 



required for improvement to facilitate Bathside Bay. Acquisition will be by 
agreement with no need for compulsory purchase. 
 

2. Economic Considerations:  It is important to realise that the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) clearly identifies that sustainable 
development has three important roles: economic, social and environmental 
(paragraph 7).  At paragraph 19 of the NPPF it states that significant weight 
should be placed on the need to support economic growth through the 
planning system.  In rural areas (such as this location) paragraph 28 states 
that the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business and 
enterprise should be supported in order to create jobs and prosperity and to 
promote a strong rural economy. 
 
The Inspector acknowledged, and the Secretary of State accepted, that 
there was a strong economic case for the development of this site.  This 
case remains and is even more compelling given the continued failure of 
the alternative sites mentioned at the Inquiry to be delivered, the ongoing 
delays with Bathside Bay and the economic downturn.   
 
The Tendring area has several unique characteristics that can be better 
utilised for the benefit of the economic strength of both the District and the 
region.  The most significant of these is its proximity to existing and future 
off-shore windfarms (East Anglia One and Greater Gabbard) and the limited 
port-side facilities elsewhere along the eastern coast to service this growing 
industry.  This industry provides 15-25 years of initial construction work 
followed by ongoing work associated with the maintenance and future 
enhancement of these facilities.  This provides a generous source of 
employment of varying skill levels including training in new skills.  There is 
also the spin-off industry associated with the increased activity at 
supporting facilities within the wider area e.g. shops, restaurants and hotels. 
With the help of Government funding a new Energy Skills Centre is 
currently being created in Harwich that will have an engineering focus.  This 
joint venture between Colchester Institute and Harwich International Port 
will fulfil the existing and future training needs of employers in the area.  Its 
main focus will be to serve the offshore wind energy industry. Harwich 
currently provides port-side facilities to serve the off-shore windfarms and 
this is set to expand further in the future through the activities of existing 
operators in the area.   The importance of this industry has been recently 
recognised by Essex County Council and the South East Local Enterprise 
Partnership, which has provided a funding to a local manufacturing 
company in Harwichin excess of £2,000,000 through the Growing Places 
Fund to provide a dedicated harbour and operations centre.  There has also 
been a grant of £860,000 from the UKCES Employer Skills for Growth 
Award to a consortium of local employers based in the Harwich over the 
coming two years to train local people in the future skills needed for 
particularly fabrication, engineering for the new growth coming in to the 
area.  
 
All of this will allow Harwich to accommodate a substantial element of what 
is known as the supply chain for the windfarm industry.  The supply chain is 
essentially the manufacture of the initial component parts of the turbines 
including the parts for ongoing maintenance.   
 
However, expansion of port-side facilities is just one part of the equation for 
this industry.  In order to capitalise on the employment needs generated by 
the supply chain requirement for this industry it is essential that suitable 
employment units are provided in accessible locations.  The land at Horsley 
Cross represents one such location.  It is connected to Harwich via the 
A120, which as set out above has sufficient capacity to support the 
associated highway movements.  The site is capable of development 



without significant infrastructure constraints (as acknowledged by the 
Inspector in the previous decision at this site) and will be delivered quickly.  
This need exists now and is a need that is not being catered for by the 
previous employment allocations closer to Harwich.  Failure to capitalise on 
this industry will result in it relocating elsewhere in the eastern region 
(outside of Tendring) or worse still to locations outside of the UK.  My client 
has occupiers interested in taking units at Horsley Cross.  These occupiers 
are associated with the supply chain and provide a range of jobs associated 
with the manufacture and installation of component parts for wind turbines.  
These occupiers could bring an additional 2,000 jobs to the area.  The 
allocation of this site would allow for the growth of local companies and 
encouragement of inward investors to the area with the added potential for 
future European Headquarters.  This is a significant and worthy material 
consideration weighing heavily in favour of the allocation of this site. 
 
The allocation of this site and the employment opportunities it will bring 
directly complies with the five objectives of the recently published Essex 
Economic Growth Strategy (2012) by Essex County Council.  These 
objectives are to create more jobs, to compete internationally, to improve 
skills, to improve access to jobs in deprived areas (Tendring is 
acknowledged to be a deprived area) and to secure infrastructure to enable 
businesses to grow. The Economic Growth Strategy reveals that: 
 

 Tendring is an unemployment hotspot with high levels of youth 
unemployment (paragraph 3.19); 

 The renewable energy is one of four main sectors offering the 
greatest potential for economic growth in Essex (paragraph 3.32); 

 The region is already recognised as being a key location for the 
renewable energy sector with the potential ‘to deliver the workforce 
that this fast-growing sector requires’ and benefit from inward 
investment from overseas (paragraph 3.40). 

 
The EGS builds on the Intergated County Strategy produced in 2010 by all 
of the Essex authorities.  It identifies Tendring as containing some of the 
most deprived areas in the region (page 30).  It also acknowledges the role 
of the renewable energy sector in improving the economic fortunes of the 
area, identifying it as a key opportunity for growth in the area (diagram 2). 
Given the specific interest in this site by operators involved in the windfarm 
supply chain my client suggests that the policy include reference to the 
contribution that this site could make to the key growth sector of the 
renewable energy industry. 
 

3. Social impact: The redevelopment of this site in the manner set out in the 
proposed site allocation will create an abundant supply of new jobs for the 
area that in turn will contribute to the economic prosperity of the District.  
The redevelopment of this site to enhance this innovate growth sector and 
the new skills that it will generate will assist in increasing the skills-base of 
the local population offering the very real potential for improvements to the 
social well-being of this deprived area.  Such impacts are difficult to quantify 
but it is self-evident that a population with greater access to education, skills 
and wealth will exhibit positive social impacts. 
 

4. Environmental Impact: The NPPF recognises the importance of 
contributing and protecting the natural environment with specific reference 
to the need to move towards a low carbon economy (paragraph 7).  
Although this site is a Greenfield site the NPPF does not explicitly restrict 
development in this location.  The policy-making process is about making 
best use of the development opportunities that present themselves by 
adopting a balanced approach to considering the sustainable development 
credentials of proposed allocations.  In this case the unremarkable nature of 



the landscape without any wildlife sensitivities (as acknowledges by the 
Inspector for the previous scheme) and with no designating landscape 
qualities presents an opportunity to address of sustainability issues – 
namely economic and associated social development.   
The Inspector for the previous appeal at this site acknowledged that the 
decision was finely balanced and raised concerns about the potential 
precedent that the approval of development at this unallocated site could 
create.  This latest plan-making process offers the opportunity to deliver the 
benefits acknowledged by the Inspector and accepted by the Secretary of 
State through a site allocation.  The NPPF is abundantly clear that 
sustainable development is about plan-led development and as such the 
identification of this site in the Local Plan will not create a precedent for 
other Greenfield sites in the locality as such unallocated sites would be 
contrary to the development plan.  The Council can therefore be reassured 
that the allocation of this site for development will not create an undesirable 
precedent under the current requirements of the NPPF. 
 
The development proposals currently being prepared by my client directly 
support the growth of the renewable energy sector.  This in turn will assist 
the country in meeting its high target for renewable energy generation in the 
future.  This is an important environmental consideration that should weigh 
heavily in favour of the allocation of this site and should feature in the 
wording of the policy. 
 

5. Absence of other impacts: The Inspector noted that it was common 
ground between the parties that the development of the south-west 
quadrant of this site did not present any technical difficulties.  This was not 
disputed by the Inspector or the Secretary of State.  The revised planning 
application will show that this continues to be the case.  The north-west 
quadrant exhibits no obvious impediments to delivery and none are 
anticipated. 
 

6. Local Support:  The allocation of the site benefits from the support of 
Harwich Town Council (as evidenced in the local press) which recognises 
the importance of the development of this site for the wider area and the 
fortunes of Harwich.  It is also worthy of note that the previous proposal for 
the redevelopment of the south-western quadrant benefitted from the 
support of Mistley Parish Council, within which the site is located.  Our 
clients have spoken to many people locally in recent weeks but could not 
discern any opposition to their proposal   
 
 

Conclusion and suggestions 
 
The proposed site allocation represents an opportunity to achieve sustainable 
development, which the NPPF acknowledges is more than just locating 
development in town centre locations.  The development of the south-western 
quadrant of this site has been a long-standing aspiration and has been assessed in 
great detail.  It resulted in a ‘finely balanced’ decision to refuse the proposal based 
on its unallocated, Greenfield status and potential for precedent.  Since that time 
the economic need for the development has strengthened and the opportunity 
exists to allocate the site and thus address the issue of precedent. 
 
My client urges officers to continue to maintain the allocation of this site for 
employment and for Members to accept this recommendation.  To further enhance 
the allocation my client suggests the following additions to the policy: 
 

1. Include reference to the fact that the previous application at the south-west 
quadrant was approved by the Council and subsequently called in by the 
Secretary of State; 



 
2. Include reference in the policy to the potential importance of this site to the 

supply chain industry for the growing renewable energy industry developing 
in Harwich and off of the eastern coast. 
 

3. For development management purposes modify the B8 provision by relating 
it to site area rather than floorspace since the site area is known and future 
floorspace is not. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Please turn over  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?                                                                                                                     
 
                                                                                                                                                   

                 Yes   No                 (Please tick one box) 

 
     
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination)  
 

 
 

Due to the strategic significance of our site, we consider it is important that we are included in all relevant 
hearing sessions in order to contribute to the debate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 

 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 
 

 
Please sign and date this form:  Signed:                                                                                                                         Date:  7.01.13 

            

All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th January 2013. 
Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 

 
Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 

District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 

X 



 
 

 
 
 

Tendring District Local Plan:  
Proposed Submission Draft (2012) 

 

REPRESENTATION FORM 
 
This is the representation form to use for giving us your comments on the Proposed Submission Draft 
of the new Tendring District Local Plan. The document itself is available to view on the Council’s 
website (www.tendringdc.gov.uk) and hard copies are available at the District Council offices at 
Weeley, the Town Hall at Clacton and at all the libraries in the district.  
 
Please fill in the form carefully and clearly as illegible forms may not be considered. 
 
 

PART A – DETAILS OF PERSON OR ORGANISATION MAKING THE REPRESENTATION 

 
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS 
 

 

Name of person or organisation making the representation: 
 
TENDRING EUROPARK  
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: ………………………………………….………………. 
 
E-mail: …………………………………………………………………………… Tel No: ………………………… 
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant): ………………………………………………………………………...... 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………. Post Code: ………………….. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

If you are an agent acting on behalf of someone please provide your details here 
 
Name of agent:  PEGASUS GROUP  
 
If an organisation, please provide a contact name: NICKY PARSONS 
 
E-mail:                                
 
Address (put the organisation address if relevant):  

 
 Post Code:  

 
 

 
Please remember to notify us if your contact details change. 
 
 
 

Please turn over  

 



 
PART B – DETAILS OF REPRESENTATION 

 

Do you wish to support or object to the Local Plan? 
 
 

                 Support   Object                          (Please tick one box) 
 
 

Please tell us why. If you are objecting, you will need to explain how the plan fails to meet one or more of the 
following ‘tests of soundness’. The tests of soundness say that Local Plans must be:  
 

 “Positively Prepared” – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 
objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from 
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development;   

 

 “Justified” – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 
reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;  

 

 “Effective” – the plan should be deliverable over its plan period and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

 

 “Consistent with national policy” – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 
in accordance with the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework  

 
In making your comments, please be sure to indicate which policy or proposal it is you are supporting or 
objecting to and if objecting, what changes you think should be made to the plan. 
 

What section of the 
plan are you 

commenting on? 
Comment(s) 

 
Sustainability 
Appraisal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
My client SUPPORTS the proposed allocation at Horsley Cross for employment 
uses. 
 
Sustainability Appraisal 
 
It is noted that the Sustainability Appraisal accompanying the Proposed 
Submission Draft of the Tendring Local Plan contains a summary of the initial 
sustainability appraisal accompanying the Issues and Options Core Strategy 
document dated 2009 as well as specific assessment of the Policies in the 2012 
Draft Local Plan. It is noted that there are some inconsistencies between the 
conclusions of the Sustainability Appraisals. 
 
My client OBJECTS to the assessment of the options presented in the 2009 Issues 
and Options Document, specifically in relation to Bathside Bay and the A120 
Corridor in which Horsley Cross was identified as Option3 as this does not 
correspond with the benefits recognised in the subsequent 2012 policy/site specific 
assessment for Horsley Cross set out in the SA appendices.  In particular my client 
objects to the following:    
 

 The 2009 appraisal fails to acknowledge the extent to which the 
development of this site will help the rural economy, as subsequently 
referred to in the 2012 site-specific assessment in the appendix to this 
document. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) clearly 
identifies at paragraph 28 that sustainable growth and expansion of all 
types of business and enterprise should be supported in rural areas in order 

X X 



to create jobs and prosperity and to promote a strong rural economy. 
 

 The 2009 assessment fails to acknowledge that the site is well-connected 
to the Trans-European Network (via the A120) and also to Harwich.  It also 
fails to acknowledge the potential that Travel Plans associated with the 
development of this site will provide in developing and enhancing non-car 
modes of transport. 
 

 The Inspector for an earlier appeal at this site acknowledged, and the 
Secretary of State accepted, that there was a strong economic case for the 
development of this site for employment floorspace.  This case remains and 
is even more compelling given the continued failure of the alternative sites 
mentioned at the Inquiry to be delivered, the ongoing delays with Bathside 
Bay and the economic downturn. 
 

 The previous employment application on the south-west quadrant of this 
site did not raise any concerns regarding the highway impact, landscape 
impact, ecological impact or pollution. 

 
Sustainability Appraisal Appendices: SA Appraisal – Bathside Bay and A120 
Corridor 
 
My client OBJECTS to the assessment given to Horsley Cross, which in response 
to the questions regarding the accessibility of the site to the local population and 
whether it will promote regeneration concludes that there are ‘clear and substantive 
negative effect’ in response to criteria. 
 
This site is located on the A120, which is part of the Trans-European Network and 
has capacity to support development at this location.  The highway case for the 
development of this site was fully tested and found to be acceptable when the 
previous application was narrowly refused in 2008. 
   
Harwich Town Council has commented in the local press that it fully supports the 
redevelopment of my client’s site as it recognises that it will bring benefits to 
Harwich.  The regenerative benefits that this site will bring to Harwich are readily 
recognised by parties with a direct interest in the future success of Harwich and are 
therefore of substantial weight.   
 
My client is currently in discussions with potential occupiers for Horsley Cross that 
are involved in the supply chain for the windfarm industry – an industry that is of 
increasing importance to Harwich.  Multi-million pound Government funding has 
recently been awarded to existing businesses in Harwich to promote the 
development of facilities that are directly involved in the windfarm energy in 
recognition of the strategic location of Harwich on the East Anglia Energy Coast.  
This includes the new training facility (The Energy Skills Centre) and the 
development of new port-side facilities.  My client’s site and the development 
proposed will have a direct and positive impact on the regeneration of Harwich 
through the provision of additional facilities to support the windfarm industry. 
 
My client OBJECTS to the assessment that the site has a negative effect in 
reference to the assessment of the accessibility of people to ‘satisfying work 
appropriate to their skills, potential and place of residence?’  The site is well-
connected to the local area by road and offers the potential for future developments 
to include Travel Plans to enhance the non-car modes of transport to this site. 
  
My client OBJECTS to the assessment that the site has a negative effect in 
reference to the ability of the site to reduce pollution.  The site has been the subject 
of a previous application for development and included an Environmental 
Assessment.  It did not raise any issues regarding pollution and no such issues 
were raised by either the Inspector or the Secretary of State when determining the 



appeal at this site.  The eventual refusal of planning permission did not include 
reasons of pollution.  As such it is unclear how the Council can reach such a 
negative assessment on this matter. There is no document in the evidence base 
which assesses noise and pollution. 
 
My client OBJECTS to the results set out under criteria 8 (protect and enhance 
natural and historic environmental assets) as it directly conflicts with the more 
appropriate assessment of this subject under the site-specific evaluation set out 
further in the SA.   
 
To rectify my client’s objections it is suggested that the main SA be amended to 
reflect the benefits of the development to be consistent with the subsequent site-
specific evaluation contained within the SA Appendix F. We consider that it would 
be useful if the Council could confirm the status of the 2012 Sustainability Appraisal 
included at Appendix F. It is our understanding that the 2009 SA contained a high 
level assessment and the 2012 revision contains a more focused review of specific 
sites. Therefore the 2012 assessment is the more relevant and accurate 
assessment of the Horsley Cross site. 
 
Sustainability Appraisal and Appendices: POLICY MLM6: DEVELOPMENT AT 
HORSLEY CROSS 
 
The Sustainability Appraisal assesses this site against two options: to include it or 
not to include it within the Local Plan. My client SUPPORTS the proposed 
allocation to be included in the Local Plan but objects to the inconsistencies in the 
following elements of the sustainability assessment summaries.  
 

 It concludes that the accessibility of the employment opportunities will have 
some negative effect in response to criteria.  As set out above, this 
assessment fails to acknowledge the potential that this site could have to 
enhancing measures to encourage non-car modes of transport through the 
use of Travel Plans. 
 

 It concludes that the assessment of the site on the promotion of 
regeneration is ‘not applicable’.  For the reasons already referred to above 
the development of this site will have a clear and substantive positive effect 
and should be recognised as such.  This also conflicts with the 2012 
assessment subsequently given at criteria 4, which recognises the benefit 
the development of this site will bring to Harwich International Port. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Please turn over  

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
If you are objecting to the plan, do you consider it necessary to speak at the public 
examination?                                                                                                                     
 
                                                                                                                                                   

                 Yes   No                 (Please tick one box) 

 
     
If you wish to speak at the examination, please outline why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
(Please note that the Inspector will determine what issue will be debated and who will be invited to speak at 
the examination)  
 

 
 

Due to the strategic significance of our site, we consider it is important that we are included in all relevant 
hearing sessions in order to contribute to the debate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
FAIR PROCESSING NOTICE – DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998 

 
Please note that any comments submitted cannot be treated as private and confidential and may be made 
available for public inspection. Respondents’ details will be held on a database in accordance with the terms of 
Tendring District Council’s registration with the UK Information Commissioner pursuant to the Data Protection 
Act 1998. 
 

 
Please sign and date this form:  Signed:                                                                                                                           Date:  7.01.13 

            

 
All representations must be received by the Council no later than 16:00 on Monday 7th January 2013. 

Any submissions received after this deadline cannot be considered. 
 

Please return completed forms to: The Planning Policy Manager, Planning Department, Tendring 
District Council, Council Offices, Thorpe Road, Weeley, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO16 9AJ. 

 X 
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Mary Foster 

From: Viktoria Oakley 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:15
To: Planning.policy
Subject: Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submissions - Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green
Attachments: Great Oakley Tendring Rep.pdf; CDBF - Great Oakley.pdf; CDBF - Tendring Green.pdf; Tendring Green 

Planning Rep.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sirs, 
  
Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submission – Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green 
  
Please find attached the submission documentation for the above named representations in relation to 
 the Chelmsford Diocesan Board of Finance landholdings at Great Oakley and Tendring Green. 
  
I look forward to confirmation that you have received these representations. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Viktoria  
  
  
Viktoria Oakley 
MSc MRTPI  
Planner 
Strutt & Parker LLP 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

          
  

 
  
This Email is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the 
information herein. If you have received this Email in error please contact us immediately. Strutt and 
Parker will accept no liability for the mis-transmission, interference, or interception of any Email and you 
are reminded that Email is not a secure method of communication.  
  
Strutt & Parker LLP is a limited liability partnership and is registered in England and Wales with registered 
number OC334522. A List of members’ names is open to inspection at our registered office.  
  
For further details of Strutt & Parker LLP please visit our web site http://www.struttandparker.com 
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Mary Foster 

From: Viktoria Oakley 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:15
To: Planning.policy
Subject: Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submissions - Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green
Attachments: Great Oakley Tendring Rep.pdf; CDBF - Great Oakley.pdf; CDBF - Tendring Green.pdf; Tendring Green 

Planning Rep.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Dear Sirs, 
  
Tendring Draft Local Plan Representation submission – Land at Great Oakley and Tendring Green 
  
Please find attached the submission documentation for the above named representations in relation to 
 the Chelmsford Diocesan Board of Finance landholdings at Great Oakley and Tendring Green. 
  
I look forward to confirmation that you have received these representations. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Viktoria  
  
  
Viktoria Oakley 
MSc MRTPI  
Planner 
Strutt & Parker LLP 
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Thorpe Maltings  



Ref: NLP002308   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 11:56:42 AM 
Chapter: 5. Planning for Places  Section: Nature Conservation and Geo-diversity 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr A Fuller  
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Tim Snow 
Agent Job Title:  
Agent Organisation: Tim Snow Architects Ltd 
Agent Address:  
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: A large area of land to the south of the Thorpe Maltings Conservation Area / Thorpe 
Station Railway line has been allocated as a Local Wildlife Site (PLA 4) This site is not listed within 
Appendix 4 and I can find no justification for its inclusion within the Council's documents.  There 
has not been any consultation with our client, who owns some of the land, or I understand the 
adjacent owner.  I have been in discussion with the council about an adjacent site and this 
allocation has not be mentioned and appears to be a late addition. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:15:10 PM 
Attachment: N 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: 



Ref: NLP002310   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 12:14:00 PM 
Chapter: 12. Countryside and Smaller Rural Settlements  Section: Thorpe Maltings, Near Thorpe-
le-Soken 
Handled by Agent: Y 
 
Consultee: Mr A Fuller  
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:   
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent: Mr Tim Snow 
Agent Job Title:  
Agent Organisation: Tim Snow Architects Ltd 
Agent Address:  

 
 

 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: While supporting the conservation of Thorpe Maltings the settlement boundary in 
the vicinity of Edward Road has been redrawn tightly around the existing built structure whereas it 
previously followed the line of the conservation Area which appears to be unchanged.  I object on 
behalf of my client to the redrawing of the settlement boundary.  It is recognised within the various 
document prepared in relation to the Conservation Area the importance of Edward Road and the 
desire for improvements. this seems to be confirmed because of the retention of the conservation 
area.  Environmental improvements to this area are only going to be achieved by granting enabling 
development and effectively preventing development by the redrawing of the settlement boundary 
will considerably reduce the opportunity for the area to be enhanced and would not therefore be 
justified. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 2:00:23 PM 
Attachment: N 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: 



Ref: NLP002302   
Date Added: 1/7/2013 11:13:54 AM 
Chapter: Appendix 4: Local Wildlife Sites and Ancient Woodland  Section:  
Handled by Agent: N 
 
Consultee: Mr Graeme Fuller  
Consultee Job Title:  
Consultee Organisation:  
Consultee Address:  
Consultee Email:  
Consultee Phone:  
 
Agent:    
Agent Job Title:  
Agent Organisation:  
Agent Address:   
Agent Email:  
Agent Phone:  
 
Support or Objection: Object 
Justification: As the landowner of The Woodlands, Edward Road, Thorpe-le-Soken, CO16 0HJ 
the proposed local plan imposes a new restriction on my land as a Local Wildlife Site (LoWS) 
(PLA4).  Planning consent was granted on my land on 16/02/10  for stables and paddocks which is 
its current use (planning consent ref: 10/00131/FUL).  There is no justification for this area to now 
be designated a LoWS, and by doing so this fails the test of soundness as not being 'justified' or 
'effective'.  Reference Te98 Upper Holland Brook TM177212 par. 2 of the Tendring District Local 
Wildlife Sites Review no longer accurately describes the area in question. 
 
Want to Speak at Public Examination: Y 
Justification:  
 
Approved: Y 
Approved Date: 1/7/2013 12:08:32 PM 
Attachment: N 
Added by Council: N 
Reply: N 
Notes: 



Mary Foster 

From: Ian J Tod 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:33
To: Planning.policy
Cc: David Whipps; Peter Hollis
Subject: Tendring District Local Plan Representation
Attachments: 130107 Representation.pdf

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Please find representation on Submission Draft Local Plan 
yours sincerely 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 









 
 
 
 

Thorrington 









































 
 
 
 

Wix 



Mary Foster 

From: Shirley Pay 
Sent: 07 January 2013 15:50
To: Planning.policy; Gary Guiver
Cc: Russell Forde
Subject: 12.1756 Tendring District Local Plan Proposed Submision Draft (2012) Representations - Former White Hart 

Public House, Wix and Associated Land
Importance: High
Attachments: 13-01-07 12 1756 Representation Form and Attachments.pdf

Page 1 of 1

04/02/2013

Please find attached the representation form and attached associated documents in respect of the 
above. This meets the submission deadline of 4pm 7 January 2013. I should be grateful if you would 
acknowledge safe receipt. 
  
Shirley Pay 
Planning Support Team 
  

       
 

 
  

 
  

 email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only for the purpose of conducting business with Smart Planning Ltd. If you 
are not the named recipient you must delete it, take no action based upon it nor must you copy or show it to anyone. Email may not be a 100% 
secure communications medium. 
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Photograph 1: Works of Commencement (1) 

 
 

Photograph 2: Works of Commencement (2) 

 
 



 

 © Smart Planning Ltd 

Photograph 3: Works of Commencement (3) 

 
 

Photograph 4: Works of Commencement (4) 
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